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Toward the ambitious long-term goal of a eet of cooperating Flexible Autonomous
Machines operating in an uncertain Environment (FAME), this thesis addresses sev-
eral critical modeling, design and control objectives for ground vehicles. One central
objective was to show how o-the-shelf (low-cost) remote-control (RC) \toy" vehi-
cles can be converted into intelligent multi-capability robotic-platforms for conduct-
ing FAME research. This is shown for two vehicle classes: (1) six dierential-drive
(DD) RC vehicles called Thunder Tumbler (DDT 2) and (2) one rear-wheel drive
(RWD) RC car called Ford F-150 (1:14 scale). Each DDT 2-vehicle was augmented
to provide a substantive suite of capabilities as summarized below (It should be
noted, however, that only oneDDT 2-vehicle was augmented with an inertial measure-
ment unit (IMU) and 2.4 GHz RC capability): (1) magnetic wheel-encoders/IMU for
(dead-reckoning-based) inner-loop speed-control and outer-loop position-directional-
control, (2) Arduino Uno microcontroller-board for encoder-based inner-loop speed-
control and encoder-IMU-ultrasound-based outer-loop cruise-position- directional-
separation-control, (3) Arduino motor-shield for inner-loop motor-speed-control, (4)
Raspberry Pi II computer-board for demanding outer-loop vision-based cruise- posi-
tion -directional-control, (5) Raspberry Pi 5MP camera for outer-loop cruise-position-
directional control (exploiting WiFi to send video back to laptop), (6) forward-
pointing ultrasonic distance/rangender sensor for outer-loop separation-control, and
(7) 2.4 GHz spread-spectrum RC capability to replace original 27/49 MHz RC. Each
\enhanced"/ augmented DDT 2-vehicle costs less than $175 but oers the capability
of commercially available vehicles costing over $500. Both the Arduino and Rasp-
berry are low-cost, well-supported (software wise) and easy-to-use. For the vehicle
classes considered (i.e. DD, RWD), both kinematic and dynamical (planar xy) models
are examined. Suitable nonlinear/linear-models are used to develop inner/outer-loop
i
control laws.
All demonstrations presented involve enhanced DDT 2-vehicles; one the F-150;
one a quadrotor. The following summarizes key hardware demonstrations: (1) cruise-
control along line, (2) position-control along line (3) position-control along curve (4)
planar (xy) Cartesian stabilization, (5) cruise-control along jagged line/curve, (6)
vehicle-target spacing-control, (7) multi-robot spacing-control along line/curve, (8)
tracking slowly-moving remote-controlled quadrotor, (9) avoiding obstacle while mov-
ing toward target, (10) RC F-150 followed by DDT 2-vehicle. Hardware data/video
is compared with, and corroborated by, model-based simulations. In short, many ca-
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF WORK
1.1 Introduction and Motivation
As the evolution of electromechanical and computing technologies continue to
accelerate, the possible applications continue to grow. This accelerated growth is
observed within the robotics research and hobbyist communities. New technologies
(e.g. Arduino, Raspberry Pi with compatible interfaces, software and actuators/sen-
sors) now permit young hobbyists and researchers to perform very complicated tasks
- tasks that would have required great hardware/programming expertise just a few
years ago. Within this thesis, current o-the-shelf technologies (e.g. Arduino, Rasp-
berry Pi, commercially available RC cars) are exploited to develop low-cost ground
vehicles that can be used for multi-vehicle robotics research. Short-term, the goal is
to develop several low cost ground vehicle platforms that can be used for multi-vehicle
robotics research. This goal is intended as a rst step toward the longer-term goal of
achieving a eet of Flexible Autonomous Machines operating in an uncertain Envi-
ronment (FAME). Such a eet can involve multiple ground and air vehicles that work
collaboratively to accomplish coordinated tasks. Such a eet may be called a swarm
[34]. Potential applications can include: remote sensing, mapping, intelligence gath-
ering, intelligence-surveillance-reconnaissance (ISR), search, rescue and much more.
It is this vast application arena as well as the ongoing accelerating technological
revolution that continues to fuel robotic vehicle research.
This thesis addresses modeling, design and control issues associated with the co-
ordination of multiple ground-based robotic vehicles. Toward the longer-term FAME
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goal, several critical objectives are addressed. One central objective of the thesis was
to show how to take o-the-shelf (low-cost) remote control \toy" vehicles and convert
them into somewhat \intelligent" multi-capability robotic platforms that can be used
for conducting FAME research. This is shown for two vehicle classes. While most of
the eort focusses on a dierential-drive RC car (called Thunder Tumbler), some ef-
fort has also been placed on a rear-wheel drive RC car (called Ford F-150 Truck, 1:14
Scale). Six (6) Thunder Tumbler vehicles and one (1) Ford F-150 vehicle were used in
this research. For the two vehicle classes considered (i.e. dierential-drive and rear-
wheel drive), both kinematic and dynamical (planar x  y  ) models are examined.
Here, dierential-drive means that the speed of each of the rear wheels are controlled
independently by separate dc motors. Rear-wheel drive means that the speed of the
rear wheels are the same and controlled by a single dc motor. Both vehicle classes
are non-holonomic; i.e. the two (2) (x; y) or (v; ) controllable degrees of freedom is
less than the three (3) total (x; y; ) degrees of freedom. This fundamentally limits
the ability of a single continuous (non-switching) control law to \precisely park the
vehicle" (see discussions below based on work of [64], [66], [14]). Despite this, it is
shown how continuous linear control theory can be used to develop suitable control
laws that are essential for achieving various critical capabilities (e.g. speed/position
control along a line/path, spacing control). More specically, this chapter attempts
to provide a fairly comprehensive literature survey - one that summarizes relevant
literature and how it has been used. This is then used as the basis for outlining the
central contributions of the thesis.
1.2 Literature Survey: Robotics - State of the Field
In an eort to shed light on the state of ground robotic vehicle modeling, hardware,
design, and control, the following topically organized literature survey is oered. An
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eort is made below to highlight what technical papers/works are most relevant to
this thesis. In short, the following works are most relevant for the developments
within this thesis:
 nonlinear (non-smooth stabilization) control work within [64];
 non-holonomic dierential-drive vehicle modeling and control work within [66]
(addressing non-smooth stabilization for dierential-drive vehicles), [14] (ad-
dressing classic dierential-drive vehicle parking problem and non-smooth sta-
bilization issues), [70] (addressing nonlinear Lie bracket-based controllability for
dierential-drive vehicles), [1] (addressing dynamic two-input two-output linear
time invariant model for dierential-drive vehicles), [58] (addressing control of
dierential-drive vehicles);
 rear-wheel drive vehicle modeling work within [9], [29] (presenting dynamical
model);
 vision-based line/curve following work within [13];
 vehicle separation modeling and longitudinal platoon control work within [67],
[68] (presenting vehicle separation control laws);
 barrier-based switching obstacle avoidance control work within [46];
An attempt is made below to provide relevant insightful technical details.
 Robot Modeling. Siciliano's book [35] addresses modeling for both robotic
manipulators and mobile robots. Modeling for quadrotors is addressed within
[52]. Within this thesis, the focus is on dierential-drive and rear-wheel drive
ground robotic vehicles.
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 Dierential-Drive Robot Modeling. Within this thesis, dierential-drive
(Thunder Tumbler) ground vehicles represent a central focus of the work. Here,
dierential-drive means that there are two rear wheels - each with an indepen-
dent torque generating armature controlled dc motor on it [48]. As such, these
dc motors can be used to independently control the speed of the rear wheels.
Nominally, we assume that the motors are identical. The motor inputs (vehicle
controls) are voltages. The sum of these voltages is used to control the vehicle's
speed v. The dierence is used to control the direction  of the vehicle.
{ Kinematic Model. A kinematic model for dierential-drive robot (ignor-
ing dynamic mass-inertia eects) is presented within [6], [5]. Within this
kinematic model, it is assumed that the translational and angular veloc-
ities (v; !) of the robot are realized instantaneously. This, of course, is
not realistic because of real-world actuator (e.g. motor) limitations and
mass-inertia constraints. From Newton's second law of motion, we know
that an instantaneously achieved velocity generally requires innite accel-
eration and force. The kinematic model is therefore less accurate than a
dynamical model (i.e. one which includes acceleration constraining mass-
inertia eects).
To understand this vehicle, we note that for any vehicle orientation , the
kinematic model has one equilibrium; namely, _x = _y = _ = 0. That is, the
car can be parked at any planar point (x; y) with any posture . This equi-
librium is achieved via the idealized kinematic model inputs v = ! = 01.
While the kinematic model is controllable from a nonlinear geometric (Lie
bracket) point of view [70]; i.e. the vehicle can be \parked;" locally, it
can lose linear controllability. More precisely, if it is linearized about the
1In practice, v = ! = 0 is actually achieved by setting the dc motor input voltages to zero.
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natural \parallel parking" equilibrium _x = _y = _ = 0, the resulting linear
model fails to be controllable (with resulting A matrix 033 and B matrix
with column/row rank of 2 < 3). In fact, [ 0 1 0 ] is a left eigenvector
of A = 033 that lies in the left null space of B - thus conrming loss of
(linear/local) controllability (PBH test). (See Section 4.5.1 on page 146
for more complete nonlinear and linear controllability argument details.)
It must be noted that this (linear/local) loss of controllability is a direct
consequence of the fact that the vehicle cannot move sideways to park.
These basic ideas, of course, also apply to a rear-wheel drive vehicle.
{ Dynamical Model. A dynamical model can take the torques applied to the
robot wheels as inputs (controls) to the system. This is done within [10],
[12]. The model presented within these works incorporates dynamic (accel-
eration constraining) mass-inertia eects as well as friction, wheel slippage
etc. Given this, it is apparent that a dynamic model generally gives a much
more accurate model of the vehicle. Within [1], a two-input two-output
(TITO) linear time invariant (LTI) model - including dc motor dynamics
as well as vehicle mass-inertia eects - is presented for a dierential-drive
ground vehicle. The model describes the TITO LTI map from the two dc
motor input voltages (vehicle controls) to the two rear wheel angular ve-
locities (!r; !l). The map from the voltages to the vehicle longitudinal and
angular speeds (v; !) is also a TITO LTI transfer function matrix. This
model was exploited within [58] for control design. This TITO LTI model,
and its diagonal approximation, shall be used as the main dierential-drive
vehicle model within this thesis (e.g. see work within Chapters 3 and 4).
It will be used to understand the robot's linear (voltage to wheel angular
velocity or voltages to speed and angular velocity) dynamics as well as
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to develop linear inner-loop (!r; !l) and (v; !) speed control laws. It is
very important to note that the vehicle model becomes nonlinear when
one considers the planar (x; y) coordinates of the vehicle.
Given the above, it should be noted that the map from the motor voltages
to (!r; !l) is a TITO LTI coupled model that is nearly decoupled (de-
centralized) at low frequencies; i.e. frequencies below b
I
, where b denotes
motor shaft rotational speed damping and I denotes rotational moment of
inertia. (This is not true for (v; !).) It is this decoupling (and our non-
aggressive moderate-bandwidth performance objectives) that permits us to
use a decoupled (decentralized) model for control law development. This is
discussed further within Chapters 3 and 4. For our dierential-drive Thun-
der Tumble vehicle (Chapter 4), vehicle parameters for the fourth order
TITO LTI model from motor voltages to (v; !) or (!r; !l) were estimated
by iterating between experiments and model-based time simulations. Vehi-
cle massm was measured. It was assumed that the dc motors are identical.
DC motor armature inductance La was neglected - thus making the model
second order. Settling time, steady state speed and armature current were
used to (approximately) solve for the three remaining model parameters:
angular speed damping , back emf and torque constant Kb = Kt, ar-
mature resistance Ra. (Additional relevant details are provided within
Chapter 4). While the left-right motor model parameters were assumed to
be identical, it should be noted that the feedback laws implemented im-
plicitly compensate (to some extant) for real-world parametric uncertainty.
The above summarizes basic principles regarding dierential-drive ground ve-
hicles.
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{ Non-Holonomic Dierential Drive. More substantively, non-holonomic
dierential-drive vehicle modeling and control is addressed within [66].
The paper relies on the fundamental nonlinear controls work within [64] to
address non-smooth stabilization for dierential-drive vehicles. Here, non-
holonomic implies that the two controllable degrees of freedom (x; y) or
(v; ) is less than the three total degrees of freedom (x; y; ). Astol (1994)
exploits the work of Brockett (1983) to show that the classic parking sta-
bilization objective (xref ; yref ; ref ) cannot be achieved with a continuous
control law; i.e. to park the vehicle, one must switch between continuous
control laws. More concretely, [66] exploits [64] to show that a continuous
control law cannot be used to park a vehicle; i.e. a non-smooth control law
is essential to park the vehicle - achieve a desired (xref ; yref ; ref ) parking
posture.
An underlying consequence of the above is that the linearized vehicle po-
sition models for our dierential-drive and rear-wheel drive vehicles are
uncontrollable [65] - an obvious fact since both of the vehicles (dierential-
drive and rear-wheel drive) cannot move sideways to park the vehicle.
Despite this, it is well known that both vehicle classes are controllable
from a nonlinear geometric (Lie bracket) point of view [70]; i.e. the vehi-
cles can be \parked." While the above might lead one to think that \linear
thinking" is not useful for the vehicles being examined, this would be very
false. Why is this the case? First, it can be shown that the speed (v; !) or
(!r; !l) models are linear [1]. Given this, an inner-loop speed control law
can be designed based on classical linear PI theory [58] (see Chapters 3
and 4). With an additional outer-loop control law, one can readily develop
a linear speed-directional (v; ) cruise control law (see Chapter 4). Given
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this, it is natural to ask how this control law can then be used to park the
vehicle? Strictly speaking, it cannot. But, with some modication, it can
get us close (see below).
{ Dierential-Drive Parking Problem. Within [14], the authors also address
the classic dierential-drive vehicle parking problem. In this work, the
authors show that a (smooth) linear control law (involving longitudinal
distance to the target2 (xref ; yref ) and the angle between the vehicle and
target) can be used to get arbitrarily -close to a desired (xref ; yref ; ref )
parking target (posture). Again, based on the work of [64], one must switch
control laws in order to reach the desired (xref ; yref ; ref ) parking target.
While this thesis does not directly address the parking problem, it is a
fundamentally important problem. It is related to the so-called Carte-
sian stabilization problem which addresses achieving a desired (x; y) point.
This is addressed in [14] and within this thesis. As such, it is important
to note that the associated nonlinear model can be rewritten in terms of
a projected distance-to-target es and a directional oset e degree of free-
dom [14]. This model is nonlinear. For this lower order system, a simple
proportional control law v = kses, ! = ke results in an error dynamics
\A matrix" (after linearization about zero error) that is Hurwitz when
k > ks > 0. This law can get us to a desired (xref ; yref ). A drawback of
this law (consistent with the Brockett 1983 result [64]) is that it can only
get the system arbitrarily close to a desired (xref ; yref ; ref ). To precisely
achieve this \parking" objective, one would have to switch control laws.
2Here, longitudinal distance to the target is used to designate the distance obtained by projecting
the vehicle-target displacement vector onto the vehicle longitudinal body axis (i.e. out the vehicle
nose).
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The above ideas - especially Cartesian stabilization via proportional error
feedback - are used to motivate a simple proportional control law for the
planar (x; y) outer-loop Cartesian stabilization control law that was imple-
mented for the dierential-drive vehicle. Specic details are given within
Chapter 4 of this thesis.
{ Nonlinear Controllability. Nonlinear (Lie bracket-based) controllability for
dierential-drive vehicles is addressed within the text [70]. Within this
text, it is shown that while the dierential-drive vehicle is locally (lin-
early) uncontrollable (discussed above and in [65]) the vehicle is actually
globally (nonlinearly) controllable. Lie brackets are used to prove the lat-
ter. While the linear loss of controllability falsely suggests that the vehicle
cannot be parked3, the nonlinear controllability result shows us that the
vehicle can be parked.
While the vehicle parking problem is not directly addressed within this thesis,
the concepts summarized above are of fundamental importance. Moreover, they
shed light on related problems - the so-called line/curve following problem [13]
and the Cartesian stabilization problem [14]. Both are addressed within Chap-
ter 4 of this thesis.
 Rear-Wheel Drive Robot/Car Modeling. The thesis also considers a rear-
wheel drive Ford F-150 (1:14 scale) RC truck. This vehicle has one forward-
situated armature controlled dc servo motor to turn the two front wheels. This
motor is used to steer the vehicle. Another rearward-situated armature con-
trolled dc motor is used to control the speed of the two rear wheels and that
of the vehicle [3]. A kinematic model for a rear-wheel drive robot is presented
3Remember: Theories have limitations. Stupidity does not! (M. Athans, A.A. Rodriguez)
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within [3]. Within this kinematic model, it is assumed that the translational
and angular velocities (v; !) of the robot are realized instantaneously.
As discussed above, this is not realistic because of real-world mass-inertia (actu-
ator/motor) constraints. From Newton's second law of motion, we know that an
instantaneously achieved velocity requires innite acceleration and force. The
kinematic model is therefore less accurate than a dynamical model (i.e. one
which includes mass-inertia eects). A dynamic model for a rear-wheel drive
robot is presented within [4], [29], [9]. This model incorporates dynamic mass-
inertia eects as well as friction, cornering coecients, and wheel slippage.
Within [29] and [9], a 3DOF (degree-of-freedom, 6th order) nonlinear dynamical
model is presented and linearized about a constant speed translational condi-
tion. The model is 4th order if the two position variables (x; y) are removed
from the model. This dynamical model (accounting for mass-inertia eects as
well as friction, cornering coecients, wheel slippage) shall be used as the main
rear-wheel drive vehicle model within this thesis (e.g. see work within Chapter
5). DC motor dynamics are not included within the model to simplify the anal-
ysis. Linearization about a constant speed results in decoupled longitudinal and
lateral dynamics [29]. The longitudinal model (throttle to longitudinal speed
vx) is rst order, stable and minimum phase. It is very easy to control. The
lateral model (steering angle to yaw angle  ) is third order; second order from
steering angle to yaw rate _ . Model characteristics are analyzed as a function of
speed (for future cruise control developments). The steering angle to yaw rate _ 
model is stable for all speeds because the vehicle exhibits rear-wheel dominated
cornering (dfcf > drcr, see Ellis' classic vehicle text [77], and pages 546-551
on Rodriguez's linear system text [16]). Within [77], it is shown that the lat-
eral dynamics for a front-wheel dominated cornering vehicle are stable below
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a threshold speed, marginally stable at the threshold and unstable above the
speed threshold. Front-wheel dominated cornering is not addressed within this
thesis. Given the above, it follows that within this thesis the lateral steering
angle to yaw dynamics are marginally stable (due to an integrator on yaw rate
to produce yaw). The model is analyzed as a function of longitudinal speed. A
PI inner-loop controller (with roll-o and a command pre-lter) was used for
each control channel (i.e. throttle for longitudinal dynamics, steering angle for
lateral dynamics). Control law parameters were selected at each speed in order
to yield a 5 sec speed settling time and 2.5 sec yaw settling time - both with
less than 5% overshoot to step reference commands. Given this, we show how
the control law parameters change as a function of speed. This, again, is for
future cruise control law developments. Rear-wheel drive modeling and control
results are given in Chapter 5.
 Classical Controls. Classical control design fundamentals are addressed within
the text [48]. Internal model principle ideas - critical for command following
and disturbance attenuation - are presented within [42], [48]. General PID
(proportional plus integral plus derivative) control theory, design and tuning
are addressed within the text [24]. Fundamental performance limitations are
discussed with [79],[48].
 Multivariable Control. General multivariable feedback control system analy-
sis and design is addressed within the text [15]. Linear quadric regulator (LQR)
and LQ servo concepts are discussed within [31], [15].
 Relevant Nonlinear Control. Fundamental theory addressing the existence
of a continuous stabilizing control laws for nonlinear systems was introduced
within the ground breaking work [64]. This work was used within [66] and [14]
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to address the classic parking problem for dierential-drive vehicles (see discus-
sion above). A nonlinear control law for the parking problem is also presented
within [6] - the stability of the control law based upon Lyapunov ideas.
 Robot Inner-Loop Control. A proportional-plus-integral-plus-derivative (PID)
inner-loop control design is addressed within [40], [41]. A PI controller is used
for inner-loop control within [47], [58]. Within Chapter 3-4, we examine PI
inner-loop speed (!r; !l) and (v; !) control laws for our dierential-drive ve-
hicles. Inner-loop control law parameter trade studies are presented within
Chapter 3. Both classically-based decentralized [48] and LQR-based central-
ized control [15] are examined in the frequency- and time-domains. These are
used to select a decentralized inner-loop control law for implementation in the
hardware. While a centralized design is presented, it is not needed. A cen-
tralized inner-loop control law may become essential when we have stringent
high bandwidth constraints and large plant coupling [58]. For the rear-wheel
drive F-150 vehicle addressed within Chapter 5, there are no motor/actuator
dynamics and hence no inner-loop controller.
 Robot Outer-Loop Control. Within this thesis, various outer-loop control
laws are examined. When relevant, existing work in the literature was exploited.
{ Cruise Control Along a Line/Path. Within this thesis, it is important to
note the dierence between trajectory tracking and path following. Trajec-
tory tracking addresses following x(t), y(t) commands; i.e. (x; y) commands
with very specic temporal constraints [20]. Path following addresses fol-
lowing a path/curve in the plane (without temporal constraints)[20]. To
address trajectory tracking and path following tasks, standard linear tech-
niques are used within [18]. Nonlinear approaches are used within the
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following: feedback linearization within [19], Lyapunov-based techniques
within [6], [7], [21], [22].
Cruise control is a fundamentally important feature for a ground robotic
system. Within this thesis, we therefore develop an encoder-IMU-camera
based (PD with roll o) outer-loop (v; ) control law that permits cruise
control along a camera visible line/path. The camera, here, resolves encoder-
IMU dead reckoning issues. See work within Chapter 4. The cruise control
law is based on the TITO LTI (v; !) or (!r; !l) inner-loop model pre-
sented within [1] and the associated inner-loop control law (e.g. see work
within Chapters 3 and 4). The map from the reference commands (vref ,





)) at low frequencies - a consequence of a well-designed
inner-loop control system. (See inner-loop work within Chapters 3 and
4; outer-loop work in Chapter 4). The outer-loop  controller therefore
\sees" b
s(s+b)
. From classical root locus ideas [48], a proportional controller
is therefore justied - provided that the gain is not too large. If the gain
is too large, oscillations (or even limit cycle behavior) are expected in .
A PD controller with roll o would help with this issue. (See work within
Chapter 4).
Within Chapter 5, proportional-plus-integral (PI) control laws (with roll-
o and command pre-lters) are used for both the longitudinal and lateral
dynamics of our rear-wheel drive F-150 vehicle to address cruise control.
No motor/actuator dynamics are present here - thus there is no inner-loop
control law. In a real-world practical implementation, such an inner-loop
would be required. This will not be addressed within this thesis.
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{ Cartesian Stabilization. Viera et. al. in [14] shows how to use linear con-
trollers to address the classic posture and Cartesian stabilization problems.
The posture (or parking) problem addresses arriving at a desired point
(xref ; yref ) with a specied posture angle ref . The Cartesian stabilization
problem addresses moving a vehicle from one planar (x; y) coordinate to
another coordinate (xref ; yref ). Within this thesis (Chapter 4), we address
the Cartesian stabilization problem. Within [14], the authors show that
a (smooth) linear error-proportional control law (involving longitudinal
distance to the target (xref ; yref ) and the angle between the vehicle and
target) can be used to get arbitrarily -close to a desired planar (xref ; yref ).
This provides the foundation for designing our planar (x; y) Cartesian sta-
bilization outer-loop control law. We show how changing the control gains
can alter the path that the vehicle takes. (See work within Chapter 4).
{ Separation Control. Within [67], [68], vehicle separation modeling and
longitudinal platoon control is presented. The ideas presented within [67],
[68] motivate the PD ultrasonics-encoder-IMU-based separation control
laws used for the separation-direction (x; ) outer-loop control within
this thesis. The ideas here are also used to have multiple dierential-drive
vehicles following an autonomous or remotely controlled leader vehicle. See
work within Chapter 4. Future work will examine the related saturation
prevention issues within [69].
{ Obstacle Avoidance. The switching-based obstacle avoidance control work
within [46] provides a foundation for the obstacle avoidance outer-loop
design within this thesis. Position-barrier based obstacle avoidance while
moving toward a planar (x; y) target (with proportional error feedback) is
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used within this thesis. More specically, the obstacle avoidance design
within this thesis is based on switching between an encoder-IMU-based
planar (x; y) (Cartesian stabilization, [14]) outer-loop and an (ultrasonic-
camera based) separation-direction (x; ) outer-loop [67], [68]. See work
within Chapter 4.
Relevant outer-loop control law parameter trade studies are also presented
within Chapter 4.
 Robot/Car Spacing Control. Robot/car spacing control - ala intelligent
vehicles and highway systems (IVHS) - is briey addressed within [48]. A more
comprehensive treatment of vehicle separation modeling and longitudinal pla-
toon control is presented within [67], [68]. These works provide a theoretical
foundation for the (inter- and multi-vehicle) separation control laws developed
within this thesis. The ideas presented within [67], [68] specically motivate the
PD separation control laws used within this thesis. (See work within Chapter
4). Future work will examine the related saturation prevention issues within
[69].
 Obstacle Avoidance. Borenstein and Koren address obstacle avoidance within
[43]. In this paper, the authors use a virtual force eld (VFF) or barrier method.
A wall following method is described within [44]. The switching-based obsta-
cle avoidance control work within [46] was used to guide the obstacle avoid-
ance design within this thesis. More specically, position-barrier based obstacle
avoidance while moving toward planar (x; y) target (with proportional error
feedback) is used in this thesis. (See work within Chapter 4). More specically,
the obstacle avoidance design within this thesis is based on switching between
an encoder-IMU-based planar (x; y) (Cartesian stabilization, [14]) outer-loop
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and an (ultrasonic-camera based) separation-direction (x; ) outer-loop [67],
[68].
 Actuators and Sensors. Actuators and sensors are addressed within the text
[30].
 DC Motors. Simple armature controlled dc motor modeling concepts are ad-
dressed from a controls perspective within [48]. DC motor modeling for wheeled
robot applications is addressed within [36]. In this paper, nonlinear eects are
neglected. Nonlinear modeling and identication for dc motors is addressed
within [37], [38]. Also, see detailed discussion presented above on the TITO
LTI vehicle-motor model presented within[1]. This model will serve as the ba-
sis for inner-loop control law development for our dierential-drive (DD) robots.
 Encoders. Rotary optical encoders are the most widely used encoder design.
They consist of an LED light source, light detector, code disc, and signal pro-
cessor [39]. Magnetic encoders consist of magnets and a hall eect sensor. They
are inherently rugged and operate reliably under shock, vibration and high tem-
perature [39]. Within this thesis, we use magnetic encoders on the wheels of
our dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler ground vehicles. These wheel encoders
allow us to estimate right and left angular speed and displacement information.
From this, we then can compute the vehicle's translational speed v and angular
speed !. These are used to design our proportional plus integral (PI) (!r; !l)
or (v; !) inner-loop control systems. (See work in Chapters 3 and 4). We will
see in Chapter 4, that the magnetic wheel encoders used (only eight encoders




)  0:0314 m (where rwheel = 0:04 m is the wheel radius), for
example, can result. This error can build up as the robot stops and goes. It can
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also result in undesirable position control oscillations because the exact position
cannot be achieved. While the oscillations can be corrected with some nonlinear
control logic, the error cannot be corrected unless we have some dead-reckoning
correction mechanism; e.g. camera, GPS, lidar. Within this thesis, a camera is
used to address dead-reckoning errors.
 Cameras. Within this research, we make use of the Raspberry Pi camera
(2592  1944 pixel or 5 MP static images; 1080p30 (30 fps), 720p60 and
640480p60/90 MPEG-4 video). It connects directly to the Raspberry Pi II's
GPU (graphical processing unit). It is capable of 1080p4 full HD video. Because
the camera is directly connected to the GPU, there is very little impact on the
CPU (central processing unit). This makes the CPU available for other pro-
cessing tasks [54]. Within this thesis, cameras are used for outer-loop control
law implementation (e.g. (v; ), (x; y), x; ) and as a tool for correcting the
inevitable dead-reckoning errors associated with encoders and IMUs.
 Vision Algorithms. The line/curve image processing ideas within the text [13]
are exploited within this thesis. Specically, we use the Raspberry Pi II camera
[54] information to obtain vehicle directional information. This information is
used within the following outer-loop control laws: (v; ) cruise control, planar
(x; y) Cartesian stabilization [14]. The vision algorithm used within this thesis
is a color ltering algorithm [13]. This algorithm can lter out irrelevant colors
(e.g. turn them into black) and select the desired color of interest (e.g. turn it
4The term 1080p refers to full high denition (HD) video. The term implies 1080 horizontal lines
of vertical resolution and progressive scan. It assumes a 16:9 widescreen aspect ratio - thus implying
1920 x 1080 (2.1 megapixels). Here, progressive scan means that all of the lines in each frame are
drawn in sequence. This is in contrast to traditional analog tv which uses interlaced video. There,
the odd lines and then the even lines are drawn alternatively (not in sequence).
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into white). After applying this algorithm, the camera only sees the color of
interest. This can be used to develop camera-based line/curve following [60]
and separation control laws. Within this thesis, these ideas are used to follow
a visible continuous black tape curve (purposely placed) on the ground or to
follow a red dot on the rear of a leader vehicle. These purposely xed references
essentially provide a very inexpensive form of GPS. See work within Chapter 4.
 Global Positioning System (GPS). An overview of GPS is presented within
[53]. Dierential GPS (DGPS) techniques are also described within [53]. While
GPS is not used in this research, purposely xed references have been used to
serve a form of GPS; e.g. black tape on ground, red dot on rear of leader vehicle.
 Lidar. An overview of Lidar and its applications is given within [56]. Lidar
(a portmanteau of light and radar) is used for precision ranging and mapping
applications. Lidar is not used within this thesis. It will be used in future
localization work [59].
 Arduino. Within this thesis, we make great use of the Arduino Uno microcon-
troller board (16MHZ ATmega328 processor, 32KB Flash Memory, 14 digital
I/O pins, 6 analog inputs, $25). More detailed specications for the Arduino
Uno board are presented within [32]. It is used to implement inner- and outer-
loop control laws for our dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle.
 Raspberry Pi II. Within this thesis, we make great use of the Raspberry Pi
II computer board (900 MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU, 1GB SDRAM,
40 GPIO pins, camera interface, $35). Introductory and technical details for
the Raspberry Pi II are discussed within [33]. The Raspberry PI II us used to
implement outer-loop (v; ), (x; y), (x; ) control laws within this thesis.
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 Commercially Available Ground Robotic Vehicles. Commercially avail-
able robots with substantive capabilities include the following: Seekur ($70K),
Pioneer 3DX ($7.5K), AmigoBot, etc.[55]. However, they are generally very
expensive. The Pioneer research robot ($7,495) is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Pioneer 3DX Research Mobile Robot ($7,495)
Commercially available low-cost robots with lesser capabilities include: Boebot
robot ($160), AAR robot ($79), etc. [28]. These generally cost less than $200
but oer few and limited capabilities. While they are useful for introducing
young students to robotics, they are not suciently capable/exible for robotics
research.
Other commercially available robotic systems include the following: AR drone -
a quadrotor [71]; Lego Mindstorm EV3 [72] permits building of Track3r, R3ptar,
Spik3r, Ev3rstorm, Gripp3r ($350); VEX Robotics Design System - centered on
the VEX Clawbot kit which is sold within the Dual Control Starter kit ($500);
EZ-Robot Rover ($399); Omni Whee RObot ($307); Android 4WD1 Robot
($160); APM 2.5 Arducopter [73]. Lego Mindstorm and VEX Robotics kits are
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particularly suited for getting started in robotics. The Parrot AR Drone 2.0
quadrotor is used in this thesis and is shown in Figure 1.2.
Our enhanced Thunder Tumbler costs less than $175 but oers the capabil-
ities of robots costing over $500. Table 1.2 gives a short illustrative (non-
comprehensive) summary of commercially available robotic vehicles, their ca-
pabilities, relevant technologies and cost.
 Other Commercially Available Robotic Systems. Other commercially
available robotic systems include the following: AR drone - a quadrotor [71];
Lego Mindstorm EV3 [72] permits building of Track3r, R3ptar, Spik3r, Ev3rstorm,
Gripp3r ($350); VEX Robotics Design System - centered on the VEX Clawbot
kit which is sold within the Dual Control Starter kit ($500); APM 2.5 Ar-
ducopter [73]. Lego Mindstorm and VEX Robotics kits are particularly suited
for getting started in robotics. The Parrot AR Drone 2.0 quadrotor is used in
this thesis. It is shown in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Parrot AR Drone 2.0 ($200)
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Product Name Capabilities Hardware Components Cost
Seekur omnidirectional all-terrain onboard computer $69,995
4WD, mapping wireless ethernet
localization, monitoring gps, imu
reconnaissance, vision laser range nder
autonomous navigation wheel encoders, joystick
multi-robots cooperation mono-stereo-vision cameras
Pioneer 3 DX dierential-drive onboard computer, camera $7,495
mapping, localization wireless ethernet
monitoring gyroscopic correction
reconnaissance color pan-tilt-zoom video
vision laser sensor
autonomous navigation navigation package
multi-robots cooperation speech-audio package
EZ-Robot Rover move across dierent surfaces EZ-B v4 camera $399
impressive vision tracking RF, bluetooth
remote control EZ-B v4 Wi-Fi Controller
localization Servo-motor Arm-Gripper
Lego Mindstorm basic autonomous behaviors touch sensor, color sensor $350
EV3 remote control infrared sensor
sensor data collection remote control
Omni Whee Robot moving in any direction Arduino 328 controller $307
reconnaissance encoder
multi-robots cooperation ultrasonic Sensor
autonomous navigation Omni Wheel
Android 4WDl remote control DFRobot Bluetooth $160
Robot autonomous navigation URM37 Ultrasonic Sensor
reconnaissance Infrared Sensor
AAR Robot basic autonomous behaviors wheel encoders $79
e.g. Cartesian stabilization ATmega328 microcontroller
Table 1.1: Sample Commercially Available Robotic Vehicles
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1.3 Contributions of Work: Questions to be Addressed
Within this thesis, the following fundamental questions are addressed. When
taken collectively, the answers oered below, and details within the thesis, represent
a useful contribution to researchers in the eld. Moreover, it must be emphasized
that answers to these questions are critical in order to move substantively toward the
longer-term FAME goal.
1. How can o-the-shelf \toy" vehicles be suitably augmented to yield
eective low-cost research platforms? Answering this question was one
of the main objectives of this thesis. Two commercially available toy vehicles
are used within this thesis to illustrate the utility of o-the-shelf toy vehicles.
These include the dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler ($10) and the Ford F-150
(1:14) RC truck ($62). The fully-loaded (enhanced) Thunder Tumbler vehicle
is shown in Figure 1.3.
Figure 1.3: Visualization of Fully-Loaded (Enhanced) Thunder Tumbler
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Each dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle was augmented to provide a
suite of substantive capabilities. Each augmented (\enhanced" Thunder Tum-
bler) vehicle costs less than $175 but oers the capability of commercially avail-
able vehicles costing over $500.
Dierential-Drive Thunder Tumbler Enhancements. As discussed above,
and within the thesis, the Thunder Tumblers were augmented with the follow-
ing5:
(1) magnetic wheel encoders (A3144 Hall eect sensor, VELLEMAN 8 mm 
3 mm magnet, 8 per wheel, see Figure 1.4) and an (Adafruit LSM9DS0 9dof,
see Figure 1.5) inertial measurement unit (IMU) to facilitate (dead-reckoning-
based) inner-loop speed control as well as outer-loop position and directional
control,
Figure 1.4: Magnetic Wheel Encoders - Hall Eect Sensors on Left, Magnets on Right
Figure 1.5: Adafruit 9DOF Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)
5Only one dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle was augmented with an IMU and 2.4GHz
spread spectrum capability.
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(2) an Arduino Uno open-source microcontroller development board (16MHZ AT-
mega328 processor, 32KB Flash Memory, 14 digital I/O pins, 6 analog inputs,
$25, see Figure 1.6) for both encoder-IMU-based speed (v; !) or (!r; !l) inner-
loop control and encoder-IMU-ultrasound-based cruise-position-directional-separation
outer-loop control,
Figure 1.6: Arduino Uno Open-Source Microcontroller Development Board
(3) an Arduino motor shield (see Figure 1.7) for inner-loop motor PWM6 speed
control,
(4) a Raspberry Pi II Model B single board computer (900MHz quad-core ARM
Cortex-A7 CPU, 1GB SDRAM, 40 GPIO pins, camera interface, $35, see Fig-
ure 1.8) for more demanding vision-based cruise-position-directional outer-loop
control,
6PWM or pulse width modulation is a method for generating a desired dc voltage level from a
larger positive dc reference voltage. The reference voltage is switched on and o via FETs to produce
a high frequency PWM (or square-wave like) signal. The FET inputs are controlled to adjust the
duty cycle of the PWM signal. When the PWM signal is low pass ltered, the desired dc voltage is
obtained (with some ripple). When the motor shield drives a dc motor, the motor-load moment of
inertia as well as the motor's armature inductance will provide sucient low pass ltering so that
the resulkting ripple is negligibly small. Given the above, complementary paired FETs can be used
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Figure 1.7: Adafruit Motor Shield for Arduino v2.3 - Provides PWM Signal to DC
Motors
Figure 1.8: Raspberry Pi 2 Model B Open-Source Single Board Computer
(5) a Raspberry Pi 5MP camera (2592  1944 pixel or 5 MP static images;
1080p30 (30 fps), 720p60 and 640x480p60/90 MPEG-4 video, see Figure 1.9)
for outer-loop cruise-position-directional control,
 Video Link from Robots to Central Command Laptop. Each dierential-drive
robot is able to send real-time video back (with a maximum latency of 100
msec) to a remotely situated (< 30 m) \central command" laptop. This
is done via WiFi [76] - a wireless local area network based on the IEEE
802.11 (2.4, 5 GHz) standard. More precisely, the Raspberry Pi camera
to produce negative dc voltages.
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Figure 1.9: Raspberry Pi 5MP Camera Module
sends MPEG-4 digital video to the Raspberry Pi. The Pi sends it to an
EDIMAX WiFi adapter (see Figure 1.10) which serves as a transmitter on
the robot. The adapter converts the digital video to radio signals that are
Figure 1.10: EDIMAX WiFi Adapter - Enables Video Link from Robot to Central
Laptop
sent to a remotely situated (< 30 m) TPLINK TL-WDR3500 wireless
router (600 Mbps total bandwidth, 300 Mbps for 2.4GHz, 300 Mbps for
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5GHz). The router transmits the radio signal to a wireless adapter on the
nearby (< 30 m) laptop. A free, open-source, cross-platform VLC media
player (and streaming video server) on the laptop decodes the MPEG-4
for playing on the central command laptop.
(6) a forward-pointing (PING) ultrasonic distance/rangender sensor (40kHz,
0.02-3 m, approximately 8 directional, see Figure 1.11) for outer-loop sepa-
ration control, and
Figure 1.11: PING Ultrasonic Sensor - Enables Separation Control and Obstacle
Avoidance
(7) a 2.4 GHz spread spectrum remote control capability (JAVA-laptop-based) ex-
ploiting a Nordic semiconductor NRF24L01 frequency-hopping-based spread-
spectrum transmitter/receiver (to replace the original 27/49 MHz remote, see
Figure 1.12). It should be noted that spread-spectrum is a wideband modula-
tion technique which permits more secure communication; i.e. less susceptible
to noise, interference and jamming.
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Figure 1.12: 2.4GHz NRF24L01 Spread-Spectrum Transmitter/Receiver
RWD Ford F-150 RC Car Enhancements. For the rear-wheel drive (RWD)
F-150 vehicle, the following was added to the original vehicle (see Figure 1.13):
Figure 1.13: Rear-Wheel Drive (RWD) Ford F-150 Robot (Not Enhanced, 1:14 scale)
an Arduino Uno microcontroller board, an Arduino motor shield, an ultrasonic
sensor and a 2.4 GHz spread spectrum (JAVA-laptop-based) remote control ca-
pability to replace the 49 MHz remote. Given this, the vehicle does not possess
wheel encoders, an IMU or a camera. As such, the rear-wheel drive F-150 vehi-
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cle can be controlled remotely to serve as a leader vehicle. It does not possess
the many capabilities of the more fully instrumented dierential-drive enhanced
Thunder Tumbler vehicles.
2. Why should a hierarchical inner-outer loop control architecture be
used? Hierarchical inner-outer loop controllers are found across many indus-
trial/commercial/military application areas (e.g. aircraft, spacecraft, robots,
manufacturing processes, etc.) where it is natural for slower (outer-loop gen-
erated) high-level commands to be followed by a faster inner control loop that
must deliver robust performance (e.g. low frequency reference command fol-
lowing, low-frequency disturbance attenuation and high-frequency sensor noise
attenuation) in the presence of signicant signal and system uncertainty. A
well designed inner-loop can greatly simplify outer-loop design. An excellent
example of how inner-outer loop architectures are used is in the missile-target
application arena. Here, an autopilot (inner-loop)7 follows commands gener-
ated from the guidance system (outer-loop). More substantively, inner-outer
loop control structures are used to tradeo properties at distinct loop breaking
points (e.g. outputs/errors versus inputs/controls) [49], [50].
Inner-Loop Control
3. What are typical inner-loop objectives? Typical inner-loop objectives can
be speed control; i.e. requiring the design of a speed (v; !) or (!r; !l) control
system. Within this thesis, inner-loop control for our dierential-drive Thun-
der Tumbler vehicles specically refers to classical proportional-plus-integral
(PI) pulse-width-modulation (PWM)8 based speed control for each motor (with
7Within an autopilot there is typically very critical lower-level actuator control inner-loops.
8PWM is implemented by Arduino motor shield.
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high-frequency roll-o and a reference command prelter). In Chapter 3, this
is addressed for an academic dierential-drive vehicle. In Chapter 4, this is
addressed for our enhanced low-cost Thunder Tumbler. The inner-loop control
laws developed in Chapters 3 and 4 are based on the TITO LTI fourth order
vehicle-motor (v; !) or (!r; !l) dynamical model presented in [1] (see discussion
above).
4. What is a suitable inner-loop model? For a dierential-drive robotic ve-
hicle, the robot-actuator model from dc motor input voltages to the angular
wheel rates is a suitable inner-loop TITO LTI model [1] (see discussion above).
As such, many tools are available for design [15], [48].
5. What is a suitable inner-loop control structure? When is a classical
(decentralized) PI structure sucient? When is a multivariable (cen-
tralized) structure essential? For many applications (as the vehicle appli-
cations considered within this thesis), a simple PI/PID (decentralized) control
law with high frequency roll-o and a command pre-lter suces (see Chapters
3 and 4). Such an approach should work when the plant is not too coupled and
the design specications are not too aggressive relative to frequency dependent
modeling uncertainty. A multivariable (centralized) structure becomes essential
when the plant is highly coupled and the design specications are very aggres-
sive (e.g. high bandwidth relative to coupling/uncertainty)[58].
6. What is a suitable inner-loop processor/microcontroller? For the ve-
hicle applications considered within this thesis, the Arduino Uno open source
microcontroller development board (16MHZ ATmega328 processor, 32KB Flash
Memory, 14 digital I/O pins, 6 analog inputs, $25) can be a very useful inner-
and outer-loop computing engine. Software support is very important in order
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to minimize an often signicant amount of low-level programming overhead that
most embedded system developers would prefer to avoid. Arduino uses the IDE
development environment to write, upload and run code. It runs on various
platforms (Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux). The environment is written in
Java and based on Processing and other open-source software. In this thesis, it
is used for encoder-IMU-based speed inner- and outer-loop control. (See work
within Chapters 3 and 4). It has large amount of library support and it is very
easy to use. Arduino Uno is very well-suited for simple low-intensity inner- and
outer-loop control.
The Raspberry Pi II Model B (900MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU, 1GB
SDRAM, 40 GPIO pins, camera interface, $35) is ideal for more intense outer-
loop computations (e.g. vision based). While it is not as easy to use as the
Arduino Uno, it is still relatively easy to use with its software support (IDLE).
While the Raspberry Pi II could also be used as an inner-loop controller, this
was not done within this thesis. Multiple Arduinos/Raspberries can be used
for more complex applications (e.g. implementing a complex multivariable con-
troller). This shall be examined in future work.
7. What are suitable inner-loop sensors and actuators? For the ground
vehicle applications considered within this thesis, wheel encoders and an IMU
are useful inner-loop sensors. We used magnetic encoders for implementing our
dierentital-drive inner-loop (!r; !l)-(v; !) control laws. The IMU was used to
implement our (v; ) dierential-drive outer-loop control laws. Armature con-
trolled dc motors are useful inner-loop actuators. This is what was utilized for
our two vehicle classes.
Figure 1.14 summarizes inner- and outer-loop control laws considered, analyzed
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and implemented within this thesis for our enhanced dierential-drive Thunder
Tumbler vehicles: one inner-loop (v; !) speed control law and four outer-loop
control laws: (1) (v; ), (2) (x; y), (3) x; ), and (4) obstacle avoidance based
on (2)-(3).
Figure 1.14: Visualization of Inner- and Outer-Loop Control Laws
Outer-Loop Control
8. What are typical outer-loop objectives? For the vehicle applications con-
sidered within this thesis, four (4) outer-loop objectives are examined (see Fig-
ure 1.14):
(1) speed-direction (v; ) cruise control along a line/curved path by exploiting
encoders for speed information and IMU or camera for directional information
(and (x; ) position control along a straight line),
(2) planar (x; y) position control (Cartesian stabilization) by exploiting encoders/upward-
pointing camera for positional information and IMU or camera for directional
information,
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(3) lineal (directed) separation (x; ) control by exploiting encoders for posi-
tional information, IMU or camera for directional information, and ultrasound
for nearly-lineal separation information, and
(4) obstacle avoidance based on switching between (2) and (3).
Generally, precise position control involves wrapping a position control outer-
loop around a inner-loop cruise control system. Here, all outer-loop control
laws are based on proportional-plus-derivative (PD) laws (with high-frequency
roll-o and a reference command pre-lter) or proportional control for planar
and directional objectives. It must be noted that local asymptotic stability is
theoretically guaranteed (and practically observed) for all of the implemented
control laws. Relevant references for each outer-loop objective are presented
and described in Section 1.2 on page 2. Also see work within Chapter 4.
9. What is a suitable outer-loop model? If the inner-loop is designed well,
after it is closed it can yield a system (seen by the outer-loop controller) that




), looks like identity at low frequen-
cies). This can greatly facilitate the design of the outer-loop control system.
(See work within Chapters 3 and 4.)
10. What is a suitable outer-loop control structure? When is a more com-
plex structure needed? Suppose that an inner-loop speed control system has
been designed. Suppose that it looks like a
s+a
. It then follows that if position





; i.e. there is an
additional integrator present. Given this, classical control (root locus) concepts
[48] can be used to motivate an outer-loop control structure Ko = g(s + z).
In an eort to attenuate the eect of high frequency sensor noise, one might





where n = 2 or greater.
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(See work within Chapters 3 and 4.)
11. What is a suitable outer-loop processor/microcontroller? For the vehi-
cle applications considered within this thesis, both Arduino Uno and Raspberry
Pi II are each used for distinct outer-loop controller implementations. Software
support is very important in order to minimize an often signicant amount of
low-level programming overhead that most embedded system developers would
prefer to avoid.
The Raspberry Pi II is particularly suited for more intense outer-loop func-
tionality (e.g. vision based). Raspberry Pi uses the open-source Python IDLE
(Integrated Development Environment) to write, upload and run code. Python
is a widely used, general-purpose, high-level programming language that em-
phasizes code readability. Its syntax allows programmers to express concepts in
fewer lines of code than would be possible in languages such as C++ or Java.
Python provides constructs to facilitate the writing of clear large or small pro-
grams.
Arduino Uno is used for both encoder-IMU-based speed inner-loop control and
encoder-IMU-ultrasound-based cruise-position-directional-separation outer-loop
control. The Raspberry Pi II is used exclusively for outer-loop control in this
thesis. It is used for more demanding vision-based cruise-position-directional
outer-loop control. The speed of Arduino Uno is limited. As such, it cannot
handle intense outer-loop vision-based processing. In contrast, the Raspberry
Pi II is very fast and has a large memory. It is very well-suited for intense
outer-loop vision-based processing.
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While partial answers have been provided above, the thesis (when applicable) pro-
vides more detailed answers. When taken collectively, the contributions of this thesis
are signicant - particularly to those interested in developing low-cost platforms for
conducting robotics/FAME research.
Key Demonstrations. To further highlight contributions of the thesis, the follow-
ing demonstrations are presented and analyzed within the thesis. All demonstra-
tions involve dierential-drive enhanced Thunder Tumbler vehicles. This includes
the single rear-wheel drive F-150 vehicle demonstration. The following key hardware
demonstrations and associated sub-demonstrations are presented and analyzed (see
Figure 1.15):
Figure 1.15: Visualization of Demonstrations - based on 4 Control Laws in Figure 1.14
(1) cruise control along a line, (2) position control along a straight line (with propor-
tional control: large kp - fast with large overshoot, small kp - slow with no overshoot,
PD - fast with no overshoot), (3) position control along a curve (not mentioned in
Figure 1.15 to preserve space), (4) planar (xy) cartesian stabilization (small k - circu-
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lar path, large k - straight line), (5) cruise control along a jagged line/curve (jagged
line, xed curvature with slow speed, xed curvature with high speed, reduced cur-
vature with slow speed), (6) vehicle-target spacing control (small kp - slow with no
overshoot, large kp - fast with large overshoot, PD - fast with no overshoot), (7)
multi-robot spacing control along a line/curve, (8) tracking of slowly moving remote
controlled quadrotor Parrot AR drone, (9) avoiding a moving obstacle while moving
toward a target, (10) rear-wheel drive (RWD) leader vehicle remotely controlled and
followed by a dierential-drive follower vehicle. For most cases, hardware (empirically
obtained) data is compared with, and corroborated by, model-based simulation data.
In short, the thesis uses seven (7) enhanced/augmented low-cost ground vehicles to
demonstrate many capabilities that are critical in order to reach the longer-term
FAME goal. A quadrotor is also used.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows.
 Chapter 2 (page 39) presents an overview for a general FAME architecture de-
scribing candidate technologies (e.g. sensing, communications, computing, ac-
tuation).
 Chapter 3 (page 44) describes modeling and control issues for a dierential-drive
ground vehicle. The ideas presented here using an academic (numerical) system
[58] provide a foundation for the work in Chapter 4.
 Chapter 4 (page 107) presents system-theoretic as well as hardware results for
our dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler ground robotic vehicles. Many demon-
strations are described. This chapter contains the main work that was con-
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ducted.
 Chapter 5 (page 206) describes modeling and control issues for a rear-wheel
drive (RWD) ground vehicle. The chapter serves as the basis for future cruise
control design. No hardware results are presented in this chapter.
 Chapter 6 (page 229) summarizes the thesis and presents directions for future
robotics/FAME research. While much has been accomplished in this thesis, lots
remains to be done.
 Appendix A (page 239) contains all MATLAB mles used to generate the re-
sults for this thesis.
 Appendix B (page 277) contains Arduino program les used to generate inner-
and outer-loop results for this thesis.
 Appendix C (page 320) contains Python program les (for Raspberry Pi II
Model B) used to generate inner- and outer-loop results for this thesis.
 Appendix D (page 341) summarizes the steps taken to build an enhanced low-
cost Thunder Tumbler robotic vehicle. It also contains instructions for conduct-
ing each of the ten hardware demonstrations.
1.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we provided an overview of the work presented in this thesis and
the major contributions. A central contribution of the thesis is a new low-cost multi-
capability dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler robotic ground vehicle that can be used
for robotics/FAME research. A rear-wheel drive F-150 RC car is also examined. Many
hardware demonstrations were conducted using our six (6) dierential drive vehicles.
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Only one (1) hardware demonstration was conducted using our F-150 (1:14 scale) car.
The thesis attempts to address most critical modeling, design, and control issues in
detail - as needed.
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Chapter 2
OVERVIEW OF GENERAL FAME ARCHITECTURE AND C4S
REQUIREMENTS
2.1 Introduction and Overview
In this chapter, we describe a general architecture for our general FAME research.
The architecture described attempts to shed light on command, control, communi-
cations, computing (C4), and sensing (S) requirements needed to support a eet of
collaborating vehicles. Collectively, the C4 and S requirements are referred to as C4S
requirements.
2.2 FAME Architecture and C4S Requirements
In this section, we describe a candidate system-level architecture that can be
used for a eet of robotic vehicles1. The architecture can be visualized as shown
in Figure 2.1. The architecture addresses global/central as well as local command,
control, computing, communications (C4), and sensing (C4S) needs. Elements within
the gure are now described.
 Central Command: Global/Central Command, Control, Computing.
A global/central computer (or suite of computers) can be used to perform all
of the very heavy computing requirements. This computer gathers information
from a global/central (possibly distributed) suite of sensors (e.g. GPS, radar,
cameras). The information gathered is used for many purposes. This includes
temporal/spatial mission planning, objective adaptation, optimization, decision
1Here the term robotic vehicle can refer to a ground, air, space, sea or underwater vehicle.
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Figure 2.1: FAME Architecture to Accommodate Fleet of Cooperating Vehicles
making (control), information transmission/broadcasting and the generation of
commands that can be issued to members of the eet. Within this thesis, we
simply use a central command laptop.
 Global/Central Sensing. In order to make global/central decisions, a suite
of sensors should be available (e.g. GPS, radar, cameras). This suite provides
information about the state of the eet (or individual members) that can be
used by central command. Within this thesis, global sensing is achieved by
feeding back real-time video from our enhanced dierential-drive robotic Thun-
der Tumbler vehicles to our central command laptop. Ongoing work includes
a vision-lab-based localization system [59], [75]. Such a lab-based system oers
the benet that it can be fairly easily transported for use elsewhere (with some
peruse calibration). Such a system can be used to examine a wide range of sce-
narios. Also ongoing is an eort to more profoundly exploit vision on individual
vehicles [60], [74], [13].
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 Global/Central Communications. In order to communicate with members
of the eet, a suite of communication devices must be available to central com-
mand. Such devices can include (wideband) spread-spectrum transmitters/re-
ceivers, WiFi/Bluetooth adapters, etc. Within this thesis, we use (wideband)
spread-spectrum transmitters/receivers and WiFi adapters.
 Fleet of Vehicles. The eet of vehicles can consist of ground, air, space, sea or
underwater vehicles. Ground vehicles can consist of semi-autonomous/autonomous
robotic vehicles (e.g. dierential-drive, rear-wheel drive, etc.). Here, autonomous
implies that no human intervention is involved (a longer-term objective). Semi-
autonomous implies that some human intervention is involved. Air vehicles can
consist of quadrotors, micro/nano air vehicles, drones, other air vehicles and
space vehicles. Sea vehicles can consist of a variety of surface and underwa-
ter vehicles. Within this thesis the focus is on ground vehicles (e.g. enhanced
Thunder Tumbler dierential-drive and Ford F-150 rear-wheel drive). Despite
this, we do have one demonstration whereby a dierential-drive Thunder Tum-
bler ground vehicle follows a remotely controlled (AR drone) quadrotor. Within
this thesis, our eet consists of only eight (8) vehicles - six (6) dierential-drive
multi-capability \enhanced" Thunder Tumbler vehicles, one (1) rear-wheel drive
(RWD) \partially enhanced" Ford F-150 (1:14 scale) truck vehicle and one (1)
AR quadrotor drone.
 Local Computing. Every vehicle in the eet will (generally speaking) have
some computing capability. Some vehicles may have more than others. Lo-
cal computing here is used to address command, control, computing, planning
and optimization needs for a single vehicle. The objective for the single vehicle,
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however, may (in general) involve multiple vehicles in the eet (e.g. maintaining
a specied formation, controlling the inter-vehicle spacing for a platoon of ve-
hicles). Local computing can consist of a computer, microcontroller or suite of
computers/microcontrollers. Within this thesis, we primarily exploit Arduino
Uno microcontroller (16MHZ ATmega328 processor, 32KB Flash Memory, 14
digital I/O pins, 6 analog inputs, $25) [32]and Raspberry Pi II (900 MHz quad-
core ARM Cortex-A7 CPU, 1GB SDRAM, 40 GPIO pins, camera interface,
$35) [33] computer boards for local computing on a vehicle. They are low-cost,
well supported (e.g. some high-level software development tools Arduino IDE
and Raspberry Pi II IDLE), and easy to use.
 Local Sensing. Local sensing, in general, refers to sensors on individual vehi-
cles. As such, this can involve a variety of sensors. These can include encoders,
IMUs (containing accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers), ultrasonic range
sensors, Lidar, GPS, radar, and cameras. Within this thesis, we exploit mag-
netic encoders(A3144 Hall eect sensor, VELLEMAN 8 mm  3 mm magnet,
8 per wheel) [39], IMUs to measure vehicle rotation ( 9DOF, Accelerometer 
2,4,6,8,16g. Gyro  245; 500; 2000=sec. Compass  1.3 to  8.1 Gauss) [57],
ultrasonic range sensors (40kHz, 0.02-3 m, approximately 8 directional) [78],
and Raspberry Pi cameras(2592  1944, 30 fps, 150 MPs, MPEG-4) [54]. Lidar,
GPS and radar are not used.
 Local Communications. Here, local communications refers to how eet ve-
hicles communicate with one another as well as with central command. In this
thesis, vehicles exploit WiFi ( IEEE 802.11 (2.4, 5GHz) standard)[76] to send
locally obtained Raspberry Pi camera video (2592  1944, 30 fps, 150 MPs,
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MPEG-4) [54] to a central command laptop.
2.3 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we described a general (candidate) FAME architecture for a eet
of cooperating robotic vehicles. Of critical importance to properly assess the utility
of a FAME architecture is understanding the fundamental limitations imposed by its
subsystems (e.g. bandwidth/dynamic, accuracy/static). This \fundamental limita-
tion issue is addressed within Chapter 4 where enhanced dierential-drive Thunder
Tumbler vehicles are used as the central building block for the eet.
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Chapter 3
MODELING AND INNER-LOOP CONTROL FOR A DIFFERENTIAL-DRIVE
MOBILE ROBOT: OVERVIEW OF KEY METHODOLOGIES
3.1 Introduction and Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate fundamental modeling and control
design methods for a dierential-drive (DD) robotic ground vehicle. This is achieved
by presenting relevant model trade studies and then illustrating the design of an inner-
loop (v; !) speed control law and associated tradeos. As discussed in Chapter 1, such
a control law is generally the basis for any outer-loop control law (e.g. cruise control
along a line/path, separation control, obstacle avoidance). A two-input two-output
(TITO) linear time invariant (LTI) model, taken from [1], is used as the basis for all
developments within the chapter. The model is analyzed and used to conduct relevant
parametric trade studies (e.g. mass, moment of inertia, motor back emf constant,
motor armature resistance). These trade studies are designed to provide insight about
the vehicle being addressed. Both decentralized and centralized controller designs for
the inner loop are presented and compared. The decentralized controller is based
on classical single-input single-output (SISO) methods [24], [48]. The centralized
controller is based on the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) design methodology
[31], [15]. Each design is analyzed in the frequency and time domains. A key goal
of the chapter is justifying the fact that the design of an inner-loop controller can
be based on a low-frequency diagonal approximation to the TITO LTI model being
used. The purpose of the chapter is to describe methods to be applied in Chapter
4 to our dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle. As such, the chapter illustrates
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the methods as well as patterns that can be used to guide future developments.
3.2 Modeling of a Dierential-Drive Ground Robotic Vehicle
Many mobile robots use a so-called dierential-drive drive mechanism. Such a
mechanism involves two rear wheels that are independently controlled via torque-
generating dc motors. The inputs to the dc motors are voltages. Within this thesis,
the motors are assumed to be identical in order to simplify the presentation. In
practice, motor dierences must be accounted for. This, in part, is addressed by the
motor control laws being employed. Within this section, we examine the TITO LTI
model that was presented within [1]. This model was used for control law design
within the MS thesis [58]. It shall also serve as the basis (within this thesis) for
developing inner-loop control designs for dierential-drive vehicles. Before presenting
the model, we rst discuss the robot kinematics. A great deal of insight can be gained
by rst understanding the kinematics. The robot dynamics are then examined - rst
without and then with the dc motor dynamics.
Before continuing with our presentation it is useful to dene key robot variables
and parameters to be used throughout the section. This is done within Table 3.1.
3.2.1 Dierential-Drive Robot Kinematics
Figure 3.1 can be used to understand the kinematics of a dierential-drive ground
robot [2].
The point that the robot rotates about at a given instant in time is called the
instantaneous center of curvature (ICC) [2]. If (x; y) denotes the planar inertial
coordinate of the robot and  denotes the direction of the robot's longitudinal body
axis with respect to the x-axis, then we obtain the following nonlinear kinematic
model:
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Parameters Denition Nominal Values
m Mass 20 Kg
I Moment of Inertia 0.83 Kg:m2
r Wheel Radius 0.1 m
L = dw Distance between two rear wheels 0.5 m
Ra Armature Resistance 0.27 ohm
La Armature Inductance 0.64  10 3
Kb Back EMF Constant 0.0487 V/(rad/s)
Kt Torque Constant 0.0487 Nm/A
b Damping Constant 0.021Nms



















_x2 + _y2 (3.2)
denotes the translational speed of the robot and ! = _ denotes its angular speed.
Within the above very simple (and intuitive) model, v can ! can be thought of as
inputs (or controls). This is not intuitive - especially to a controls person. Why? As
discussed within Chapter 1, v and ! cannot be instantaneously generated because
of real-world mass-inertia eects (at least not without innite forces!). In practice,
v and ! are generated by applying voltages to the left and right wheel dc motors.
This will be become evident below when we discuss the motor dynamics and their
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of Dierential-Drive Mobile Robot
relationship to the above model.
At this point, it is instructive to relate the (v; !) to the angular velocities (!l; !r) of
the left and right rear wheels. Why? The idea here, is that if we can precisely control













where r denotes the wheel radius and dw = L denotes the distance between the rear
wheels. Given the latter, it follows that the distance between the vehicle longitudinal





Figure 3.1). Both r and dw are assumed to be constant. Within Figure 3.1, the point
vehicle coordinate (x; y) is located on the vehicle's longitudinal body axis directly in
between the two rear wheels.
To derive the above relationships, we proceed as follows. Let vl and vr denote the
left and right wheel translational speeds along the ground. If R denotes the \signed"
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distance from the (x; y) coordinate of the vehicle to the ICC, then it follows that
(R + dw=2)! = vr (R  dw=2)! = vl (3.4)














Next, we note that
v = R! vl = r!l vr = r!r (3.6)
Substituting vl = r!l and vr = r!r into ! =
vr vl
dw
, yields the relation ! = r(!r !l)
dw
.
Substituting R = v
!
and ! = vr vl
dw
into R = dw
2
vl+vr




Substituting vl = r!l and vr = r!r into this relation then yields the desired result
v = r(!r+!l)
2
. This completes the derivation.












Again, the importance of the above relation stems from the fact that if we can control
(!l; !r) well, then we shall see that we will be able to control (v; !) well - the latter
being the prime directive of this chapter.
3.2.2 Dierential-Drive Robot Dynamics
In order to more accurately represent the system, we consider a dynamical model
- one that captures mass-inertia eects. The following intuitive representation of the





























where F represents the applied translational force along the vehicles longitudinal
body axis,  represents the applied torque about the vertical z axis passing through
the point (x; y), m denotes the mass of the vehicle and I denotes its moment of inertia
about the vertical z axis passing through the point (x; y). From the above, we see that
the dynamical model consists of the following ve equations: three kinematic model
equations within the matrix-vector equation (3.8), two Newtonian dynamical equa-
tions within the matrix-vector equation (3.9), and the no slipping (non-holonomic)
constraint within equation (3.10). It should be noted that in practice, the force F and
torque  are generated by the two dc motors on the rear wheels. This shall become
evident within the subsections that follow below.
It should also be noted that the above dynamical model can be derived using the
classic Euler-Lagrange formulation [11]. Doing so yields a system possessing the form:
M(q)q + C(q; _q) +G(q) = B(q) + JT (q) (3.11)
with the non-holonomic constraint taking the form:
J(q) _q = 0 (3.12)
Here, q is an n dimensional vector of conguration variables, M(q) is a symmetric
positive denite nnmatrix, C(q; _q) represents an n vector of centripetal and Coriolis
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torques, G(q) is an n vector of gravitational torques, B(q) is an n r input transfor-
mation matrix (with r < n),  is an r dimensional vector of inputs (controls) and 
represents an n vector of Lagrange multipliers of constrained forces. For our robot,
we note that G(q) = 0 (no gravitational torques) and C(q; _q) = 0 (no centripetal and























with the non-holonomic constraint
sin    cos  0

_q = 0 (3.14)
Here, q = [x y  ]T , the rst matrix on the left within equation (3.13) is M , the
rst matrix on the right within equation (3.13) is B, and J =

sin    cos  0

.
Within [11], the authors start with the Euler-Lagrange model and show the algebraic
steps needed to obtain the more intuitive dynamical model represented by the six
relationships within equations (3.8)-(3.10).
As suggested above, the kinematic model neglects dynamic mass-inertia eects.
As such, the kinematic model is just an approximation to the dynamic model. As
expected, and it will be shown, the kinematic model is a good approximation to the
dynamical model when (v; !) can be generated quickly. Intuitively, this occurs when
m and I are suciently small (see equation (3.9)) or the inner (v; !) loop has a
suciently large bandwidth. This shall become evident below.
Finally, it is important to note the relationship between (F; ) and the left-right
motor torques (l; r). The desired relationship is similar in form to the angular













Here, l and r represent the torques acting on the left and right wheels, respectively.
Next, we discuss the motor (actuator) dynamics. Ultimately, the motors are
responsible for producing the wheel torques (l; r) and hence the associated pair
(F; ). The latter, of course, are directly responsible for producing the vehicle speeds
(v; !).
3.2.3 DC Motor (Actuator) Dynamics
DC motors are widely used in robotics applications. They are the mostly widely
used actuator class in mobile robots. It is important to take DC motor dynamics
into account when constructing a robot's model. There are two classes of DC motors:
(1) armature-current controlled and (2) eld-current controlled [48]. Within this
thesis, we shall focus on the former; i.e. armature-current controlled dc motors. The
dynamics for a DC motor can be visualized as shown within Figure 3.2. The associated
equations are as follows:





+Raia + eb (3.16)
Back EMF Equation:
eb = Kb! (3.17)
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Torque Equation:
 = Ktia (3.18)
Load Equation:
I _! + b! =  (3.19)
Here, ea represents the applied armature voltage. This is the control input for an
armature controlled dc motor. Other relevant variables are as follows: ia represents
the armature current, eb represents the back emf,  represents the torque exerted by
the motor on the motor shaft-load system, ! represents the motor shaft angular speed.
Relevant motor parameters are as follows: La represents the armature inductance
(often negligibly small in many applications), Ra represents the armature resistance,
Kb represents the back emf motor constant, Kt represents the motor torque constant,
b represents a load-motor speed rotational damping constant, and I represents the
moment of inertia of the motor shaft-load system.
From the above, one can obtain the transfer function from the input voltage ea to









Given the above, some observations are in order. The motor speed transfer function is
generally second order. If the armature inductance La is negligibly small (i.e. !La <<
Ra over the operational bandwidth), then the motor speed transfer function becomes























the associated inductance pole becomes large and given by s   Ra
La
. Given this, we
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see that the motor response is faster for larger (b, Kt, Kb) and smaller (I, Ra). If the
armature inductance is neglected, then the speed-voltage transfer function becomes
rst order. Generally, Kt = Kb.
3.2.4 Robot TITO LTI Model with Actuator Dynamics
In this section, we combine the ideas presented above in order to obtain a state
space representation TITO LTI model for our dierential-drive vehicle. This model,
taken from [1], was used within [58] for inner-loop control design. It shall be used as
the basis for our inner-loop control design as well. The TITO LTI model from motor
voltages (er; el) to the wheel angular velocities (!r; !l) can be visualized as shown
within Figure 3.3. Note the cross-coupling introduced by the right-left motor torques
(r; l) at the input and a similar structure at the output.
Figure 3.3: TITO LTI Robot-Motor Wheel Speed (!r; !l) Dynamics - P(!r;!l)
The associated fourth order TITO LTI state space representation is given by
_x = Ax+Bu y = Cx+Du (3.22)
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where x = [ iar ial v ! ]
T , y = [ !r !l ]





































D = 022 (3.24)
Here, (ial; iar) represent left and right motor armature currents, v is the vehicle's trans-
lational velocity (directed along the direction ), ! is the vehicle's angular velocity,
(!l; !r) represent left and right vehicle wheel angular velocities, (el; er) represent left
and right motor armature voltage inputs. The latter are the robot's control inputs.
Relevant system parameters are as follows: m is the vehicle mass, dw is the distance
between the wheels, r is the vehicle wheel radius, I is the vehicle's moment of inertia,
 represents a velocity damping constant, Kb represents a back emf constant, Kt
represents a torque constant, Ra represents armature resistance, and La represents
armature inductance (often negligibly small). It should be noted that dierences in
the motor properties is a practical concern. This has not been captured in the above
model. It shall not be addressed within this thesis. Addressing such uncertainty will
be the subject of future work.
Given the above, the associated transfer function matrix is given by




If we dene the transfer functions
H1 =
Kt









P11 = P22 = H1 +
1
2
H2 P12 = P21 = H1   1
2
H2 (3.28)
At this point, we note that the transfer function matrix P!r;l is symmetric and the
diagonal entries are identical. This pattern is expected since the motors are identical.
Nominal Transfer Functions. The nominal values given in Table 3.1 (taken from
[58]) shall be used to generate numerical values below. For these nominal parameter
values, we obtain the following numerical TITO transfer function matrix:
P(!r;!l) =
2641521:9(s+ 0:4469)(s+ 421:7)  760:94s(s+ 421:9)
 760:94s(s+ 421:9) 1521:9(s+ 0:4469)(s+ 421:7)
375
(s+ 0:2979)(s+ 0:8941)(s+ 421:6)(s+ 421:8)
(3.29)








This shows that the o diagonal elements are small at low frequencies.
System Approximations: La small
In many applications, the armature inductance is very small. This is the case for












p3  p4  Ra
La
(3.31)
The above was found using Maple by letting La be small in the exact pole expres-
sions. The above implies that the system is exponentially stable. This implies that
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any initial vehicle speed, angular velocity, armature current will be dissipated if no
voltage is applied to the motor inputs.
For the nominal parameter values, the system poles are as follows:
Nominal Poles: -0.2979, -0.8941, -421.78, -421.61
The two high frequency (fast) poles are due to the armature inductances.
At this point, it is useful to point out zero information about specic transfer









z2  p3 =  Ra
La
(3.32)
Similarly, when La is small then P12 = P21 possesses two zeros at:
z1 = 0 z2  p3 =  Ra
La
(3.33)
Because the o diagonal elements possess a zero at dc (even when La is not small),
this implies that the (!r; !l) vehicle-motor (robot)system is nearly decoupled at low
frequencies. This suggests that if we have a low bandwidth control objective, then the
system can be approximated by its diagonal elements. Moreover, a simple classical
(decentralized) controller should work ne. It can be shown (numerically) that gen-
erally speaking, this system has no transmission zeros. Why is this important? This
is important because it roughly suggests that we may be able to use identical classi-
cal SISO (single-input single-output) controllers with sucient lead and a suciently
high bandwidth in order to reduce the sensitivity at low frequencies as much as we
want. Here, the sucient lead will ensure an innite upward gain margin (ideally,
of course). In practice, of course, the closed loop bandwidth will be limited by high
frequency uncertainty, actuator bandwidth limitations, sensor bandwidth limitations,
etc.
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Frequency Response Properties. The singular values for the above system and
the associated low frequency approximation are plotted within Figure 3.4 for the
nominal parameter values given within Table 3.1 (taken from [58]). Note that the
singular values at dc match one another. This is because from each input, the motor-
vehicle (!r; !l) system looks the same.























Figure 3.4: Robot Singular Values (Voltages to Wheel Speeds) - Including Low Fre-
quency Approximation
The plot in Figure 3.4 suggests that the low frequency approximation (red, with
a 20 dB/decade high frequency roll-o) is a good approximation for the system. The
relatively high system gain at low frequencies will help achieve good low frequency
command following and low frequency disturbance attenuation (in principle, without
too much control action). The plot also suggests that as long as we keep the desired
control bandwidth below say 2 rad/sec, then a large control gain will not be required
in order to have good feedback properties.
To better examine the coupling in our (!r; !l) system, we have plotted the fre-
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quency response in Figure 3.5. The gure clearly shows that the o-diagonal elements
peak just below 1 rad/sec and that the coupling disappears at dc. This low frequency
behavior, as well as the rst order low frequency behavior of the diagonal elements,
provides substantive motivation for a decentralized PI control law; i.e. the use of
identical PI controllers for each motor.
Figure 3.5: Robot Frequency Response (Voltages to Wheel Speeds) - Including Low
Frequency Approximation
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Plant. The above discussion has focused on the (!r; !l) system. It must be noted that
strictly speaking, the (!r; !l) system is not the plant for our inner-loop control system.
Why? The inner-loop plant, strictly speaking, has (v; !) as outputs since these are
the variables that we wish to command! That is, we shall be specifying (vref ; !ref )
reference commands to our inner-loop control system. The transfer function matrix
for our (v; !) system - the plant P - is as follows:
P = P(v;!) =
26438:047(s+ 0:8941)(s+ 421:7) 38:047(s+ 0:8941)(s+ 421:7)
456:56(s+ 0:2979)(s+ 421:7)  456:56(s+ 0:2979)(s+ 421:7)
375
(s+ 0:2979)(s+ 0:8941)(s+ 421:7)(s+ 421:7)
(3.34)
When the inductances are neglected, we obtain the following low frequency approxi-
mation:
P = P(v;!) 
2640:09(s+ 0:8941) 0:09(s+ 0:8941)




The above shows that unlike the (!r; !l) system, the (v; !) system (the plant) is not
decoupled at low frequencies.
Plant SVD at DC. To better understand the coupling at dc, we perform a singular
value decomposition (svd) for P at dc. Doing so yields the following:
P (0) = P(v;!)(0) =
264 0:3021 0:3021
1:2079  1:2079













where the unitary matrix U = [ u1 u2 ] contains left singular vectors (output direc-
tions),  = diag(1; 2) contains the maximum and minimum singular values, and
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the unitary matrix V = [ v1 v2 ] contains right singular vectors (input directions).
This svd clearly shows control coupling at dc and hence at low frequencies. More
precisely, we see that the
 maximum singular value 1.7983 (4.65 dB) is associated with the vehicle's angular
velocity ! (u1 = [ 0 1 ]
T ) and equal and opposite motor input voltages (v1 =
[ 0:7071   0:7071 ]T );
 minimum singular value 0.4273 (-7.39 dB) is associated with the vehicle's trans-
lational velocity v (u2 = [ 1 0 ]
T ) and equal motor input voltages (v2 =
[ 0:7071 0:7071 ]T ).
Given the above, it is natural to ask: Why is the maximum singular value associated
with ! and the minimum with v? This follows from the fact that it is easier to turn
than to move forward. We also note that the input voltage directions given above are
exactly how we would expect a dierential-drive system to generate ! and v. That
is, the above svd corroborates our intuition about a dierential-drive motor-vehicle
system.
Plant Singular Values. The plant singular values and those of the low frequency
approximation are shown within Figure 3.6. Here, the singular values at dc are not
identical. This, fundamentally, is because we lose symmetry when we go from (!r; !l)
to (v; !). More precisely, up above we showed (via svd at dc) that the maximum
singular value at low frequencies is associated with rotation ! while the minimum
singular value is associated with translation v.
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Figure 3.6: Robot Plant Singular Values (Voltages to v and !) - Including Low
Frequency Approximation
Plant Frequency Response. In order to better understand and visualize the low
frequency coupling issues associated with our plant, it is useful to examine the fre-
quency response plot in Figure 3.7. Within this gure, the plant frequency response
is in blue and the frequency response for our low frequency approximation to the
plant is in red. Again, we see that our low frequency approximation is a very good
approximation for the plant. The approximation should be particularly good below
about 20 rad/sec. Figure 3.7 also shows while our (!r; !l) system is fairly decoupled
at low frequencies, this is not the case for our (v; !) plant system. While this suggests
that a multivariable controller may be necessary for our plant, the work in this the-
sis shows that one can apply classical SISO control theory to our (fairly decoupled)
(!r; !l) system to indirectly control our (v; !) plant system. This, and important
issues discussed below, will receive greater attention in future work.
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Figure 3.7: Robot Plant Frequency Response (Voltages to [v; !]) - Including Low
Frequency Approximation
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Plant Control Issues. Given the above, it is natural to ask:
If the above (v; !) system is the plant we really want to control,
then why did we spend so much time on the (!r; !l) system?
A quick and simple answer to this is that
the (nearly decoupled) (!r; !l) system is much simpler
than the highly coupled (v; !) plant system.
To provide a more substantive answer to this, rst note that the (v; !) plant P = P(v;!)
is related to the \angular wheel velocity plant" P(!r;!l) according to the following
relationship:
P = P(v;!) = MP(!r;!l) (3.38)
where M was dened above in equation (3.7) on page 48. From this, we can show
that
if we design a good simple controller for P(!r;!l),
then it is likely to work well for P .
Why is this? The next few pages provides support for this claim and addresses related
issues that must be considered - especially if one takes the above implied (!r; !l)
control approach. Lets be specic. Suppose K(!r;!l) = k(s)I22 where k(s) is a scalar
SISO transfer function (e.g. PI controller as used below and in Chapter 4). Given
this, it can be shown that if K(!r;!l) works well for P(!r;!l), then K = K(!r;!l)M
 1
will work well for P . Why is this?
 Critical Relationship: (v; !) and (!r; !l) Systems Have Identical Open
Loop Singular Values. With K = K(!r;!l)M
 1 as the controller for P ,
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the new open loop transfer function matrix for the (v; !) system is PK =
PK(!r;!l)M
 1 = MP(!r;!l)K(!r;!l)M
 1. To prove our main result, we will need
the following result on singular values for a 2 2 matrix [80, page 504]:
Lemma 1 (Singular Values of a 2 2 Matrix)
Consider a 2 2 matrix F . Suppose that
b = tr(FHF ) =
X
i;j
jfijj2 = 1 + 2 c = det(FHF ) = 12 (3.39)
where i = i(F ) (i = 1; 2) denotes the eigenvalues of F . If we solve the for the
eigenvalues i and use i[F ] =
p
i(FHF ), then it follows that











The following intermediate result is very useful for proving our main point about
the two systems.
Lemma 2 (P(!r;!l) and MP(!r;!l)M
 1 have Same Singular Values)
Since P(!r;!l) is symmetric with constant diagonals and K(!r;!l) is diagonal, it




 1  = i  P(!r;!l)  (3.41)
The proof of this is algebraic and is now given for completeness.
Proof







This is simply a consequence of the vehicle-motor system looking identical from
either input. This, of course, is because we have identical motors and the
symmetry of the vehicle about its longitudinal body x axis. At this point, it is


















From this, it follows that
MP(!r;!l) =










264 a+ b 0
0 a  b
375 (3.45)
Next, we note that tr(PH(!r;!l)P(!r;!l)) = 2(jaj2 + jbj2) and det(PH(!r;!l)P(!r;!l)) =






2(jaj2 + jbj2)p4(jaj2 + jbj2)2   4((jaj2 + jbj2)2   4jaj2jbj2)
2
(3.46)
= (jaj2 + jbj2)
p
(jaj2 + jbj2)2   ((jaj2 + jbj2)2   jaj2jbj2)(3.47)
= (a b)2 (3.48)
Next, we note that tr(FHF ) = (a+b)2+(a b)2 and det(FHF ) = (a+b)2(a b)2.








a2 + 2ab+ b2 + (a2   2ab+ b2)p(4ab)2   4(a+ b)2(a  b)2
2
(3.50)
= (a2 + b2)
p
(a2 + b2)2   (a2 + b2)2 + 4a2b2 (3.51)
= (a b)2 (3.52)
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This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
QED
From the above, we now have our main result.
Main Result (Loop Singular Values for (!r; !l)-(v; !) Systems are Identical
From the structure of P , K, and M , it can be shown that





The proof of this is algebraic and is now given for completeness.
Proof
By denition of P =MP(!r;!l) and K = K(!r;!l)M
 1 = kI22M 1, we have
i [ PK ] = i

MP(!r;!l)K(!r;!l)M
 1  = i MP(!r;!l)M 1  jkj (3.54)
From Lemma 2, we have = i

MP(!r;!l)M
 1  = i  P(!r;!l)  and the above
becomes









This, however, completes the proof.
QED
The above singular value result implies - modulo important (non-negligible) Tru and
Tdiy issues to be pointed out below - that if K(!r;!l) works well for P(!r;!l), then
K = K(!r;!l)M
 1 will work well for P =MP(!r;!l).





implies that the two designs ((P;K) and (P(!r;!l); K(!r;!l)))
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will possess the same singular values for the output/error open loop transfer
function matrix Lo = PK, output sensitivity So = (I + Lo)
 1, and output
complementary sensitivity To = I   So = Lo(I +Lo) 1 (i.e. at the plant output
(or error)).
 Same Li; Si; Ti Singular Values. Since Li = KP = PK = Lo, it also follows
that the designs will also possess the same singular values for the input/controls
open loop transfer function matrix Li = KP , input sensitivity Si = (I + Li)
 1,
and input complementary sensitivity Ti = I   Si = Li(I + Li) 1 (i.e. at the
plant input (or controls)).
The above \almost proves" that if (P(!r;!l); K(!r;!l)) is good, then (P;K) will be good.
It does prove that given the simple decentralized control structure selected,
if the singular values for (Lo; Li), (So; Si), (To; Ti) are good for the (!r; !l) system,
then they will be good for the (v; !) system.
Given this, why then do we say \almost proves . . . ?" While the above is excellent, it
must be noted that the singular values for the transfer function matrices Tru (reference
to controls) and Tdiy (input disturbance to outputs) may dier for the two designs:
(P(!r;!l); K((!r;!l)) and (P;K). Why is this? This important (non-negligible) issue is
now explained.
 Tru Dierences for (!r; !l) and (v; !) Systems. Simple multivariable system
algebra shows that









This shows that the control response to reference commands can be dierent
for the two loops.
 Tdiy Dierences for (!r; !l) and (v; !) Systems. Similarly,
Tdiy = (I + PK)
 1P = (I +MP(!r;!l)K(!r;!l)M
 1) 1MP(!r;!l) (3.59)
= M(I + P(!r;!l)K(!r;!l)M)
 1P(!r;!l) (3.60)
= MTdiy(!r;!l) (3.61)
This shows that the output response to input disturbances can be dierent for
the two loops.
In what follows, we shall plot frequency response plots to emphasize the proven sim-
ilarities and distinctions for the two systems under consideration: (!r; !l) and (v; !).
While the above supports our focus above on P(!r;!l) rather than P = P(v;!) - modulo
the Tru and Tdiy issues illuminated above, there are still a few additional practical
implementation issues that must be pointed out. Before moving on, lets examine the
actual numerical M and M 1 for the system being considered in this chapter. From




















What do these numerics tell us? The singular values ofM are (0.2828, 0.0707). Those
for M 1 are (14.1421, 3.5355). Using the relationships in equations (3.58) and (3.58),
as well as the sub-multiplicative property of the H1 norm, yields the following:Tru(v;!)H1  M 1H1 Tru(!r;!l)H1 = 14:14 Tdiy(!r;!l)H1 (3.63)
(3.64)
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Tdiy(v;!)H1  kMkH1 Tdiy(!r;!l)H1 = 0:2828Tdiy(!r;!l)H1 (3.65)
The rst inequality imply that we should be particularly concerned about the control
response to reference commands for the (v; !) system. It suggests that the (v; !)
system can have up to 14.14 times the control eort of the (!r; !l) system (in the worst
case). The second inequality tells us that the output response to input disturbances
for the (v; !) system will not be a concern if the (!r; !l) system output response to
input disturbances is satisfactory.
 Practical Implementation Issues. The following question is natural to ask:
If we are primarily interested in controlling (v; !)1,
then what can happen if we control (!r; !l)?
{ M is Well Known. First, we note that the matrix M is the key to the
above discussion. If it were uncertain, then we would be particularly wor-
ried. However, M is generally well known. Why? The matrix M involves
very well known system parameters (e.g. wheel radius r and distance be-
tween wheels dw). M is well known. (We assume that r and dw are well
known constants that do not change over time. We assume, for example,
that r cannot decrease because of loss of air in the tires.) The issue here
is therefore not uncertainty in M .
1Controlling (v; !), here, implies that (v; !) are measured and are commanded. In this thesis,
(!r; !l) are measured and fed back. (vref ; !ref ) reference commands are converted by multiplying
by M 1 to get (!rref ; !lref ) reference commands that are compared with the (!r; !l) measurements
being fed back.
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{ Accuracy of Measurements. The issue here is what can we measure
more accurately? (!r; !l) or (v; !)? Within this thesis, we use magnetic
wheel encoders (8 per wheel) to measure (!r; !l). From this, (v; !) is
computed (estimated). This is done using the relationships within equa-
tion (3.7). The fundamental point here is that if an IMU (inertial mea-
surement unit) is used to measure (v; !), then we may be able to get more
accurate measurements and hence better inner-loop performance in com-
parison to the encoder-based (!r; !l) approach taken within this thesis.
This was not done within the thesis. Such an approach - aimed at re-
ducing the ever present dead-reckoning error - will be pursued in future
work. Within this thesis, the IMU is used to estimate  information by
integrating the vehicle angular velocity ! that the IMU produces. This is
done for our (v; ) cruise control along a path outer-loop control law. The
IMU is not used to get v or !. Future work shall address how the IMU
can be used to improve our inner-loop performance.
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Frequency Response Trade Studies: Mass m Variations. When the vehicle
mass is varied from 20kg to 50kg (in increments of 10 kg), we obtain the Bode




































Figure 3.8: Bode Magnitude for Robot (Voltages to Wheel Speeds) - Mass Variations
The gure shows that as the mass is increased, the dc gains do not change, the diag-
onal magnitudes get smaller at midrange and high frequencies, and the coupling at
low frequencies increases.
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Frequency Response Trade Studies: Moment of Inertia I Variations. Fig-
ure 3.9 shows that as the moment of inertia is increased, the dc gains do not change,
the diagonal magnitudes get smaller at midrange and high frequencies, and the cou-
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Figure 3.9: Bode Magnitude for Robot (Voltages to Wheel Speeds) - I Variations
Frequency Response Trade Studies: Back EMF Constant Kb Variations.
Figure 3.10 shows that as the back emf constant is increased, the dc gains get smaller,
the diagonal magnitudes do not change at midrange and high frequencies. The o-
diagonal magnitudes get smaller at low frequencies and do not change at midrange
and high frequencies.
Frequency Response Trade Studies: Torque Constant Kt Variations. Fig-
ure 3.11 shows that as the torque constant is increased, the dc gains get larger, the
diagonal magnitudes get larger at all frequencies. The o-diagonal magnitudes do









































































Figure 3.11: Bode Magnitude for Robot (Voltages to Wheel Speeds) - Kt Variations
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Frequency Response Trade Studies: Armature Resistance Ra Variations.
Figure 3.12 shows that as the armature resistance Ra is increased, the dc gains get
smaller. The magnitudes of the diagonal elements start to get smaller with increasing
Ra at frequencies below 1000 rad/sec. The magnitudes of the o-diagonal elements












































Figure 3.12: Bode Magnitude for Robot (Voltages to Wheel Speeds) - Ra Variations
Time Response Trade Studies: Mass Variations. Figure 3.13 contains the
system wheel angular velocity responses to step voltage inputs for mass variations
The gure shows that as the vehicle mass is increased, the system
 dc gain does not change
 settling time (bandwidth) increases (decreases)
 cross coupling increases
The latter is a control-theoretic reason for reducing vehicle mass. (Energy savings, of
course, is generally the primary reason given for wanting to reduce vehicle mass.)
The above trade studies give insight into the system being examined. More speci-










































Figure 3.13: System Wheel Angular Velocity Responses to Step Voltages - Mass
Variations
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3.3 Inner-Loop Decentralized Control Design for DD Robot
Within this section, we examine a classic decentralized PI (proportional plus in-
tegral) controller structure for inner-loop wheel speed control. This means that the
controller K is diagonal with identical elements (identical since the motors are iden-










Here, g and z are design parameters (assumed to be positive). The control system
can be visualized as shown within Figure 4.5. We note that the inner-loop is a wheel






around this inner-loop are the matrices M and M 1 as dened in equation 3.43 on
page 65.
Figure 3.14: Visualization of Inner-Loop Control Law - (!r; !l) and (v; !)
We note that since K is diagonal, it follows that PK = KP . Since PK = KP ,
there is no need to distinguish between properties at the outputs (errors) and prop-
erties at the inputs (controls). For general, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
LTI systems, PK 6= KP and the properties at one loop breaking point (e.g. out-
puts/errors) can be drastically dierent from those at another loop breaking point
(e.g. controls/inputs) [15], [49], [50].
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3.3.1 Frequency Domain (g,z) Trade Studies
In what follows, L = PK = KP denotes the open loop transfer function ma-
trix, S = (I + L) 1 denotes the closed loop sensitivity transfer function matrix,
T = L(I + L) 1 denotes the closed loop complementary sensitivity transfer function
matrix, KS denotes the transfer function matrix from (unltered) reference com-
mands to controls (motor voltages), and SP denotes the transfer function matrix
from input disturbances to the wheel speeds. We now examine trade studies for gain
g and zero z variations. Unless stated otherwise, all plots presented are for the (!r; !l)
system and not the (v; !) system. When the (v; !) system is being considered, it will
be explicitly stated.
Complementary Sensitivity: Magnitude Responses. When g is varied (g =
1   5; z = 1), one obtains the closed loop T magnitude responses in Figure 3.15.





































Figure 3.15: Bode Magnitudes for T (g = 1  5; z = 1)
From Figures 3.15-3.16, we observe the following:






































Figure 3.16: Bode Magnitudes for T (g = 1, z = 1  5)
 increasing z increases all peak magnitudes; peak magnitudes do not increase
with increasing g
 coupling at low frequencies decreases with increasing g or z
 peak cross coupling changes little with increasing g
 peak cross coupling increases with increasing z
 peak cross coupling frequency increases with increasing g (it only increases
slightly with z)
Open Loop. Figures 3.17-3.18 show the singular values of L = PK for specic (g; z)
variations.
The following observations follow from Figures 3.17-3.18:
 Increasing g increases singular values of L at all frequencies
 Increasing z will increase singular values of L at low frequencies (because it in-
creases eective gain at low frequencies), but it has no impact at high frequencies
 In Figure 3.17, we see that increasing g impacts the crossovers proportionately:
(g=1, z=1): max sv crosses 0dB near 5 rad/s; min crosses near 2 rad/s.
(g=3, z=1): max sv crosses 0dB near 15 rad/s; min crosses near 6 rad/s - these
are factor of 3 increases.
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Figure 3.17: Singular Values for L (g=1,3,5; z=1)



























Figure 3.18: Singular Values for L (g=1; z=1,3,5)
(g=5, z=1): max sv crosses 0dB near 25 rad/s; min crosses near 10 rad/s -
these are factor of 5 increases.
 In Figure 3.18, we see that increasing z doesn't impact the crossovers much:
(g=1, z=1): max sv crosses 0dB near 5 rad/s; min crosses near 2 rad/s.
(g=1, z=3): max sv crosses 0dB near 6 rad/s; min crosses near 2.8 rad/s.
(g=1, z=5): max sv crosses 0dB near 7 rad/s; min crosses near 3 rad/s.
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Sensitivity. Figures 3.19-3.20 contain sensitivity singular vales for specic (g; z)
variations.
























Figure 3.19: Singular Values for S (g=1,3,5; z=1)

























Figure 3.20: Singular Values for S (g=1; z=1,3,5)
From Figures 3.19-3.20, we make the following observations:
 Increasing g results in smaller sensitivity at low frequencies and a slightly larger
peak sensitivity.
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 Increasing z results in smaller sensitivity at low frequencies but increases peak
sensitivity somewhat (since it gives \less lead near crossover.").
 peak sensitivities do not change much with increasing g: 0.1301 dB (g = 1; z =
1), 0.2620 dB (g = 3; z = 1), 0.4097 dB (g = 5; z = 1)
 peak sensitivities change somewhat for increasing z: 0.1301 dB (g = 1; z = 1),
1.9604 dB (g = 1; z = 3), 3.7869 dB (g = 1; z = 5)
Complementary Sensitivity. Figures 3.21-3.22 contain complementary sensitivity
singular vales for specic (g; z) variations.
























Figure 3.21: Singular Values for T (g=1,3,5; z=1)
From Figures 3.21-3.22, we make the following observations:
 Increasing g will result in a larger bandwidth and a smaller peak complemen-
tary sensitivity (but worse high frequency noise attenuation; a tradeo must be
made).
 Increasing z will result in larger bandwidth and a larger peak complementary
sensitivity. High frequency noise attenuation is the same for dierent zvalues.
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Figure 3.22: Singular Values for T (g=1; z=1,3,5)
 peak sensitivities decrease with increasing g: 1.0862 dB (g = 1; z = 1), 0.5709
dB (g = 3; z = 1), 0.3469 dB (g = 5; z = 1)
 peak complementary sensitivities increase with increasing z: 1.0862 dB (g =
1; z = 1), 3.3604 dB (g = 1; z = 3), 4.8186 dB (g = 1; z = 5) - due to \less lead
near crossover."
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Reference to Control (Unltered). Figures 3.23-3.24 contain (unltered) refer-
ence to control singular values for specic (g; z) variations. As the plots above, these
plots are for the (!r; !l) system. As such, they tell us what control responses result
from (!r; !l) commands - not from (v; !) commands. This is addressed below.


























Figure 3.23: Singular Values for Tru (g=1,3,5; z=1) - (!r; !l) Commands

























Figure 3.24: Singular Values for Tru (g=1; z=1,3,5) - (!r; !l) Commands
From Figures 3.23 -3.24, we make the following observations when (!r; !l) com-
mands are issued to our inner-loop control system:
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 Increasing g or z increases the peak Tru at all except low frequencies.
 Increasing g increases peak Tru: 0.1667dB (g = 1; z = 1), 9.6152dB (g = 3; z =
1), 13.9903dB (g = 5; z = 1)
 Increasing z increases peak Tru: 0.1667dB (g = 1; z = 1), 5.5908dB (g = 1; z =
3), 9.3124dB (g = 1; z = 5)
For completeness, Figures 3.25-3.26 contain (unltered) reference to control singular
values for specic (g; z) variations. These plots are for the actual plant P . As such,
they tell us the control response to a (v; !) commands - as we shall be giving in a
practical (v; !) inner-loop control implementation (see Chapter 4).
























Figure 3.25: Singular Values for KSM 1 (g=1,3,5; z=1) - (v; !) Commands
From Figures 3.25-3.26, we make the following observations when (v; !) commands
are issued to the inner-loop control system:
 peak controls will generally be larger for (v; !) commands versus (!r!l) com-
mands (see Figures 3.23-3.24)
 peak controls will increase with increasing g or z
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Figure 3.26: Singular Values for KSM 1 (g=1; z=1,3,5) - (v; !) Commands
While the above suggests that control saturation can be an issue when large unltered
(v; !) commands are issued, it must be noted that a reference command pre-lter (to
low pass lter the derivative action of the zero in our PI controller) can help with this.
Reference to Control (Filtered). As discussed above, a command pre-lter can
signicantly help with control action. We therefore use a command pre-lterW = z
s+z
on each reference command. Figures 3.27 -3.28 contain (ltered) reference to control
singular values for specic (g; z) variations. As many of the prior plots, these plots are
for the (!r; !l) system. As such, they tell us what control responses result from (!r; !l)
commands. They do not tell us about control responses from (v; !) commands. This
is addressed below.
From Figures 3.27-3.28, we make the following observations when (!r; !l) commands
are issued to our inner-loop control system:
 Increasing g or z increases the size of WTru at all but low frequencies.
 Increasing g increases the peak WTru only slightly.
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Figure 3.27: Singular Values for W  Tru (g=1,3,5; z=1) - (!r; !l) Commands



























Figure 3.28: Singular Values for W  Tru (g=1; z=1,3,5) - (!r; !l) Commands
 Increasing z increases the peak WTru, but it does not impact WTru at low fre-
quencies.
 peak W  Tru increases slightly as g increases: -6.1705dB (g = 1; z = 1), -
5.4355dB (g = 3; z = 1), , -5.2778dB (g = 5; z = 1),
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 peak W  Tru increases with increasing z: -6.1705dB (g = 1; z = 1), 3.3893dB
(g = 1; z = 3), 7.9542dB (g = 1; z = 5)
The above plots suggest that overshoot and saturation due to ltered (!r; !l) com-
mands reference commands should not be too much of an issue - unless, of course,
very large reference commands are issued to the inner-loop control system.
Input Disturbance to Output Tdiy. Figures 3.29-3.30 contain input disturbance
to control singular values for specic (g; z) variations. As many of the plots above,
these plots are for the (!r; !l) system. As such, they tell us what (!r; !l) responses
result from input (voltage) disturbances. They do not tell us about (v; !) responses.
This is addressed below.
Figures 3.29-3.30, contain the singular value plots for Tdiy for specic (g; z) vari-
ations. Figures 3.29-3.30, we make the following observations:























Figure 3.29: Singular Values for Tdiy (g=1,3,5; z=1) - (!r; !l) Responses
From Figures 3.29 -3.30, we make the following observations:
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Figure 3.30: Singular Values for Tdiy (g=1; z=1,3,5) - (!r; !l) Responses
 peak Tdiy decreases with increasing g (z has little impact on peak)
 increasing g reduces Tdiy at all frequencies except at high frequencies
 increasing z reduces Tdiy at low frequencies
 frequency at which peak Tdiy occurs increases with increasing g (also with in-
creasing z but to a lesser extant)
For completeness, Figures 3.31-3.32 contain input disturbance di to output y =
[ v ! ]T singular values for specic (g; z) variations. These plots are for the ac-
tual plant P . As such, they tell us about the (v; !) responses to input (voltage)
disturbances di. From Figures 3.31-3.32, we make the following observations about
the closed loop system containing the actual actual (v; !) plant P :
 peak Tdiy has improved for actual (v; !) plant versus (!r; !l) system (see Fig-
ures 3.29 -3.30)
 peak Tdiy decreases with increasing g (z has little impact on peak)
 increasing g reduces Tdiy at all frequencies except at high frequencies
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Figure 3.31: Singular Values for MSP (g=1; z=1,3,5) - (v; !) Responses
























Figure 3.32: Singular Values for MSP (g=1; z=1,3,5) - (v; !) Responses
 increasing z reduces Tdiy at low frequencies
 frequency at which peak Tdiy occurs increases with increasing g (also with in-
creasing z but to a lesser extant)
The above patterns suggests that while the actual (v; !) plant will exhibit a worse
Try, it will exhibit a better Tdiy vis-a-vis the (!r; !l) system.
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Peak Sensitivities and Complementary Sensitivities. Figures 3.33-3.34 contain
(g; z) contour maps for the peak sensitivity and peak complementary sensitivity.
Figure 3.33: Peak Singular Values for S - (g; z) Contour maps
Figure 3.34: Peak Singular Values for T - (g; z) Contour maps
From Figures 3.33-3.34, we make the following observations:
 peak S will increase with increasing g or z - increasing z has a bigger impact
(because of less \lead where it is needed.")
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 peak T will increase with increasing g or z - increasing g has little impact, in-
creasing z has a bigger impact (because of less \lead where it is needed.")
 peak S will be less than 6dB when g > z
 peak T will be less than 5dB when g > z
The above contour maps corroborate our previous observations.
3.3.2 Time Domain (g; z) Trade Studies
Output and Control Responses to Step Reference Commands for dierent
(g; z) values. Figures 3.35-3.38 contain output and control responses to unltered































Figure 3.35: Output Response to Step Command (g = 1; 3; 5; z = 1)
From the above output and control responses to unltered step reference commands
(Figures 3.35-3.38), we obtain the following observations:


































































Figure 3.37: Control Response to Step Command (g = 1; 3; 5; z = 1)
 increasing g will result in a smaller overshoot
 increasing z will result in a larger overshoot
 increasing g or z will result in larger and faster control action
Figures 3.39-3.40 contain control responses to ltered step reference commands for




































































Figure 3.39: Control Response to Filtered Step Command (g = 1; 3; 5; z = 1)
From Figures 3.39-3.40, we obtain the following observations:
 increasing g or z will result in larger and faster control action
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Figure 3.40: Control Response to Filtered Step Command (g = 1; z = 1; 3; 5)
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3.4 Inner-Loop Centralized Control Design for a Dierential-Drive Robot
The purpose of this section is to show how LQR can be used to generate a cen-
tralized inner-loop design that is comparable to those obtained above using classical
methods.
LQR Servo Design Methodology. The centralized controller ito be designed is
based on the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) design methodology. We speci-
cally use LQ servo concepts from [31], [15]. For the LQ servo, the outputs of the
system must be states of the system. For our TITO vehicle-motor system, the out-
puts yp = [ !r !l ]
T are not state variables. In order to address this, we will
augment the system with a high bandwidth low pass lter ( 
s+
,  large) dynamical
augmentation on each output (!r; !l); i.e. _^y =  y^ + yp. The idea here is that if
 is chosen to be suciently large, then the output and state of the low pass lter
y^p = [ !^r !^l ]
T represents an approximation to the system output yp = [ !r !l ]
T .
We used  = 105. Let [Ap; Bp; Cp] denote the fourth order state space representa-
tion _xp = Apxp + Bpu, yp = Cpxp for the TITO LTI (!r; !l) vehicle-motor system
where xp = [ iar ial v ! ]
T . This state space representation is given in equa-
tion (3.22). After augmentation, we obtain the following sixth order augmented state
space representation:
_xaug = Aaugxaug +Baugu y^p = Caugxaug +Daugu (3.67)
where xaug = [ iar ial v ! !^r !^l ]
T , y^p = [ !^r !^l ]



















In order to ensure zero steady state error, we need to further augment integrators at
the output. Doing so yields the so-called design plant (A;B;M):
_x = Ax+Bu z =Mx (3.70)
A =
264 Aaug 062





M = [ 026 I22 ] (3.72)
with states x = [ iar ial v ! !^r !^l xi1 xi2 ]






Here, M is matrix that selects the two integrator states. The above eighth order
system is what we plug into the LQ servo design machine discussed below.
LQ Servo Design: Application to Robot Model. The classic LQR (innite












where R = RT > 0 is a symmetric positive denite control weighting matrix and the
state space triple (A;B;M) is stabilizable and detectable. The solution to this is a
linear full-state feedback control law:
u =  Gx (3.74)
where
G = R 1BTK 2 R28 (3.75)
is the control gain matrix andK is the unique symmetric, at least positive semidenite
solution, of the following Control Algebraic Riccati Equation(CARE):
0 = KA+ ATK +MTM  KBR 1BTK (3.76)
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It is useful to dene the LQ open loop transfer function matrix GLQ = G(sI A) 1B
(i.e. loop broken at controls). When
R = I22  > 0 (3.77)
we obtain the following guaranteed closed loop properties: (1) nominal closed loop
stability (i.e. A-BG has all eigenvalues within open left half complex plane), (2)
control sensitivity Su = SLQ = (I+GLQ)
 1 singular values all lie below 0 dB, and (3)
control complementary sensitivity Tu = TLQ = I   SLQ = GLQ(I + GLQ) 1 singular
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0:0001 0:0000 0:0000  0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000
0:0001  0:0000  0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000
5:5749 0:4682 1:0000 0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 1:3415 0:1240




26412:9976 2:6271 3:9943  1:6552 0:0000  0:0000 1:0000  0:0000
12:9976  2:6271  1:6552 3:9943  0:0000 0:0000 0:0000 1:0000
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(3.79)
where G has the following partitioned structure G = [ Gia1 ia2 Gv ! G!r !l Gxi1 xi2 ].
Now let
Gy = G(:; 5 : 6) = G!r !l 2 R22 contains gains associated with the (approximate)
outputs,
Gi = G(:; 7 : 8) = Gxi1 xi2 2 R22 contains gains associated with the integrator states,
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and
Gr = G(:; 1 : 4) = [ Gia1 ia2 Gv ! ] 2 R22 contains the rest of the gains.
With the above notation, we can rewrite the control law in LQ servo form to accom-
modate low frequency command following:







where e = r   y^ is the tracking error (assuming no sensor noise), r is a 2 1 (!r; !l)
reference command vector, and Cr = I44 is a matrix that selects the rest of the state
variables ( ia1 ia2 v ! ). The resulting closed loop LQ servo may be visualized as





























Figure 3.41: LQ Servo: Adapting LQR Control Law For Command Following
From this, we can obtain the following state space representation for the open
loop system with the loop broken at the plant output (or error):
Aol =
2666664














Dol = 022 (3.82)
where the state of the open loop is given by x = [ xTp y^
T xTI ]
T , the loop input is the
error signal e = r   y^ (here r is a 2 1 (!r; !l) reference command vector), and the
loop output is the approximate (!r; !l)-system output y^. Given the above, we obtain
the following closed loop system from (!r; !l) reference commands to approximate
outputs:
Acl = Aol  BolCol Bcl = Bol Ccl = Col Dcl = Dol (3.83)
The above can now be used to analyze closed loop properties. Of course, we are
guaranteed nominal closed loop stability, all control sensitivities below 0 dB, and all
control complementary sensitivities below 6 dB.
3.4.1 Frequency Domain Analysis of LQ Servo Design
Within this subsection, we analyze the resulting LQ servo control law in the
frequency domain. Figures 3.42-3.43 contain the output/error and input/controls
open loop singular values.
The integral behavior at low frequencies within Figure 3.42 suggests that the (!r; !l)
LQ servo based control system will exhibit good low frequency command following
and good low frequency output disturbance attenuation with a bandwidth near 1
rad/sec. The Lu = GLQ singular values in Figure 3.43 are dierent than those for Le.
This is generally the case for an LQ servo design.
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Figure 3.42: Le Singular Values























Figure 3.43: Lu = GLQ Singular Values
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Figures 3.44-3.45 contain the output/error and input/controls sensitivity singular
values. Both exhibit good properties. So suggests good low frequency command
following and low frequency output disturbance attenuation. Su = SLQ is below 0 dB
- a property of LQ servo control laws.
























Figure 3.44: So Singular Values





















Figure 3.45: Su = SLQ Singular Values
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Figures 3.46-3.47 contain the output/error and input/controls complementary sen-
sitivity singular values. Both exhibit good properties. To suggests good low fre-
quency command following and good high frequency output sensor noise attenuation.
Tu = TLQ is below 6 dB (2) - a property of LQ servo control laws.























Figure 3.46: To Singular Values






















Figure 3.47: Tu = TLQ Singular Values
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Figure 3.48 contains reference to control singular values. The plot suggests that
reference command will be attenuated and hence will not result in large controls. It
also suggests that the impact of high frequency output sensor noise on the controls
will be minimal.
























Figure 3.48: Tru Singular Values
Figure 3.49 contains input disturbance to output singular values. The plot sug-
gests that input disturbances will be attenuated at all frequencies - particularly at
low and high frequencies. The worst case (maximal) input disturbance amplication
occurs near 2.5 rad/sec.
From Figures 3.42-3.49, we make the following additional observations:
 Figures 3.44-3.45 show that the peak of So is 1.29dB; the peak of Su is 0dB.
 Figures 3.46-3.47 show that the peak of To is 0dB and the peak of Tu is 0.657dB.
 Minimum singular value of Tu is -3dB near 2.9 rad/sec. Minimum singular value
of To is -3dB near 0.9 rad/s.
 Figure 3.48 shows the peak of Tru is -8.21dB, so the control action will be at-
tenuated at all frequencies.
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Figure 3.49: Tdiy Singular Values
 Figure 3.49 shows that Tdiy is less than -20dB for frequency less than 0.1 rad/sec
or greater than 50rad/s, and the peak is -1.7 dB.
3.4.2 Time Domain Analysis of LQ Servo Design
Within this section, we analyze the LQ servo design in the time domain. Fig-
ures 3.50-3.51 show output and control responses to step reference commands. The
responses are very acceptable.
From Figures 3.50-3.51, we obtain the following observations:
 The output responses exhibit no overshoot with a settling time of 5 sec (band-
width 1 rad/sec).
 Control action is less than that for a simple PI controller.
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Figure 3.51: Control Response to Step Reference Commands - LQ Servo
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3.5 Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, mathematical modeling of a dierential-drive mobile robot was
discussed. A TITO LTI model incorporating motor dynamics was carefully examined.
The model was used as the basis for classical and LQR based control laws.
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Chapter 4
CASE STUDY FOR A LOW-COST MULTI-CAPABILITY
DIFFERENTIAL-DRIVE ROBOT: ENHANCED THUNDER TUMBLER
4.1 Introduction and Overview
In this chapter, we describe how to signicantly enhance a low-cost ($10) dierential-
drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle with the capabilities described in Chapter 1; i.e. mag-
netic wheel encoders for estimating translational/rotational speeds and distances,
ultrasonic sensor for range sensing and separation control, IMU for vehicle posture 
estimation, camera for directional information, WiFi based video transmission from
vehicle to central command laptop, spread spectrum remote capability, Arduino for
less intense computations, Raspberry Pi II for more intense (e.g. video based) compu-
tations. Both modeling and control issues are addressed. A TITO LTI vehicle-motor
model [1] is used as the basis for designing (v; !) or (!r; !l) inner-loop control laws.
Four (4) outer-loop control law types are presented, analyzed and implemented in
hardware: (1) (v; ) cruise control along a path (using encoders and IMU) [1], (2)
planar (x; y) Cartesian stabilization (using encoders and IMU/camera) [14], [13], (3)
(x; ) separation-direction control (using encoders, IMU/camera, and ultrasonics)
[67], [68]1 and (4) obstacle avoidance based on switching between (2) and (3) [46].
The underlying theory for each control law is explained and justied. Finally, the
results from our many hardware demonstrations are presented and discussed.
1Future work will examine the related control saturation prevention ideas presented within [69].
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4.2 Description of Hardware
One central objective of the thesis was to show how to take o-the-shelf (low-
cost) remote control \toy" vehicles and convert them into intelligent multi-capability
robotic platforms that can be used for conducting robotics/FAME research. This is
shown for two vehicle classes. While most of the eort focusses on a dierential-drive
RC car (called Thunder Tumbler), some eort (albeit to a far lesser extent) has also
been placed on a rear-wheel drive RC car (called Ford F-150 Truck, 1:14 scale). Six (6)
Thunder Tumbler vehicles and one (1) Ford F-150 vehicle were used in this research.
In this section we will describe each component on our low-cost robots. Given our
stated emphasis on Thunder Tumbler vehicles, most of the discussion provided below
focusses on our dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicles.
1. Dierential-Drive Thunder Tumbler. Each Thunder Tumbler is a $10
\toy" vehicle which can be found at Walmart, Target, etc. It is a dierential-
drive vehicle with two dc motors - one on left wheel, one on right wheel.
Each dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle was augmented/enhanced to
provide a suite of substantive capabilities. Each enhanced Thunder Tumbler
costs less than $175 but oers the capability of commercially available vehi-
cles costing over $500. More specically, all dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler
vehicles were augmented with the following2: Arduino Motor Shield, Arduino
Uno microcontroller board, Magnetic wheel encoders, Inertia Measurement Unit
(IMU), Raspberry Pi 2, Raspberry 5MP camera module, Ultrasonic Distance
Sensor, spread spectrum 2.4GHz Nrf24L01 and Edimax Wi adapter. Each
of these will be described below. An enhanced Thunder Tumbler is shown in
2Only one dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle was augmented with an IMU and 2.4 GHz
spread spectrum capability.
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Figure 1.3, page 22.
2. Ford F-150 RC Truck. The Ford F-150 RC truck (1:14 scale) is a rear-
wheel drive vehicle. For this vehicle, the following was added: an Arduino Uno
microcontroller board, an ultrasonic sensor, and a 2.4 GHz spread spectrum
(JAVA-laptop-based) remote control capability to replace the original 49 MHz
remote. As such, the rear-wheel drive F-150 vehicle can be controlled remotely
to serve as a leader vehicle. It does not possess the many capabilities of the
more fully instrumented dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle. The Ford
F-150 does not, for example, possess wheel encoders or an IMU or a camera.
3. DC Motors. Two 6V brushed armature controlled dc motors are on each
dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle. The dc motors receive voltage sig-
nals from an Arduino motor shield and apply the required torques to each of
the Thunder Tumbler's wheels. DC motor parameter values were estimated by
iterating between experiments and model-based time simulations. The arma-
ture inductance La for each dc motor was neglected. Settling time, steady state
speed and armature current were used to solve for the three motor parameters:
angular speed damping , back emf and torque constant Kb = Kt, armature
resistance Ra.
4. Arduino Motor Shield. An Adafruit Motor/Stepper/Servo Shield for Ar-
duino v2 Kit (v2.3) was used in this thesis (705510 mm or 2.7" 2.1" 0.4,"
see Figure 1.7 on page 25, also see http://www.adafruit.com/products/1438).
It uses a TB6612 MOSFET driver with 1.2 A per channel and 3 A peak current
capability, fully dedicated pulse width modulation (PWM) driver chip onboard,
polarity protection FET on the power pins, and the serial I2C (inter-integrated
circuit) 7-bit address computer bus (selectable via jumpers). It has big terminal
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block connectors to connect wires (18-26 AWG3) and power. It can run mo-
tors on 4.5V-13.5V dc. Motors are automatically disabled on power up. Five
address-select pins permits stacking of 32 shields.
The motor shield receives commands from the Arduino Uno microcontroller
board. The shield directly drives the two dc motors - translating Arduino Uno
control commands into suitable voltage signals to each dc motor. It should be
noted that the Arduino Uno cannot provide sucient current to the motors,
hence the need for a motor shield. PWM is used to generate the voltage signal
to each dc motor. An 8-bit PWM output (up to 1.6 kHz or about 9600 rad/sec)
is provided by the motor shield.
5. Arduino Uno Open-Source Microcontroller Board. Each Thunder Tum-
bler is equipped with an onboard Arduino Uno microcontroller board (see Fig-
ure 1.6 on page 24). Board attributes include:
 16 MHZ ATmega328 processor, 32 KB Flash Memory, 2 KB SRAM (static
random access memory4, conventionally volatile but exhibits data rema-
nence), 1 KB EEPROM (electrically erasable programmable read only
memory), 14 digital I/O pins of which 6 provide PWM output, 6 ana-
log inputs, 8 bit bus, 5V operating voltage, 7-12 V recommended input
voltage, 20 mA per I/O pin, 50 mA for 3.3V pin, 68:6  53:4 mm, 25 g,
USB connection, ICSP (in circuit serial programming) header, power jack,
reset button - all for a cost of $25.
3AWG - American wire gauge; 14 gauge is used for 15 A lighting circuits; 12 gauge for 20 A
circuits.
4SRAM is faster and more expensive than DRAM (dynamic RAM). SRAM is typically used for
CPU cache. DRAM must be periodically refreshed and is typically used for a computer's main
memory.
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Software Support for Arduino. The Arduino uses the Arduino open-source
IDE (integrated development environment) to write, compile, upload and run
code. The Arduino IDE is often called the Arduino Programmer. It is very easy
to use. It runs on various platforms (Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux). The
environment is written in Java and based on Processing5 and other open-source
software. Some of the key Arduino IDE components are as follows:
(1) Editor. The editor helps create and edit the text of your sketch (i.e. edit
your project code). It actively highlights keywords in order to reduce typing
errors.
(2) Verication System. The verication system runs through the entire pro-
gram, veries that there are no errors, and then compiles the source code into
machine language instructions that can be uploaded to the Arduino board over
USB cable.
(3) Upload System. The upload system communicates with the Arduino board
over the USB cable. It uploads the program into the Arduino's memory.
(4) Serial Monitor. The serial monitor allows us to send and receive messages
from programs running on the Arduino board. This is very helpful for testing
and debugging.
(5) Example Sketches. Example sketches (or project codes) illustrates how to
use many dierent devices and techniques.
(6) Library System. The library system is a resource which contains, and permits
access to, pre-written sketches.
(7) File System. The le system is used to save and retrieve sketches.
5One of the aims of Processing was to exploit visual feedback to get non-programmers program-
ming.
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(8) Help. Help includes the complete reference document.
Uploading Arduino Code onto Arduino Board. After writing the code,
we hit the upload button. When we do this, the following occurs automatically.
 First, the Arduino environment performs some small transformations to
make sure that the code is correct (e.g. meeting essential C or C++ re-
quirements as determined by header les, etc.). How is this done? What
does this involve? The header le \Arduino.h" is appended to the top
of the sketch (Arduino code). \Arduino.h" includes all of the essential
denitions required by the standard Arduino core (rmware).
 Second, the environment searches for function denitions within the main
sketch le and creates suitable declarations for each of them.
 Third, the contents of the current target's main.c (or main.cpp) le are
appended to the bottom of the sketch.
 The resulting pre-compilation le then gets passed to a compiler (avr-gcc)
which turns the human readable code into machine readable instructions
(or object les).
 The compiled code then gets combined with standard Arduino libraries
that provide basic functions like digitalWrite() or Serial.print(). The re-
sult is a single executable Intel hex le which contains all of the essential
bytes that need to be written into the program memory of the chip on the
Arduino board.
 Finally, the executable le is transmitted over the USB (serial connection)
via the bootloader already on the chip.
Arduino Role: An Overview. For our work, the Arduino collects data
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from the onboard sensors (e.g. wheel encoders, IMU, and ultrasonic sensor). It
can also receive commands from the onboard6 Raspberry Pi 2. As discussed
below, the Arduino performs both inner-loop and outer-loop tasks. Based on
the information it receives, the Arduino Uno embedded control law can generate
the appropriate command to the motor shield. Each Arduino is used for inner-
loop proportional-plus integral (PI) speed-directional (v; !) or (!r; !l) control
on each 6V brushed armature controlled dc motor. All sampling and control
actuation is done at a 10 Hz rate. Future work shall examine the benets of a
larger rate as well as multiple rates.
Arduino ZOH Half-Sample Induced Control Bandwidth Constraint.
As will be discussed below (under A-to-D actuation), this will place a max-
imum control bandwidth constraint of 4 rad/sec. Why? The associated Ar-
duino A-to-D zero order hold (ZOH) has a classic half-sample time delay. This
classic A-to-D zero order hold half sample time delay association is shown on







= 40 (also shown below). The widely used factor-of-ten
rule [48], [79] then yields the ZOH-based 4 rad/sec bandwidth constraint. This
shall be further addressed below.
6. Magnetic Wheel Hall Eect Sensor-Based Encoders. A Hall eect sensor
(A3144) and magnets (VELLEMAN 8 mm  3 mm, 8 per wheel, see Figure 1.4
on page 23) are used as wheel encoders. Wheel encoders are used for (dead-
reckoning) speed/position control. The wheel encoders count the times that a
magnet rotates past the Hall eect sensor. This information is sent to the Ar-
duino Uno which can then calculate/estimate vehicle velocity and translational
displacement, vehicle angular velocity and angular displacement.
6Here, the term \onboard" means on board or residing on the vehicle.
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7. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). The IMU collects acceleration infor-
mation. In this thesis, it mainly collects the angular velocity information
of the robot and sends the information to the Arduino Uno. An (Adafruit
LSM9DS0 9dof) inertial measurement unit (IMU) is used for directional con-
trol (see Figure 1.5 on page 23). The 9dof include 3 acceleration channels, 3
angular rate channels and 3 magnetic eld channels. Range features are as fol-
lows:  2/4/6/8/16 g linear acceleration full scale, 2/4/8/12 gauss7 magnetic
full scale and  245/500/2000 degree/sec angular rate full scale. It has 16-bit
data output and SPI/I2C serial interfaces.
8. Raspberry Pi II Single Board Computer. Each Thunder Tumbler has an
onboard Raspberry Pi II Model B single board computer (see Figure 1.8 on
page 25). Raspberry Pi II Model B characteristics include:
 Broadcom BCM2836 with a 900 MHz quad-core ARM Cortex-A7 32-bit
CPU and VideoCore IV GPU (see below), 1GB SDRAM (bus synchronous
dynamic RAM) at 450 MHz (shared with GPU),
 40 GPIO (general purpose input/output) pins,
 full HDMI (high denition multimedia interface, EIA/CEA-861) 1.4 port
oering 14 HDMI resolutions from 640  350 (0.22 MP) to 1920  1200
(2.3 MP)),
 Ethernet port (for local area networking based on IEEE 802.3 at 100 Gbps,
400 Gbps by 2017; twisted pair or ber optic; can surf internet) 8,
7For comparison, the Earth's magnetic eld ranges from 0.25 to 0.65 gauss.
8Ethernet is the most widely used networking technology in the world.
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 4 USB 2.09 (via onboard 5-port USB hub, 480 Mbps, half duplex10; can
connect keyboard and mouse) ports,
 display interface, slot for micro SDHC (secure digital high capacity) card
(15  11  1 mm, 0.5 grams, minimum sustained read/write speed 17.6
Mbps),
 Broadcom VideoCore IV 3D graphics core GPU (250 MHz) with OpenGL
ES 2.0 (24 GFLOPS),
 15-pin MIPI camera interface connector (used with Raspberry Pi camera),
 combined 3.5 mm audio jack and composite video (PAL11 and NTSC12,
digital audio via HDMI, integrated interchip sound (I2S, serial bus interface
standard for connecting digital audio devices),
 1.8 A at 5V, 4 W, (42 grams, 85 56 17 mm) - all for a cost of $35.
The Pi II Model B is a full computer with a GPU and 1080p13 full HD video
capability. It was loaded with a Linux operating system. We programmed the
Pi using our (Windows) \central command" laptop. The Raspberry Pi can
be programmed by directly connecting a monitor, keyboard and mouse to it.
It is also possible to remotely access the Pi from our remotely situated central
command laptop through a local WiFi network. All we need is the IP address of
9A powered USB hub can be used to add more USB ports and can help prevent overworking the
onboard voltage regulator.
10Half-duplex implies \walkie-talkie" like, one-direction-at-a-time, communications. In contrast,
full-duplex is bi-directional or \phone like."
11PAL is a color encoding system for analog TV used in broadcast TV systems in most countries
broadcasting at 625-line / 50 eld (25 frame) per second (576i).
12Analog TV system used in most of the Americas.
13The term 1080p assumes a widescreen aspect ratio of 16:9. This implies a resolution of 1920
1080 or 2.1 megapixels.
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the WiFi router and a WiFi module (we used Edimax EW-7811Un) connected
to the Pi.
Software Support for Pi. As of June 8, 2015, 5-6 million Raspberry Pis
have been sold. Software support is very important in order to minimize an of-
ten signicant amount of low-level programming overhead that most embedded
system developers would prefer to avoid.
 Python IDLE. Raspberry Pi uses the open-source Python IDLE (Inte-
grated Development Environment) to write, upload and run code. IDLE
is coded in Python using the so-called \tkinter" GUI toolkit. It works on
standard platforms such as Windows, Unix, and Mac OS X.
 Interpreted Python. The Python shell window implements an inter-
active interpreter. An interpreter is a computer program that executes
instructions without previously compiling them into native machine lan-
guage for the host CPU. Python, like Perl and MATLAB, translate source
code into some ecient intermediate representation that is immediately
executed. As expected, interpreted programs run more slowly and less
eciently than compiled programs.
Interpreter Advantages. Despite this, interpreted languages often oer the
following advantages over compiled implementations: (1) platform inde-
pendence, (2) reection (ability to modify structure and behavior of code
at runtime), (3) dynamic typing (veries type safety of program at run-
time), (4) smaller executable program size, and (5) dynamic scoping (used
by few modern languages).
Interpreter Deciencies. Interpreters have the following deciencies: (1) no
static type-checking (as done by compilers at compile time) and hence less
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reliable code, (2) susceptible to code injection attacks, (3) slower execution
compared to direct native machine code execution on the host CPU, and
(4) source code can be read and copied.
 Key Python Attribute: Facilitates Good Code Writing. Python
is a widely used, general-purpose, high-level programming language that
emphasizes code readability. Its syntax allows programmers to express
concepts in fewer lines of code than would be possible in languages such
as C++ or Java. Python provides constructs to facilitate the writing of
clear small or large programs.
 How Did We Use Python? We used Python in the following ways.
{ Development of Outer-Loop Code. We have used Python to cre-
ate and develop our project on the Raspberry Pi. Python is an easy
to use and powerful programming language with a very clean syntax
that emphasizes readability. We have installed IDLE on the Raspberry
Pi which is a simple integrated development environment for Python.
See additional discussion above.
{ Communicate Between Pi and Arduino During Robot Opera-
tion. We also used Python and USB (Serial) communication between
the Pi and Arduino. There are many ways to establish communication
between the Raspberry Pi and the Arduino such as using the GPIO
and Serial pins or using I2C communication (using the SCL-clock and
SDL-data pins). The simplest way to get the two devices talking is to
use the micro USB to USB adapter that comes with the Arduino Uno.
By using the PySerial library package, we can use Python installed on
the Pi to read from and write to Arduino's serial port. An important
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external library package that we use for all of our image processing
applications is OpenCV - an open source computer vision library.
The following describes how data and control is typically transferred
from one of our vision-based outer-loop control laws (e.g. see code on
page 330 for position control along a curve or code on page 321 for
position control along a line) to the inner-loop. The image obtained
from the camera is cropped, grey-scaled and thresh-holded to detect
the black tape line that we placed on the oor of the lab. Once the
black tape is detected, its coordinates are obtained. We then compute
the error between the coordinates of the central pixel and the center of
the horizontal axis of the image plane (since we are using a resolution
of 200180 pixels, the center of the horizontal axis is 100). This error
is used to compute the reference right and left wheel angular velocities.
These reference commands are computed by the outer-loop on the Pi.
All of the above was accomplished using interpreted Python code re-
siding within the Raspberry Pi. The computed reference commands
are then sent to the Arduino for inner-loop operations (i.e. operating
the motors).
Pi versus Arduino. Roughly speaking, you can do everything an Arduino can,
but it is more dicult to do (why? need to install special libraries to control the
GPIO pins); i.e. the Pi is harder to program. Despite this shortcoming, the Pi
is well-suited for computationally intensive applications (e.g. video processing).
As such, it is ideal for intense outer-loop vision processing. Future work will
explore the limitations of the Pi and how to exploit multiple Pis.
The Arduino, with its special rmware, is very easy to program and get going.
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Arduino's capabilities, however, are very limited when compared to the Pi.
While the Arduino has considerably more support than the Pi, support for the
Pi is good and growing. In our work, the Pi receives image information from the
onboard camera. The image information is processed using OpenCV [13] and
generates reference commands to the embedded inner-loop controller residing
within the Arduino Uno.
It must be specically noted that while a Raspberry Pi is a general purpose
computer, it is not as easy to use as the Arduino for the \near real-time" reading
of sensors (e.g. encoders, IMU, ultrasonic sensor, camera) and \near real-time"
sending of control signals to actuators (e.g. dc motor). Hard or strict real-time
applications, require deterministic processing, precise context switching, and
predictable interrupt latency. These are provided, for example, by Innovasic's
Flexible Input Deterministic Output (FIDO) 66 MHz (low power) 32-Bit Real-
Time Communications Controller - do 1100, Motorola 68000 instruction set
compatible, 2014).
Summary of Arduino and Raspberry Pi Use. It is now useful to sum-
marize the roles that the Arduino and Pi played with respect to our inner- and
outer-loop control laws. Arduino was used to implement our (!r; !l) inner-loop
control law. Section 4.4 on page 132 describes the relevant theory. The as-
sociated Arduino code can be found on page 278. The Raspberry Pi II used
the M 1 matrix to translate (vref ; !ref ) commands into (!rref ; !lref ) commands
for the inner-loop. The associated Python code can be found on page 321. It
thus follows that the Pi was used to implement some inner-loop functionality.
As is now briey summarized, the Arduino was used to implement outer-loop
functions as well as the low-level inner-loop feedback control functions discussed
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above.
(1) The Raspberry Pi was used to implement outer-loop 1: (v; ) cruise control
along a line/curve. Section 4.5.2 on page 148 describes the relevant theory. The
associated Python code can be found on page 321.
(2) The Arduino was used to implement outer-loop 2: planar xy Cartesian
stabilization. Section 4.5.3 on page 152 describes the relevant theory. The
associated Arduino code can be found on page 286.
(3) Outer-loop 3 is our (x; ) separation-direction control along a line. Sec-
tion 4.5.4 on page 155 describes the relevant theory.
The Arduino was used to implement outer-loop 3 when we are trying to maintain
separation from a box-like object. The associated Arduino code can be found
on page 290.
The Raspberry Pi was used to implement outer-loop 3 when we are trying to
maintain separation behind a moving vehicle. The associated Python code can
be found on page 336.
(4) Outer-loop 4 is our obstacle avoidance outer-loop. It was implemented
entirely within the Arduino. It involves switching between the Arduino-based
outer-loop 2 and the Arduino-based outer-loop 3. The associated Arduino code
can be found on page 292.
Which computing unit is used depends on the demo being conducted and hence
on the sensors being used. The Arduino is involved in all demos because it
implements the (!r; !l) inner-loop control law (see Section 4.4 on page 132).
As discussed above, the Pi is always involved to generate the required (!r; !l)
commands to the inner-loop. Whenever the camera is used within an outer-
loop, the Pi was used. When the camera is not used within an outer-loop, the
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Pi plays no outer-loop role.
9. Raspberry 5MP Camera Module. Each Thunder Tumbler has an on-
board Raspberry Pi 5MP camera (see Figure 1.9 on page 26). The camera
contains a 5MP Omnivision 5647 sensor in a xed focus module which enables
25921944 pixel static images. It also supports 1080p30 (30 fps), 720p60 and
640480p60/90 MPEG-4 video. The camera module plugs directly into the Pi's
15 pin MIPI (MIPI Alliance) camera serial interface (CSI) via 15 pin ribbon
cable. The CSI bus supports very high data rates to carry data directly to the
Pi's Broadcom VideoCore4 BCM2835 system on a chip (SoC) processor (GPU)
which uses a 32 bit RISC (reduced instruction set computing) ARM1176 (700
MHz) core/processor. The camera module collects image information and sends
it to the onboard Raspberry Pi 2. The Raspberry Pi camera can support the
following frame rates: up to 15 fps at a resolution of 2592  1944 (5 MP), 30
fps at 1980  1080 (2.1 MP, this is 1080p30), 42 fps at 1296  972 (1.3 MP),
and 60 fps at 640 480 (0.31 MP).
10. Ultrasonic Distance Sensor. A forward-looking (40kHz PING) ultrasonic
distance/rangender sensor was placed on each robot (see Figure 1.11 on page 27).
The ultrasonic sensor collects range/separation x information (at ranges of 2
cm to 3m) and sends the information to the Arduino Uno. (Here, the Arduino
Uno is used as both an outer-loop and inner-loop controller.)
11. Spread Spectrum Capability: 2.4GHz Nrf24L01. Each mobile ground
robot is equipped with an onboard Nordic semiconductor 2.4 GHz NRF24L01
frequency-hopping-based spread spectrum receiver14 and remotely situated trans-
14The goal, here was to replace the original 27/49 MHz remote with a 2.4 Ghz remote on the
\toy" vehicle.
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mitter. This enables spread-spectrum based remote control. The transmitter
is connected to another remotely situated Arduino. This Arduino is connected
to the central command laptop (via USB cable). The transmitter receives com-
mands from a JAVA application residing on the central command laptop. It
sends out 2.4 GHz radio signals. The receiver on the mobile robot receives
the radio signals and sends the information to the onboard Arduino Uno. The
Arduino then decodes the signal and sends reference commands to the motor
shield. Spread spectrum (a wide band modulation technique) permits more
secure communication; i.e. less susceptible to noise, interference and jamming.
Future work will examine remote hacking/jamming techniques and associated
security measures and vulnerabilities.
12. Edimax WiFi Adapter: Wireless Video Streaming. An EDIMAX WIFI
adapter (see Figure 1.10 on page 26) serves as a wireless video streaming trans-
mitter on the robot. Each dierential-drive robot is able to send real-time video
back (with a maximum latency of 100 msec) to a remotely situated (< 30 m)
central command laptop using WiFi - a wireless local area network based on
the IEEE 802.11 (2.4, 5 GHz). More precisely, the camera sends MPEG-4 dig-
ital video to the Raspberry Pi. The Pi sends it to an EDIMAX WIFI adapter
(which serves as a transmitter) on the robot. This adapter converts the digital
video to radio signals that are sent to a remotely situated (< 30 m) TPLINK
TL-WDR3500 wireless router.
13. Wireless Router. A TPLINK TL-WDR3500 wireless router (600 Mbps total
bandwidth, 300 Mbps for 2.4 GHz, 300 Mbps for 5 GHz) is used within this
thesis. The router receives radio signals from a remotely situated (< 30 m) ED-
IMAX WIFI adapter on the dierential-drive mobile robot and transmits the
radio signals to a wireless adapter on the remotely situated (< 30 m) central
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command laptop.
14. Central Command Laptop: Video Streaming from, and Remote Con-
trol of, Mobile Robots. For video streaming from a mobile dierential-drive
robot, the wireless adapter on the nearby (< 30 m) laptop receives the radio
signal from the TPLINK TL-WDR3500 wireless router. A free, open-source,
cross-platform VLC media player (and streaming video server) on the command
laptop decodes the MPEG-4 for playing on the laptop. As discussed above, the
central command laptop can also be used to remotely control a mobile robot.
This remote capability permit a robot to switch between autonomous and semi-
autonomous modes of operation. Such switching will be investigated in the
future work.
A hardware components list for an enhanced Thunder Tumbler is given in Table
4.1. The table shows the cost is less than $175.
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Product Quantity Price ($)
Thunder Tumbler Vehicle 1 $10
Raspberry Pi 2 Model B 1 $40
Arduino Uno 1 $12.19
Adafruit Motor Shield 1 $22.50
Raspberry Pi 5MP Camera 1 $25
Camera Holder 1 $5
HCSR04 Ultrasonic Sensor 1 $1.87
Power Supply for Raspberry Pi 1 $10
Power Supply for Arduino 4 $6.75
Magnetic Wheel Encoders 2 $4.40
Adafruit 9dof IMU 1 $19.95
Total Price $157.66
Table 4.1: Hardware Components for Enhanced Dierential-Drive Thunder Tumbler
Robotic Vehicle
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4.3 Modeling of Vehicle with DC Motor
A TITO LTI (v; !) or (!r; !l) dierential-drive vehicle-motor model [1] was dis-
cussed in Chapter 3. It shall be used in this chapter for inner-loop control law design.
Each Thunder Tumbler has an armature controlled dc motor on each wheel. The two
dc motors are assumed identical. Nominal vehicle-motor parameter values are given
in Table 4.2.
Estimation of Vehicle-Motor Model Parameters. The dc motor parameters
were estimated by iterating between experiments and model-based time simulations.
Motor armature inductance La was neglected. Armature resistance Ra was measured
using Ohm's law: Ra =
V
Ia
. Settling time, steady state speed and armature current
were used to solve for two parameters: angular speed damping , back emf and
torque constant Kb = Kt. The transfer function from armature voltage control input












From this, we observe that the









Parameters Denition Nominal Values
m Mass (Fully Loaded, Enhanced Ve-
hcile)
1.1 kg
mo Mass (Not Loaded, Original Vehicle) 0.77 kg














r Wheel Radius 0.04 m
dw Distance between Two Rear Wheels 0.1 m
La Armature Inductance 0 H (neglected)
Ra Armature Resistance 1.84 

Kb Back EMF Constant 0.0521 V/(rad/sec)
Kt Torque Constant 0.0521 Nm/A
b Speed Damping Constant 0.001 Nms
vmax Maximum Observed Speed (Enhanced
Vehicle)
2.3 m/sec
vmaxo Maximum Observed Speed (Original
Vehicle)
4.5 m/sec
E Eciency - Power Out / Power In 0.15
amax Maximum Acceleration (Enhanced) 3 m=sec
2




max Maximum Estimated Torque (Zero
RPM15)
0.048 Nm
eamax Maximum Motor Voltage 6 V
Table 4.2: Thunder Tumbler Nominal Parameter Values and Characteristics
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The following summarizes how parameters were estimated:

















w, using original mass mo = 0:77kg and cubic ge-
ometry16).
Figure 4.1 (page 127) shows the hardware measured and simulated output (wheel
speed) response to a 1.5 V input voltage. This gure is used to estimate the remaining
parameters.

























Figure 4.1: DC Motor Output ! Response to 1.5V Step Input - Hardware and De-
coupled Model
16The moment of inertia about the vertical z axis of a rectangularly shaped vehicle with mass m,
length L along the x-axis, width w along y-axis (xy-plane on the ground) and height h along the
z-axis is Iz =
1
12m(L






L denotes aspect ratio, then our expression becomes: Iz =
1
12hL
4(a2r + 1)ar where ar < 1
for a traditionally shaped low aspect ratio vehicle.
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 According to the experimental (hardware obtained) result shown in Figure 4.1
(page 127), the motor has a DCgain = 17
1:5
= 11:333 (or 21.1 dB) and a settling
time of 2.5 seconds.
 The settling time of 2:5sec = 5 = 5jreal polej implies a real pole is at s =  2:
With this and the dc gain, we have the following estimated transfer function










 From the above results and equations (4.2)-(4.3), we have two equations














in the two unknowns Kt = Kb and b. Solving these two equations yields Kt =
Kb = 0:0521 NmA and b = 0:001 Nmsec.
The two dc motors for the vehicle are assumed to be identical. The TITO LTI (!r; !l)
vehicle-motor model is assumed to be diagonal. The associated diagonal step response
was shown in Figure 4.1. It is in close agreement with the hardware step response.
It is natural to ask:
How can we explain the dierence between the
hardware and simulated step responses in Figure 4.1?
This is now done.
Dierences Between Simulated and Hardware Sep Responses: PWM. First
we examine transient dierences and then dierences in the steady state.
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 Transient Dierences: PWM LPF Eect. Consider the hardware and simu-
lated step responses in Figure 4.1. While the transients are similar, there is a
dierence. The hardware response is a bit more rate limited than the simulated
response. This dierence can be explained by a higher delity model of the
vehicle-motor combination - one that incorporates additional low pass ltering
and/or a rate limiter. Also, there is the inherent zero order hold (ZOH) low
pass ltering associated with A-to-D conversion. We do not use an A-to-D
converter for control actuation. We use a PWM-based A-to-D conversion for
control actuation. This is provided by the Arduino motor shield. This will be
further examined in the future.
 Steady State Dierences: PWM 8-Bit Resolution. Now lets try to explain steady
state dierence between the hardware and simulated data. In the steady state,
we see that the hardware response goes up to about 17.27 (or 0.27 above the
ideal steady state of 17) and down to about 16.46 (or 0.54 below the ideal
steady state of 17). We claim that this is fundamentally due to the associated
8 bit PWM resolution and our 6 V full range motor input voltage. The 8
bits give us 28 = 256 levels. This implies a motor input command resolution
of 6
256
 0:023 V. Noting that our voltage to wheel plant has a dc gain of
11.33, this input command resolution translates into an output angular velocity





= 0:2656  0:27. Given this, we next note that
the hardware oscillation in Figure 4.1 is observed to be between 17 + !res and
17  2!res. Reasons to adequately explain this asymmetry will be examined in
future work (e.g. asymmetric friction/backlash, etc.).
Frequency Response Analysis for Diagonal (Decoupled) System. Given the
estimated model above in equation (4.4), the associated decoupled vehicle-motor fre-
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quency response is shown in Figure 4.2 (page 130). The gure is as expected - dc
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Figure 4.2: Magnitude Response for Vehicle-Motor - Decoupled (!r; !l) Model
Comparisons Between Decoupled and Coupled Models. Recall the coupled
TITO LTI vehicle-motor (!r; !l) dynamical model in Chapter 3 [1]. We wish to
examine whether the decoupled model is a valid approximation for the coupled model
at low frequencies. Substituting the parameter estimates obtained above into the
coupled vehicle-motor model in Chapter 3 (see page 53) yields the coupled frequency
responses and time responses (1.5 V input voltage) shown in Figures 4.3 (page 131)
and 4.4 (page 131), respectively. We see that the plots in Figures 4.3-4.4 are very
much in agreement with those presented for the decoupled model above in: Frequency
Response - Figure 4.2 (page 130) and Step Response - Figure 4.1 (page 127).
Comparing the frequency response of the decoupled model (Figure 4.2) with that of
the coupled model (Figure 4.3), we nd close agreement at low frequencies. Com-
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Figure 4.4: Vehicle-Motor Response to 1.5V Step Input - Coupled (!r; !l) Model
also shows that the decoupled model approximated the coupled model well at low
frequencies. From this, we conclude that








4.4 Inner-Loop Speed Control Design and Implementation
In this section, we describe (v; !) and (!r; !l) inner-loop control design for our
dierential drive Thunder Tumbler. For this basic inner-loop control modality, the
angular velocity of each vehicle wheel is estimated/approximated by exploiting the
magnetic pulse counts picked up by the two wheel encoders during a T sec sampling
window. This results in the following estimate for (!r; !l):
!r  2nr
8T
= 7:854 nr (rad=sec) !l  2nl
8T
= 7:854 nl (rad=sec) (4.8)
where
 T = 0:1 sec (100 msec or 10 Hz) was the chosen sampling (and actuation) time17,
 nr is the number of counts measured by the magnetic encoder (Hall eect sen-
sor) on the right wheel (with 8 counts per rotation18),
 nl is the number of counts measured by the magnetic encoder (Hall eect sen-
sor) on the left wheel (with 8 counts per rotation).
We note that as the number of magnets used on a wheel is increased, then the constant
7.854 would decrease. The vehicle translational and rotational velocities (v; !) are


















17Future work will examine the benets of a faster sampling/actuation frequency. It should be
noted that the (!r; !l) encoder-based inner-loop control law could be run at a much faster T = 1:5
msec (666 Hz). The latter `666,' we suspect, could be because we are Sun Devils. (Joke!) This, and
faster sampling-actuation rates, shall be more carefully examined in future work.



















 31:42 (nr   nl) rad=sec (4.11)
where r = 0:04 m is the radius of each wheel and dw = 0:1 m is the distance between
the rear wheels. The above suggests that a single missed count could result in a
0.3142 m/sec translation velocity error or a 31.42 rad/sec rotational velocity error!
As the number of magnets used on a wheel is increased, these errors would decrease.
This analysis can be used to select the number of magnets needed in order to achieve
a desired resolution. Future work will leverage this analysis. (On our vehicle, we
could not t more magnets on the wheel unless we used smaller magnets.)
Control Design: PI with One Pole Roll-O and Command Pre-lter. Based





















This Kinner will be used to drive each dc motor
19 on the vehicle. Next, we use the PI
controller portion g(s+z)
s
(i.e. neglect the high frequency roll o) to place the dominant
closed poles near
s =  5 j 5p
3
( = 0:866; !n = 5:7735 rad=sec): (4.14)
19Actually, the digital implementation of Kinner will be used to drive the Arduino shield. The
shield will then drive the dc motors.
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Doing so will yield, assuming negligible impact of roll o, a settling time near 1 second
and essentially no overshoot (100e
 pip
1 2  0:43%). The desired (approximate) closed
loop characteristic equation is
desired(s)  s2 + 10s+ 33:333: (4.15)









actual(s)  s(s+ 2) + 22:66g(s+ z) = s2 + (2 + 22:66g)s+ 22:66gz: (4.16)
Equating this to the desired characteristic equation gives us the two equations (2 +
22:66g = 10, 22:66gz = 33:333) in the two unknowns (g, z). Solving then yields:
g  0:3529 z  4:1666: (4.17)





will ensure that the overshoot to a step reference command approximates that dic-
tated by the second order theory. That is, we obtain the following single channel









The inner-loop control system can be visualized as shown in Figure 4.5. (v; !)
are commanded but not directly measured. An IMU will be used to do this in future
work. Within Figure 4.5, the matrix M is a 2  2 vehicle-wheel speed map that
relates the vehicle translational-rotational velocities (v; !) to the wheel angular ve-
locities (!r; !l); i.e. see equation (4.9) (page 132). Although only the wheel encoder
count information is fed back within the physical inner-loop hardware implementa-
tion, the system outputs v and ! were estimated (computed) using wheel encoder
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of (v; !) and (!r; !l) Inner-Loop Control
counts in accordance with equations (4.10)-(4.11)20.
Reference to Output Try (v; !) Map. From Figure 4.5, it follows that one can
use the relationships in equation (4.9) to get the model-based closed loop map from
references (vref ; !ref ) to outputs (v; !). Doing so yields the following TITO LTI
(nearly decoupled at low frequencies) map:




s2 + 10s+ 33:333

I22 (4.19)
where P  PinnerI22 is a TITO LTI nearly decoupled system at low frequencies (see
Chapter 3 and results above) and K = KinnerI22 is a diagonal inner-loop controller.
Try (v; !) Frequency Response: Decoupled and Coupled. The associated de-
coupled frequency response is shown within Figure 4.6 (page 136). The associated
coupled frequency response is shown in Figure 4.7. The coupling is observed to be
very small at low frequencies (as expected).
20The IMU can also be used to get v and ! information. This was not done for our inner-loop
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Figure 4.7: Bode Plot for [vref , !ref ] to [v,!] with Pre-lter - Using Coupled Model
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Inner-Loop Open Loop Singular Values: (v; !) and (!r; !l) Systems. Re-
calling the plant control issues discussion on pages (63)-(70), we plot the open loop
singular values for PK and MPKM 1 in Figure 4.8. Their singular values are iden-
tical. This is expected from a simple algebraic analysis - one exploiting the structure
of M and the fact that PK is symmetric (see discussion on pages (63)-(70)).



















Figure 4.8: PK and Lo =MPKM
 1 Singular Values
The main point of Figure 4.8, and the discussion on pages (63)-(70), is that
 It does not really matter whether we design for (v,!) or (!r; !l) - both system
will posses the same closed loop properties except for control action dierences.
This is not a negligible dierence. Why? Control eort, like energy usage, is
very important!
 That is, they will possess the same loop L, sensitivity S = (I + L) 1, and
complementary sensitivity T = I   S singular values.
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 Recall that since PK = KP (see discussion on pages (63)-(70)), it follows
that the singular values at the outputs/errors are the same as those at the
controls/inputs for the two closed loop systems (i.e. (!r; !l) and (v, !)). This
implies that
k[Lo] = k[Li] k[So] = i[Si] k[To] = i[Ti] k = 1; 2 : : :(4.20)
for both closed loop systems; (i.e. (!r; !l) and (v, !)). Recall that:
{ For the (!r; !l) system, Lo = PK = KP = Li.
{ For the (v, !) system, Lo =MPKM
 1 and Li = KM 1MP = PK.
For either system, k[Lo] = k[Li] (k = 1; 2 : : : ). While obvious for the rst
(!r; !l) system, the proof for the second (v, !) system requires using the struc-
ture of M (see equation (4.9) on page 132) and the fact that PK is symmetric
(see discussion on pages (63)-(70)).
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Sensitivity Singular Values (Coupled Model). The sensitivity singular values
(at outputs/controls) for either system ((v,!) or (!r; !l)) are plotted in Figure 4.9
(page 139). As expected, the singular values are identical for the two systems: (!r; !l)
and (v,!).






















Figure 4.9: So = (I + Lo)
 1 = Si Singular Values - Using Coupled Model
Moreover, Figure 4.9 (page 139) shows that the systems will possess good low fre-
quency command following as well as nominal stability robustness properties (i.e. little
sensitivity peaking). Again, these properties will hold for both the (!r; !l) and the
(v, !) closed loop systems.
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Reference to Control Singular Values (Coupled Model). The reference to
control singular values are shown in Figures 4.10-4.11. The latter shows the utility of
the command pre-lter for reducing control eort.























Figure 4.10: Tru Singular Values (No Pre-lter) - Using Coupled Model






















Figure 4.11: WTru Singular Values (with Pre-lter) - Using Coupled Model
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Figure 4.10 shows that output disturbances with frequency content near 20-40 rad/sec
can be maximally amplied with respect to the controls (by a factor of 10 or 20 dB),
if they occur in the worse case direction.
Input Disturbance to Output Tdiy Singular Values. The input disturbance
to output singular values are shown in Figures 4.12. The plot shows that input
disturbances near 10.5 rad/sec will be maximally amplied (about 4 dB, if they occur
in the worse case direction).





















Figure 4.12: Tdiy Singular Values - Using Coupled Model
Step Response Analysis Using Decoupled Model: Output Responses (v; !).
The associated decoupled ltered step reference time responses is shown within Fig-
































Figure 4.13: Inner-Loop [v, !] Filtered Step Response - Using Decoupled Model
Step Response Analysis Using Coupled Model: Output Responses (v; !).
Figures 4.14-4.15 show the output responses to a step reference command - unltered
and ltered. The latter exhibits less overshoot as expected - the purpose of a well
(\honestly") designed reference command Pre-lter. Both plots show virtually no
cross coupling - a consequence of our well designed inner-loop control system. The
closed loop system looks like I22 at low frequencies.
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Figure 4.14: Inner-Loop [v, !] Step Response without Pre-lter - Using Coupled
Model
Figure 4.15: Inner-Loop [v, !] Step Response with Pre-lter - Using Coupled Model
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Step Response Analysis with Coupled Model: Control Responses. The
plots in Figures 4.16-4.17 show the control (motor voltage) responses to a step refer-
ence command - unltered and ltered. The latter shows how the reference command
pre-lter lessens control eort. Both plots show only slight cross coupling - a conse-
quence of our well designed inner-loop control system.
CODE: ARDUINO INNER-LOOP CONTROL LAW CODE. The Arduino
code used for implementing our (!r; !l)-(v; !) inner-loop control law - a control law
that is used by all of our subsequent outer-loop control laws - can be found within





























































Figure 4.17: Control Response to Filtered Step Command - with Coupled Model
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4.5 Outer-Loop Control Design and Implementation
4.5.1 Controllability of Nonlinear Kinematic Dierential-Drive (x, y, ) Model
In this section, we examine the controllability properties of our (x; y; ) dierential-
drive kinematic mobile robot model - discussed within section 3.2.1. We rst examine
the nonlinear model and then its linearization. A system is said to be controllable if
there exists a control law u() which can transfer the state of the system from any
initial state xo to any nal state xf within a nite amount of time. Otherwise, the
system is said to be uncontrollable.
Controllability of Nonlinear Kinematic Dierential-Drive (x; y; ) Model.
The nonlinear kinematical model discussed within section 3.2.1 can be rewritten as
follows:
_x = f(x) + g1u1 + g2u2 (4.21)
where











The nonlinear (Lie-bracket based) controllability matrix for this system can be formed
and its rank can be checked as follows [70]:
rank ( g1 g2; [ g1; g2 ] ) = rank
266664
cos  0 sin 
sin  0 cos 
0 1 0
377775 = 3 (4.23)
Here, the quantity [ g1; g2 ] is called the Lie-Bracket of g1 and g2. It is dened by the
following relationship:







Since the (nonlinear) controllability matrix ( g1 g2; [ g1; g2 ] ) has full rank, it follows
that the system (i.e. nonlinear dierential-drive kinematic vehicle model) is control-
lable. This conrms the common physical experience that a mobile vehicle can be
taken from any point (x1; y1; 1) to any other point (x2; y2; 2). More specically, it
can be \parked" at any point (x; y) in any posture  (provided that you have sucient
space!).
Controllability of Linearized Kinematic Dierential-Drive (x; y; ) Model.
Linearizing the above nonlinear kinematic model about the equilibrium (x; y; ) =













The controllability matrix for this LTI system is just the matrix given above. It
has rank 2 which is less than the number of states or 3. Hence, this LTI system is
uncontrollable. More precisely, since this system can be written as _x = Ax+Bu with





3777775, it follows that the left eigenvector [ 0 1 0 ] of A lies in
the left null space of B. By the PBH eigenvalue-eigenvector test [16] , the above LTI
system is uncontrollable. Thus, in the process of linearizing the system controllability
has been lost. This, fundamentally, is because the vehicle cannot move sideways!
Brockett's Theorem. We now present Brocket's theorem for completeness. Brock-
ett's theorem shows that no continuous control law can completely stabilize a system
with a non-holonomic restriction.
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Theorem 4.1 (Brockett, 1983)
Suppose that (1) _q = g(q)u is a continuously dierentiable distribution in a neighbor-
hood of qo, (2) g(qo)uo = 0, (3) g(q) is a distribution of constant rank in a neighbor-
hood of qo. Given the above, it follows that a continuously dierentiable control law
which makes (qo; uo) asymptotically stable exists if and only if dim(q) = dim(u).
In the case of non-holonomic mobile robots such as ours, dim(q) = 3 and dim(u) =
2. Thus no smooth control law exists which can stabilize the robot about a posture.
This result requires that more sophisticated control schemes be used to stabilize
non-holonomic mobile robots. These new schemes include time varying control laws,
piece-wise continuous control or model transformation techniques. In short, to park a
car we need to switch control laws. A single control law can get us close, but switching
is required to achieve the target.
4.5.2 Outer-Loop 1: (v; ) Cruise Control Along Line/Curve - Design and
Implementation
In this section, we examine (v; ) cruise control along a line/curve. This outer-loop
control law can be visualized as shown in Figure 4.18. Here, (v; ) are commanded. v is
Figure 4.18: Visualization of Cruise Control Along a Line/Curve
calculated based on wheel encoders; see equation (4.10) on page 133. For cruise control
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along a line, vref = constant; !ref = 0 are commanded. For cruise control along a line,
 is calculated based on integrating ! measured by the IMU (i.e.  = previous + !T ,
T = 0:1 sec). For cruise control along a curve, vref = constant; !ref are commanded.
For cruise control along a curve, relevant angle information is obtained from the cam-






where x and y are the x and y directional osets from
the line to the center point of camera view, respectively.)
The use of a proportional gain controller is justied because the map from the





) (at low frequencies). This is a consequence of a well-designed inner-
loop (see above). The outer-loop  controller therefore sees b
s(s+b)
. From classical root
locus ideas, a proportional controller is therefore justied - provided that the gain
is not too large. If the gain is too large, oscillations will be expected in . A PD
controller with roll o would help with this issue.
Figures 4.19 -4.20 show frequency responses for Tref for proportional and PD
outer-loop control laws. Figure 4.21-4.22 show the corresponding responses to an ini-
tial condition o = 0:5 rad. The responses corroborate what was pointed out above,
namely that a suciently large gain proportional control law can result in peaking
while a PD control law has little peaking.
CODE: RASPBERRY PI OUTER-LOOP 1 CONTROL LAW CODE. The
Raspberry Pi python code used for implementing our (v; ) outer-loop cruise control
along a line/curve control law can be found within Appendix C on page 321. This
outer-loop uses the (!r; !l)-(v; !) inner-loop control law that has been implemented
































Frequency response of linear outer loop with P control
Frequency  (rad/s)
































Frequency response of linear outer loop with PD control
Frequency  (rad/s)
Figure 4.20: Tref  Frequency Response for  Outer-Loop (PD control, Kd = 1)
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Figure 4.21: Cruise Control  Response Using P Control (o = 0:5 rad)



















Figure 4.22: Cruise Control  Response Using PD Control (o = 0:5 rad)
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4.5.3 Outer-Loop 2: Planar (x; y) Cartesian Stabilization - Design and
Implementation
In this section, we discuss the planar (x; y; ) outer-loop control law [14]. It can
be visualized as shown in Figure 4.23.
Figure 4.23: Visualization of Planar (xy) Cartesian Stabilization Control System
Here,  is calculated based on ! information from IMU (i.e.  = previous+!T , T = 0:1
sec). X and Y position is estimated using dead reckoning based on wheel encoders.
That is, x = xprevious + vxT , y = yprevious + vyT , vx = v cos , vy = v sin ; and
v  0:3142  nr+nl
2

i.e see equation (4.10.
The use of a proportional gain controller is justied from the work in [14]. The
nonlinear kinematic model can be usefully rewritten in terms of angular and linear
displacements. For this transformed system, a simple control law v = kses, ! = ke
results in an error dynamics matrix (after linearization) that is Hurwitz when k >
ks > 0 [14]. A drawback of this control law (consistent with the Brockett 1983 result
[64]) is that it can only get the system arbitrarily close to the desired (xref ; yref ; ref )
[14]. To precisely achieve the objective, one would have to switch control laws. These
ideas are used to motivate a simple proportional control law for the planar (x; y)
outer-loop position control that was implemented for the dierential-drive vehicle.
It is now useful to present some of the key ideas Cartesian stabilization within [14].
Let es =  denote the projection of the vehicle-to-target vector onto the longitudinal
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Figure 4.24: Visualization of Longitudinal Distance to Target es =  and Angular
Error e = 
body axis of the vehicle.  is dened as the angle which binds (xref ; yref ) and (x; y).
It is called the pointing angle.







e =    (4.27)
es =  = l cos (4.28)
The structure of the control law used within [14] is as follows - a proportional control
law:
v = kses ! = ke (4.29)
Local Stability. The local stability of the closed loop system can be proved by
analyzing the error dynamics. The error dynamics of the transformed system are
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With the control law given above, we can linearize about the equilibrium es = e = 0.









From this, it follows that the Cartesian stabilization error dynamics will be locally
exponentially stable if k > ks > 0.
X position(cm)







































Figure 4.25: Robot Position Control in xy Plane - Cartesian Stabilization (K =
5; 10; 15; 20)
It is shown in Figure 4.25 that the path followed by the robot depends heavily on
the directional gain k. For large (more directionally aggressive) k, the robot moves
much more directly towards the target. For small (less directionally aggressive) k,
the robot follows a concave up path.
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CODE: ARDUINO OUTER-LOOP 2 CONTROL LAW CODE. The Ar-
duino code used for implementing our (x; y) Cartesian stabilization outer-loop control
law can be found within Appendix B on page 286. This code contains the (!r; !l)-
(v; !) inner-loop Arduino code.
4.5.4 Outer-Loop 3: Separation-Direction (x; ) Control - Design and
Implementation
In this section, separation-direction (x; ) outer-loop control is discussed. Within
[67], [68], vehicle separation modeling and longitudinal platoon control is presented.
The ideas presented within [67], [68] motivate the PD ultrasonics-encoder-IMU-based
separation control laws used for the separation-direction (x; ) outer-loop control
within this thesis. The ideas here are also used to have multiple dierential-drive
vehicles following an autonomous or remotely controlled leader vehicle. (x; )
separation-direction control can be visualized as shown in Figure 4.26. Future work
will examine the related control saturation prevention ideas presented within [69].
Figure 4.26: Visualization of (x; ) Separation-Direction Control System
Here, (x; ) are commanded. x is measured using an ultrasonic sensor.  is cal-
culated based on ! information from IMU ( = previous + !T ). Here, y position is
not considered (assumed to be small) since the ultrasonic sensor only provides almost
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lineal directional information.
The use of a proportional gain controller is justied because the map from the








(at low frequencies). This is a consequence of a well-designed inner-
loop (see above). The outer-loop  controller therefore sees b
s(s+b)






(since vy is so small, integrating v results in x position). From
classical root locus ideas, a proportional controller is therefore justied - provided
that the gain is not too large. If the gain is too large, oscillations will be expected.
A PD controller with roll o would help with this issue.























Figure 4.27: Vehicle Separation Control (Proportional Control: Kp = 2; 3; 4; 5; xo = 1)
Figures 4.27-4.28 illustrate separation convergence of proportional and PD control.
A 1m initial condition was given. The desired separation is 0.2 m. The following
observations are noted:
 For a proportional control, as we increase the value of Kp the robot moves faster
but the overshoot increases.
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Figure 4.28: Vehicle Separation Control (PD control: Kp = 2; 3; 4; 5;Kd=1; xo = 1)
 For a PD control, the robot is able to move fast with no overshoot.
CODE: ARDUINO OUTER-LOOP 3 CODE. The Arduino code used for imple-
menting our (x; ) separation-direction control outer-loop control law can be found
within Appendix B on page 290. This implementation does not use the camera on
the robot. It is used for maintaining a separation with an object (e.g. a box; see box
demo below).
CODE: RASPBERRY PI OUTER-LOOP 3 CODE. The Raspberry Pi python
code used for implementing our (x; ) separation-direction control outer-loop con-
trol law can be found within Appendix C on page 336. This implementation does use
the camera on the robot. It is used to maintain separation between vehicles when a
follower vehicle is following the dot on a leader vehicle in front of it.
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4.5.5 Outer-Loop 4: Obstacle Avoidance - Design and Implementation
The switching-based obstacle avoidance control work within [46] provides a foun-
dation for the obstacle avoidance outer-loop design within this thesis. Position-barrier
based obstacle avoidance while moving toward a planar (x; y) target with proportional
error feedback is used within this thesis. More specically, the obstacle avoidance
design within this thesis is based on switching between an encoder-IMU-based pla-
nar (x; y) (Cartesian stabilization [14]) outer-loop and an (ultrasonic-camera based)
separation-direction (x; ) outer-loop [67], [68].
It is a simple stop-and-go behavior. When there is an obstacle in ahead of the robot,
the robot switches to outer-loop 3 and maintains a constant distance from the ob-
stacle. When the obstacle is cleared, the robot then switches back to outer-loop 2
and continues going towards the target point (Cartesian stabilization[14]). When the
obstacle is cleared, the robot then switches back to outer-loop 2 and continues going
towards the target point (Cartesian stabilization). Figures 4.29-4.30 show relevant
time simulations. K = 15 and Ks = 2 are used for the planar (x; y) Cartesian
stabilization outer-loop.
Figure 4.29 shows the robot stopping at t = 2 sec because there is an obstacle in
its way. When the obstacle is removed at t  4+ sec, the robot continues toward the
target. The path followed by the robot in the xy plane is shown in Figure 4.30. It is
a straight line. This is expected since K is large.
The following points should be noted:
 A separation-direction (x; ) outer-loop is used when an obstacle moves in
front of the robot.
 The robot is able to stop when there is an obstacle ahead. It move towards the
target when the obstacle moves away.
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Time(sec)













Moving to a target point while avoiding a moving obstacle
X position
Y position
Figure 4.29: Robot Avoids Moving Obstacle: x and y Positions (k = 15, ks = 2)
X position(cm)













Moving to a target point while avoiding a moving obstacle
Robot path
Figure 4.30: Robot Avoids Moving Obstacle: Path Followed (k = 15, ks = 2)
CODE: ARDUINO OUTER-LOOP 4 CONTROL LAW CODE. The Ar-
duino code used for implementing our obstacle avoidance outer-loop control law can
be found within Appendix B on page 292. This code contains the (!r; !l)-(v; !) inner-
loop Arduino code.
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Fundamental Limitations Due to Sensors, Actuators, Hardware/Software.
It must be emphasized that the performance exhibited within each demonstration
is fundamentally constrained by the limitations of the sensors, actuators, and hard-
ware/software being used. Both bandwidth (speed/dynamic) and accuracy (stat-
ic/steady sate) limitations are a concern in any practical embedded system imple-
mentation. Given this, it is important to acknowledge the following sensor, actuator,
hardware/software limitations.
 Factor-of-Ten Performance Limitation Rule. Here is a simple - commonly
used - \factor of ten rule. If we can sense/actuate/compute at a maximum (\re-
liable" or \available") rate ! rad/sec, then the widely used factor of 10 rule
yields a maximum control bandwidth of 0:1! rad/sec or about 1
60
! Hz.
The reason for this \factor-of-ten rule" is to adequately guard against the real-
world \push-pop eects" that are observed in practical embedded system appli-
cations. Generally, as we push the bandwidth higher (improving performance
at lower frequencies), we generally pay a price (e.g. increase in sensitivity) at
higher frequencies. As we get closer to the maximum available bandwidth, the
push-pop phenomenon gets worse [48], [79]. Future work will examine how far
we can really push this rule; e.g. when can we get away with a \factor-of-ve
rule?"
Understanding fundamental hardware limitations is critical to understand what is
realistically achievable. This is addressed for each of the following: wheel dc mo-
tors, encoders, ultrasonic sensors, camera, Arduino Uno, IMU, Raspberry Pi camera
and Raspberry Pi II. The following is common to all demonstrations (including the
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rear-wheel drive Ford F-150 demonstration which involves a \following" Thunder
Tumbler):
 6V Brushed DC Motors. Within this thesis, we use 6V brushed armature
controlled dc motors on our Thunder Tumbler vehicles. When the applied
voltage is less than 0.3V, there is a dead zone and the wheels do not spin
(wheels o ground). With a 1.5V voltage input, the wheel which connects to
the shaft runs at about 17 rad/sec (measured via encoders, wheels o ground).
{ Original Unloaded Vehicle (Not Enhanced). The original vehicle
(unloaded, unenhanced) has a mass of 0.77 kg. The maximum vehicle
speed observed was around 4.5 m/sec (obtained via measuring tape and
clock). The associated wheel angular velocity is ( 4:5
0:04
) 112.5 rad/sec (or
1074 rpm). The unloaded torque-speed prole for the motor-wheel system
(o the ground) is given below in Figure 4.31.
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Torque Speed Profile of Thunder Tumbler
Fitted curve
Experimental data
Figure 4.31: Motor-Wheel System Estimated Torque-Speed Prole
How was the gure obtained? Six dierent motor voltages ea 2 [0; 6) were
applied. The armature current Ia and RPM was measured for each - the
former via multi-meter; the latter with encoders. Six torque values were






using eciency E = power out
power in
= 0:15 (http://simplemotor.com/calculations/).
The six torque and RPM values are plotted in the gure (see dots). A
straight line was then tted (non rigorously). The torque decreases with
increasing speed. From this line, we can then estimate the maximum motor
torque as 0.048 Nm.
{ Fully Loaded (Enhanced) Vehicle. When the vehicle is fully loaded
(i.e. enhanced), the vehicle mass increases by 43% (with respect to the
original mass) to 1.1kg. We observed a maximum (fully loaded) \aver-
age" vehicle acceleration of about 3m=sec2 (obtained via measuring tape
and clock). The maximum (fully loaded) vehicle speed (wheels on ground)
observed was about 2.3 m/sec. The associated wheel angular velocity is
( 2:3
0:04
) 57.5 rad/sec (or 550 rpm). A more powerful dc motors would help.
This will be investigated in future work.
 Arduino D-to-A (Actuation). In this thesis, the Arduino actuation rate to
the motor shield is 10Hz (0.1 sec actuation interval) or about 60rad=sec. Given
this, the widely used factor-of-ten rule yields maximum control bandwidth of 6
rad/s. Associated with classic D-to-A actuation is a zero order hold half sample






























it follows that a time delay  has a right half plane (non-minimum phase) zero
at z = 2

. With  = 0:05 (half sample time delay associated with ZOH), we get
z = 2
0:05
= 40. This then yields, using our factor-of-ten rule, a maximum control
bandwidth of about 4 rad/s. We thus see that a maximum inner-loop control
bandwidth of about 4-6 rad/sec is about all we should be willing to push with-
out further (more detailed) modeling.
 Arduino A-to-D (Sampling). In this thesis, the sampling time for all exper-
imental hardware demonstrations is 10 Hz (0.1 sec actuation interval) or about
60 rad=sec. Given this, the widely used factor-of-ten rule yields maximum con-
trol bandwidth of 6 rad/s. It should be noted that the Arduino has a 10-bit
ADC (210 = 1024) capability [32]. How does this impact us? This translates
to about 0:1% of the maximum speed. If we associate a maximum voltage 5
V with 10 bits and a maximum speed of 3 m/sec, it follows that a 1 bit error
translates into a 3
1024
 0:003 m=sec speed error. This is not very signicant so
long as the speeds that our vehicles are likely to operate at are not too low. If
the speed is greater than 3 cm/sec, then this 1 bit error (0.003) will represent
less than 10%; 5% for speeds exceeding 6 cm/sec. Again, we'd have to travel
very slowly for this 1 bit error to matter.
 Wheel Encoder Limitations. Encoders on a vehicle's wheels can be used
to measure wheel angular speed, wheel angular rotation, wheel translational
speed, wheel linear translation. Lets focus on the latter because it corre-
sponds to vehicle linear translation when moving along a straight line. For
our dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler vehicles, we use eight encoders on each




or 45. This amount of er-
ror seems very large. Because we could not t more magnets on the wheel,
we maxed out at eight. We then decided to see what we could achieve with
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this low-cost speed-position measuring solution. A consequence of using wheel
encoders for measuring distance traveled is the inevitable accumulation of dead-
reckoning error. The spatial resolution associated with an 8 magnet system is
xresolution = rwheelmagresolution = (4cm)(
2
8
) = 0:0314  3 cm. How do we use
this information? Let the variable `counter' denote the number of pulses that
we have counted due to wheel rotation. (The count increments each time a
magnet crosses the Hall eect sensor.) The distance traveled at each count is
x = 0:03 counter m. In between counts, we have a maximum error of 3 cm.
At this point, we wish to understand two things: (1) Given a desired x, how
do we issue reference commands? That is, how do we decide on the number of
counts needed? (2) How can the dead reckoning error build up? (3) What con-
trol bandwidth limitations do the encoders impose? (4) What speed estimation
and following issues can arise? We now address each:
1. Issuing Reference Commands: Determining Desired Count. If we desire
to travel 3 cm, we travel 1 count; 6 cm requires 2 counts; 9 cm requires 3
counts. What if we wish to travel 4 cm? If we travel 1 count (3 cm), we'll
have a 25% error; if we travel 2 counts (6 cm), we'll have a 50% error. How
do we minimize the percent error in general? This is now systematically
addressed by minimizing percent error directly. Lets suppose that we wish
to reach a point x = fxresolution where f 2 [0;1) is a desired position
factor. We wish to minimize the following fractional error (number between
0 and 1) over all integer counter values:x  xresolutioncounterx




 = 1  counterf
 (4.36)
The solution to this (after some thought) is surprisingly simple. The opti-
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mal counter value is
Optimal Counter = round(f) (4.37)
where round is the standard rounding function; e.g.. round(0:4999) = 0,
round(0:5001) = 1 (see Figure 4.32 on page 165). With some thought, the
solution presented is quite intuitive.
f (x/M)

























Minimizing Counter Value vs Desired f
Figure 4.32: Minimizing Counter Value Versus Desired f = x
xresolution
The associated optimal percent error is given by
Optimal Percent Error = 100
1  round(f)f
 (4.38)
We now make several observations about this optimal percent error func-
tion (see Figure 4.33 on page 166):
{ The zeros of this function are at the discrete values f = 0; 1; 2; : : : .
{ 100% error is achieved for f 2 [0; 0:5). That is, for f 2 [0; 0:5), the
function is constant at its global maximum of 100%.
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f (x/M)
























Minimum Percent Error vs Desired f
Figure 4.33: Minimum Percent Error Versus Desired f = x
xresolution
{ More generally, the maxima of this function occur on f 2 [0; 0:5) and
at the odd half values of f ; i.e. f = 0:5; 1:5; 2:5; : : : or f = 0:5(2k+1) =
k + 0:5 where k = 0; 1; 2; : : : .
{ As f grows, the maxima decrease. This is shown in Figure 4.33 on













for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : . From this, we can see that
the peak error will be less than 1% when 50
k+0:5
< 1 or k > 49:5. For our
vehicle, this will occur for an x command x > 49:5(0:0314) = 1:5543 m.
{ Between consecutive maxima, the function decreases from one maxi-
mum to zero and then rises to the next maximum in accordance with
the above absolute value relation. More precisely, if f 2 [k   0:5; k +
0:5), then counter = round(f) = k and the optimal percent error
is given by 100j1   k
f
j. Using this, we nd that over this interval the
percent error decreases from 50
k 0:5 at f = k 0:5 to 50k+0:5 at f = k+0:5.
{ For f  1, one might say that the function looks like a sequence of
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shark ns decreasing in size according to 50
k+0:5
for k = 1; 2; : : : .
During experiments, the above ideas were not used; i.e. exact commands
were given. Given this, it makes sense that sometimes oscillations were
observed when the command was not achievable.
2. Build Up of Dead Reckoning Error. The term dead reckoning refers
to the estimation of a new position from an old position and available mea-
surements. Suppose we wish to travel 1 m in increments of 0:4xresolution =
0:4(0:0314) = 0:0126. From the above, the optimal command for such an
increment is zero; i.e. we would get nowhere! We therefore see that dead
reckoning error can accumulate by simply stopping and going. Each leg
accrues an error. The error accumulates. Suppose we wish to minimize
the accumulation of this error. How can we do this? One might say:
make sure that each leg of the journey is suciently long21. Of course,
this is naive because it does not factor in very important real-world factors
like the possibility of missed counts, gear teeth not fully contacting one
another (mechanical dead band or gear backlash), small changes in tire
radius, little rocks that hinder progress or change direction 22, patches of
friction, etc. Even if each leg is greater than 1:5543 m, so the peak error
is less than 1%, this 1% error will accumulate on each leg. In short, dead
reckoning errors can only be corrected with an instrument that gives us
better information. Such as, for example, a camera - as we use within the
thesis.
21Generally, dead reckoning errors will accumulate with longer time and distance, until some
measured reference is used to correct accumulated errors.
22Even a very slight change in direction can result is a very large position error over time.
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Bandwidth Limitations Due to Magnetic Encoders. Next, we ad-
dress bandwidth limitations imposed by the encoders. To address this, we
ask how fast can our encoders sample the angular velocity of the wheels?
This is related to the vehicle's speed. The number of samples (or counts)
per sec can obtained as follows by noting that the vehicle speed is related







































This rate is in Hz. We multiply by 2 to convert to rad/sec. Doing
so yields 200v rad
sec
. Using our factor-of-ten rule then gives BWencoderlimit =
0:1(200v) = 20v rad
sec
where the vehicle speed v is measured in m/sec; i.e. we
will have an associated 20 v rad/sec encoder-based maximum control band-
width constraint. We see that 20v will be larger than our limit 4 rad/sec
(due to half sample A-to-D zero order hold eect with T = 0:1, see above) if
v > 0:2 m
sec
or about 8 inches
sec
. While this minimum speed constraint is easy to
satisfy, the result suggests that we can have problems at low vehicle speeds.
Speed Estimation and Following Issues. Given the position error
discussion above, it is natural to discuss speed issues. The vehicle speed
can be estimated using equation (4.10) (page 133)














From this, we therefore see that if we give a speed command between
0:3142 counts and 0:3142 (counts + 1), then the speed can oscillate be-












%. Given this, the error
will be less than 10% if counts > 10; i.e. 10counts in a T = 0:1 sam-
pling window or (0:3142)(10) = 3:124 m
sec
(100 counts/sec). This is larger
than the maximum observed speed of the fully loaded vehicle (i.e. about
2.3 m/sec). When we observe only count = 5 counts in a T = 0:1 sec
sampling window (or 50 counts
sec
), the percent error rises to 20%. This corre-
sponds to a speed of (0:3142)(5) = 1:571 m
sec
. Since the maximum speed is
2.3 m/sec, we are likely to observe at most 2:3
0:3142
= 7:3202 or 7-8 counts
in a T = 0:1 sec sampling window. This will result in a maximum percent




or 12:5   14:3%. This suggests that we can have
signicant speed following issues when low speed reference commands are
issued. The above analysis also suggest that a
single miss count will, at best, result in 12:5  14:3% speed percent error.
At very low speeds, a single miss count can result in a far greater error.
A similar analysis could be performed for using !  31:4count (see equa-






(0:048=0:04)(0:1=2)(0:1) = 0:006 rad/sec.
Possibilities for Improvement: A more precise inner-loop sensor (e.g. more
magnets on each wheel or using an optical sensor or using a good IMU)
could help. This will be the subject of future work.
 IMU Limitations. We now summarize IMU limitations. Within this thesis,
the IMU is only used for measuring the angular velocity ! of the dierential-
drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle. From a static standpoint, the IMU has a 16
bit angular velocity output. If we agree that the maximum angular velocity is
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2000 deg/sec (conservatively large for our humble Thunder Tumbler), then it
follows that we will have an angular velocity ! resolution of 2000
216 1  0:0305=sec.
From a dynamic standpoint, the IMU is able to provide 100 readings per second
[57], which is 100 Hz. Using our factor-of-ten rule, it follows that BWIMUlimit =
0:1  2(100)  60rad=s. In our work, we used 10 Hz or 60 rad/sec which
then gives an IMU-based maximum control bandwidth constraint of 6 rad/sec.
Given the above discussions (e.g. 4 rad/sec Arduino A-to-D limitation), this is
not limiting.
For completeness, other IMU properties (although not relevant to the thesis) are
as follows. The IMU possesses the following range characteristics: Accelerome-
ter -  2, 4, 6, 8, 16g; Gyro -  245; 500; 2000=sec.
Given the above, possibilities for improvement include the following: (1) Com-
bine IMU with wheel encoders (and possibly more encoders) for better estima-
tion of speed/position, (2) Use a higher delity IMU together with a camera
and Lidar.
 Camera Field of View (FOV) Limitations. The Raspberry Pi 5MP cam-
era FOV is limited at 53:5 horizontally and a 41:41 vertically (independent
of how it is pointed). A pan-tilt servomechanism could signicantly extend the
above FOVs. For a ground robot tracking a quadrotor ying overhead, the
performance can be improved by putting in a pan-tile servomechanism for the
camera. In that way, the camera is able to view a larger area.
 Camera Frame Rate Limitations. According to the Raspberry Pi camera
datasheet [54], the Raspberry Pi camera is capable of 15 fps (frames per second)
at a resolution of 2592  1944, 30 fps at 1980  1080, 42 fps at 1296  972,
and 60 fps at 640  480. The lowest frame rate corresponds to 15 Hz or
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about 90 rad/sec. Using our factor-of-ten rule, this will constrain performance
to a camera-based maximum control bandwidth constraint of about 9 rad/sec.
Given the above discussions (e.g. 4 rad/sec Arduino A-to-D limitation), this is
not limiting. For our experiments, we used the lowest resolution and hence the
highest frame rate.
 Image Processing Limitations. The algorithm we used for image processing
within this thesis is a color ltering algorithm from [13]. The image is processed
on a Raspberry Pi II using Opencv [13]. Given this, the relationship between
frame rate and resolution is given as follows: 1 fps at a resolution of 1080 
720 (0.78 MP), 2.5 fps at a resolution of 640  480 (0.31 MP), and 10 fps at a
resolution of 320  240 (0.08 MP). The image processing has a maximum speed
of 10 fps (10 Hz). Even when the resolution is lower than 320  240, the frame
rate does not increase signicantly. In the demos which involve image process-
ing, a resolution of 320  240 is selected. This gives a processing speed of 10
fps or 10 Hz or about 60 rad/sec. Using our factor-of-ten rule, then gives an
image processing-based maximum control bandwidth of 6 rad/sec. Given the
above discussions (e.g. 4 rad/sec Arduino A-to-D zero order hold half sam-
ple limitation), this is not limiting.
 Ultrasonic Sensor Limitations. The PING ultrasonic sensor detection range
is from 2 cm to 3 m, and has a maximum reection (utilization) angle23 of 45
[78]. It can send out a 40 kHz ultrasonic signal every 200 sec. Consider an




 0:0118 sec. This gives a right half plane zero at around z = 2


23If the ultrasonic sensor is pointed directly at a wall (i.e. 0 pointing angle - measure with respect
to horizontal), it will get a clean reection. If the angle is increased to 45, the sensor may not get
any reection back.
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170. Using our factor-of-ten rule, this will constrain the control bandwidth to
(about) an ultrasonics constrained maximum control bandwidth of 17 rad/sec.
Given the above discussions (e.g. 4 rad/sec Arduino A-to-D zero order hold half
sample limitation), this is not limiting.
 Inner-loop Controller: PI vs PID. For all the demos within this thesis, a
PI controller is used within the inner-loop. (See discussions provided in Section
1.2 as well as in Chapter 3.) A PID controller is able to provide more phase
lead than a PI controller. This could be necessary if the armature inductance
is signicant. However, a common 6V dc motor has an armature inductance
around La  0:1mH and an armature resistance around Ra  1 
. This
combination gives an approximate high frequency pole at s   Ra
La
=  104. As
such, it does not aect the phase at low frequencies too much. Given this, the
choice of a PI controller within the thesis for inner-loop control, and not a PID
controller, is justied.
Dierential-Drive Inner-Loop Control Attributes. The following dierential-
drive inner-loop attributes are common to all of our demonstrations.
 Thunder Tumbler Dierential-Drive Vehicle
 Inner-loop Model: A linear TITO model is used for inner-loop control design
[1]. The model was discussed earlier in this chapter as well as in Chapters 1
and 3.
 Inner-Loop Actuators: Two 6V DC motors - one on right wheel, one on left
wheel
 Inner-Loop Sensor: Magnetic wheel encoders (magnets with a Hall eect sen-
sor) for speed24
24For inner-loop control, we could also use IMU to obtain translational and angular speed infor-
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 Inner-Loop Outputs: Vehicle speed and angular rate; while these are the (com-
puted, not measured) outputs, we actually feed back the encoder measured
quantities (!r; !l); all computations are based on equation (4.8) (page 132),
equation (4.9) (page 132), equation (4.10)-(4.11) (page 133). Future work will
examine how the IMU can be used to measure ! for an actual (v; !) inner-loop
implementation, instead of using the above (outside the loop) ! computation.
 Inner-Loop Reference Commands: Speed reference command and angular rate
reference command (vref ; !ref )
 Inner-Loop Controller: PI controller with roll-o (on each motor) and reference
command prelter; PI controller is justied because the map from the references






after closing the (!r; !l) inner-loop; (!r; !l) inner-loop is used within in each of
the demonstrations discussed below.
 Inner-Loop Limitations: In this thesis, the actuation rate is 0.1sec, which is
10 Hz or 60rad=sec. Our factor-of-ten rule then yields a maximum control
bandwidth of 6 rad/sec. The magnetic encoder-based distance traveled along a
straight line is 0:314 counter m.
 Possibilities for Improvement: More precise inner-loop sensor (e.g. more mag-
nets on each wheel or using optical sensor).
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: Try looks like unity at low frequency;
No peaking; 3dB bandwidth near 5 rad/sec
mation. This will be the subject of future work. The IMU is used to implement our outer-loop (v; )
cruise control along a line/path - by integrating the angular velocity ! produced by the IMU. See
Chapter 4.
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 Summary of Time Responses from Simulations: zero steady state error; No
overshoot; Settling time around 1 sec
 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiments: Some oscillation was
observed in experiments. This is due to wheel encoder limitations (see inner-
loop limitations discussion above). Other nonlinearities to consider include:
stiction in wheels, backlash in gears (due to some spacing between gears), dead-
zone of motors (minimum voltage required to move the robot - loaded/unloaded
Thunder Tumbler), wheel structure (smooth and soft for maximum contact on
hard track vs dimpled and hard for better gripping on soft track)
 Outer Loop Proportional Controller Limitations. All proportional controllers
designed for the (v; ) outer-loop do not have roll o. While this may amplify
high frequency sensor noise (speed noise from encoders, directional noise from
IMU), it should be noted that the Arduino A-to-D zero order hold ZOH =
1 e sT
s
provides high frequency noise attenuation. This will be examined in
future work.
The following relevant theory (see Chapter 1 for more details) applies to all of our
hardware demonstrations since all demonstrations involve dierential-drive Thunder
Tumbler vehicles:
 nonlinear (non-smooth stabilization) control work within [64];
 non-holonomic dierential-drive vehicle modeling and control work within [66]
- addressing non-smooth stabilization for dierential-drive vehicles; [14] - ad-
dressing classic dierential-drive vehicle parking problem and non-smooth sta-
bilization issues; [70] - addressing nonlinear Lie bracket-based controllability for
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dierential-drive vehicles; [1] - addressing dynamic two-input two-output linear
time invariant model for dierential-drive vehicles; [58] - addressing control of
dierential-drive vehicles;
 rear-wheel drive vehicle modeling work within [29] (presenting dynamical model);
 vision-based line/curve following work within [13];
 vehicle separation modeling and longitudinal platoon control work within [67],
[68] (presenting vehicle separation control laws);
 barrier-based switching obstacle avoidance control work within [46].
Summary of Dierential-Drive Hardware Demonstrations. The following
describes each demonstration.
1. Cruise Control Along a Line. An eective speed-directional (v; ) cruise
control system - one that follows speed and direction commands - is an essential
cornerstone to build more complex control capabilities. It builds on the (!r; !l)
or (v; !) inner-loop control law (discussed above). This demonstration involves
the following:
 Outer-Loop Model: A very simplied decoupled TITO LTI model is used
for outer-loop control design because of a well-designed (v; !) inner-loop
control law [1]. See justication of outer-loop below.
 Outer-Loop Sensor: Vehicle angular velocity ! measured by IMU is inte-
grated to yield the vehicle orientation  to be fed back
 Outer-Loop Output: Vehicle actual orientation  and speed v is generated
by inner-loop
 Outer-Loop Reference Command: An orientation reference command ref =
0 and a constant speed reference command v = constant is issued to pro-
mote motion along a straight line
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 Outer-Loop Controller: A proportional controller (with no roll o) for vehi-
cle orientation  (direction); vehicle speed is also commanded to inner-loop
{ The use of a proportional gain controller is justied because the map
from the references vref and !ref to the actual speeds v and ! looks




) (at low frequencies). The outer-
loop  controller therefore sees b
s(s+b)
. From classical root locus ideas,
a proportional controller is therefore justied - provided that the gain
is not too large. If the gain is too large, oscillations will be expected
in . A PD controller with roll o would help with this issue.
 Performance Tradeos: If the proportional gain k is large, there will be
oscillations in . A PD controller with roll o would help with this issue.
These are shown in Figures 4.21-4.22 on page 151.
 Limitations: BWencoderlimit  20v; will be greater than 4 rad/sec if v > 0:2
m/sec. Each vehicle stop and go can result in a 3 cm static position error
(see discussion above).
 Possibilities for Improvement: A more precise inner-loop sensor (e.g. more
magnets on each wheel, using optical sensor, using IMU to get v and !
information for inner-loop) could help.
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: For  outer-loop, large kp yields
large bandwidth, large frequency response peaking; small kp yields small
bandwidth, small frequency response peaking; PD control yields large
bandwidth, large frequency response peaking.
 Summary of Time Responses from Simulations: Large kp yields fast re-
sponse, overshoot; small kp yields slow response, no overshoot; PD control
yields fast response, no overshoot.
 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiments: Experiment
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data is close to simulation results. Dierences can be explained by consid-
ering the following possibilities: stiction in wheels, backlash in gears (due
to some spacing between gears), dead-zone of motors (minimum voltage
required to move the robot - loaded/unloaded Thunder Tumbler), wheel
structure (smooth and soft for maximum contact on hard track vs dimpled
and hard for better gripping on soft track).
 Overview/Conclusion: The robot is issued a reference speed command of
0.5 m/s with ref = 0
. The robot transient response is fast with no over-
shoot and the robot settles within 5% due to wheel encoder limitations.
 Relevant Theory: Dhaouadi, et. al. (2013) [1] provides basic TITO LTI
vehicle-motor (v; !) model for inner-loop design.
The associated demo is contained within the folder: Cruise Control. The asso-
ciated le is: 1.A Reference Speed 0.5m/s.
2. Position Control Along a Straight Line. After developing a cruise control
system, it is natural to develop a position control system; i.e. one that follows
position reference commands and enables precise vehicle translation along a
straight line; i.e. xref = constant, ref = 0
. This involves (v; !) inner-loop and
(x; ) outer-loop. Vehicle translation x is calculated based on wheel encoder
readings (v = r(!r+!l)
2
, x = xprevious + vT , T = 0:1 sec, based on small .)
Vehicle posture  is calculated based on IMU ! information ( = previous+!T ).
Here, vehicle y position is not considered (since  is assumed to be small.) This
demonstration involves the following:
 Outer-Loop Model: A simple decoupled TITO LTI model is used for outer-
loop control design - a direct consequence of a well-designed inner-loop
based on the TITO LTI model within [1]. See control law justication
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below.
 Outer-Loop Sensor: wheel encoders for x position, IMU for vehicle angular
velocity ! - integrated to yield the vehicle orientation  to be fed back
 Outer-Loop Outputs: Position x and orientation 
 Outer-Loop Reference Commands: A desired x position and orientation
(ref = 0
)
 Outer-Loop Controller: Proportional controller with no roll o (not good)
or PD controller with roll o
{ The use of a proportional gain controller is justied because the map
from the references vref and !ref to the actual speeds v and ! looks




) (at low frequencies). The outer-









(since vy is so small, integrating v results in x position). From
classical root locus ideas, a proportional controller is therefore justi-
ed - provided that the gain is not too large. If the gain is too large,
oscillations will be expected. A PD controller with roll o would help
with this issue.
 Performance Tradeos: Large kp - fast, large overshoot; small kp - slow,
no overshoot; PD - fast, no overshoot.
 Limitations: Proportional control with no roll o - may amplify high fre-
quency sensor noise (speed noise from encoders, directional noise from
IMU). This will suer from dead reckoning (error accumulation) issues
when large position displacements x are achieved via small stop-and-go
commands. Imperfections can also exacerbate error accumulation (e.g. missed
encoder counts, friction, little rocks, etc.). A small rock can completely
change the direction of the robot! Camera can correct this, if a reference
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line is visible. The wheel encoders have an error of 1.5cm for moving every
1 m.
 Possibilities for Improvement: A more precise inner-loop sensor (e.g. more
magnets on each wheel or using optical sensor, use of camera, GPS, Lidar)
would help.
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: See analysis for rst demo on
page 176.
 Summary of Time Response from Simulation: See outer-loop cruise control
summary on page 176.
 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiment: See outer-loop
cruise control summary on page 176.
 Overview/Conclusion: Robot issued xref = 2 m reference position com-
mand on a straight line (ref = 0
). The robot is able to reach the destina-
tion with little error (less than 3 cm error). The error for dead reckoning
grows when the commanded reference distance is longer. Large kp - fast,
large overshoot; small kp - slow, no overshoot; PD - fast, no overshoot.
 Relevant Theory: Position control along a straight line is designed based
on a well-designed inner-loop control law - the latter is based on the model
presented within [1].
The associated demos are contained within the folder: Position control along a
straight line. The associated les are: 2.A Position control with P controller,
2.B Position control with PD controller, 2.B Error vs distance.
3. Planar (xy) Cartesian Stabilization. A more sophisticated position control
system involves following planar (x; y) position reference commands (targets).
This involves (v; !) inner-loop and planar (x; y; ) outer-loop.  is calculated
from IMU obtained ! information ( = previous+!T , T = 0:1). x and y position
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is estimated using dead reckoning based on wheel encoders (x = xprevious+vxT ,





 Outer-Loop Model: A nonlinear \vehicle-to-target" model is used here [14].
However, we can still use our linear thinking for control design. See justi-
cation below.
 Outer-Loop Sensor: Wheel encoders are used to estimate x and y position
through dead-reckoning. Vehicle angular velocity ! is measured by IMU
and is integrated to yield the vehicle orientation  to be fed back. Each
of these will suer from dead reckoning (error accumulation) issues when
large planar (x; y) values are commanded.
 Outer-Loop Outputs: Position x and direction 
 Outer-Loop Reference Commands: Position reference command (xref ; yref )
to promote motion to a reference point
 Outer-Loop Controller: Proportional controller (with no roll o) for lon-
gitudinal distance to target es and angle between vehicle and target e [14].
{ The use of a proportional gain controller is justied within [14]. The
nonlinear kinematic model can be usefully rewritten in terms of an-
gular and linear displacements. For this transformed system, a simple
proportional control law v = kses, ! = ke results in an error dynam-
ics matrix (after linearization) that is Hurwitz when k > ks > 0. This
shows that aggressive angle control is critical to Cartesian stabiliza-
tion [14]. This is somewhat intuitive. A drawback of this control law
(consistent with the Brockett 1983 result) is that it can only get the
system arbitrarily close to the desired (xref ; yref ; ref ). To precisely
achieve the objective, one would have to switch control laws. These
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ideas motivate the simple proportional control law for the planar (x; y)
outer-loop position control that was implemented for the dierential-
drive vehicle.
 Performance Tradeos: A small k results in a longer time and a circular
path (concave up in xy-plane) toward the (xref ; yref ) target. A large k
results in a shorter time and a straight line path toward the target. In such
a case, the robot reaches the destination within an error of 3 cm. These
are shown in Figure 4.34 on page 182.
 Limitations: We use proportional control (with no roll o). This may am-
plify high frequency sensor noise (speed noise from encoders, directional
noise from IMU). The law will suer from dead reckoning (error accumu-
lation) issues when large planar (x; y) values are commanded. The wheel
encoders accumulate an error of about 1.5 cm for every meter that the
vehicle travels (in a straight line).
 Possibilities for Improvement: While a more precise inner-loop sensor
(e.g. more magnets on each wheel or using optical sensor) could help,
something like a camera or lidar or GPS can provide useful measurements
that can be used to correct the accumulated dead reckoning error25.
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: Does not apply since it is not a
linear model.
 Summary of Time Response from Simulation: As k
ks
changes from small to
large, the path that robot takes to achieve the target point changes from
a circular path to a straight line path. This is supported by hardware and
simulation data provided within in Figures 4.34-4.35.
25Because wheel rotation cannot be measured with innite precision, there will always be an error
and this error can accumulate.
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 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiment: The experiment
data is close to the simulation results. Dierences can be explained by
considering the following possibilities: stiction in wheels, backlash in gears
(due to some spacing between gears), dead-zone of motors (minimum volt-
age required to move the robot - loaded/unloaded Thunder Tumbler),
wheel structure (smooth and soft for maximum contact on hard track vs
dimpled and hard for better gripping on soft track).
 Overview/Conclusion: Robot issued a (150cm, 150cm) planar xy reference
command. Small k yields circular path; large k yields straight line path.
X position(cm)























Position control for k
θ
=20
Robot path in simulation
Robot path in experiment
Starting Point
Target Point
Figure 4.34: Robot xy Cartesian Stabilization - Large K
 Relevant Theory: Linear controllers for the classic posture and Cartesian
stabilization problems are addressed by Viera et. al. (2004) in [14].
The associated demo is contained within the folder: Position control in XY
plane. The associated le is 3.A XY position control with P control.
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Position control for k
θ
=5
Robot path in simulation
Robot path in experiment
Starting Point
Target Point
Figure 4.35: Robot xy Cartesian Stabilization - Small K
4. Cruise Control Along a Jagged Line/Curve. With a more sophisticated
vision-based outer-loop, a vehicle can follow lines and curves (that we have
formed using tape on the lab oor). Line and curve path following has (es-
sentially) the same model as speed cruise control. However, the sensing is
dierent. For (v; ) cruise control, encoders and an IMU are used to feed back
vehicle velocity and angle. For (v; ) cruise control along a jagged line/curve,
a camera and encoders are used to feed back vehicle angle and velocity. The
(v; !) inner-loop and speed-directional (v; ) outer-loop are involved. Computa-
tions are based upon the following encoder-centric relationships: equation (4.8)
(page 132), equations (4.9)-(4.9) (page 132), equation (4.10)-(4.11) (page 133).
Future work will examine how the IMU can be used to measure ! for an actual
(v; !) inner-loop implementation, instead of using the above (outside the loop)
! computation.
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where x and y are the x and y directional osets from the line to the center
point of camera view, respectively
This demonstration involves the following:
 Outer-Loop Model: A simplied decoupled TITO LTI model is used for
outer-loop control design. This is due to a well-designed inner-loop - one
based on the TITO LTI vehicle-motor speed model in [1]. See PD control
justication below.
 Outer-Loop Sensor: Camera (uses inverse tangent function to calculate
angle dierential to target)
 Outer-Loop Outputs: Vehicle orientation  and speed v
 Outer-Loop Reference Commands: An orientation reference command ref
to follow the path and a constant reference speed vref are used.
 Outer-Loop Controller: PD controller with roll o (to attenuate impact of
high frequency noise on controls)
{ The use of a PD controller is justied because the map from the ref-





) (at low frequencies) - a consequence of a good
inner-loop design based on the fourth order TITO LTI model within
[1]. The outer-loop  controller therefore sees b
s(s+b)
(with an extra
integrator to produce ). From classical root locus ideas, a propor-
tional controller is therefore justied - provided that the gain is not
too large. If the gain is too large, oscillations will be expected in . A
PD controller with roll o would help with this issue.
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 Performance Tradeos: It is shown that as the speed of the robot increases
or the radius of curvature decreases, curve following performance deterio-
rates. These are shown in Figure 4.36-4.37 on page 186.
 Limitations: The algorithm we used for image processing in this thesis is
a color ltering algorithm. The image is processed with an onboard Rasp-
berry Pi II using Opencv [13]. The relationship between frame rate and
resolution is as follows: 1 fps at a resolution of 1080  720, 2.5 fps at a
resolution of 640  480, and 10 fps at a resolution of 320  240. The image
processing has a maximum speed of 10 fps. Even when the resolution is
lower than 320  240, the frame rate does not increase signicantly. In
the demos which involve image processing, a resolution of 320  240 was
used. This gives a processing speed of 10 fps, which is 10 Hz or about
60 rad/sec. Applying the widely used factor-of-ten rule yields a maximum
control bandwidth constraint of 6 rad/sec.
 Possibilities for Improvement: While a more precise inner-loop sensor
(e.g. more magnets on each wheel or using optical sensor) could help,
something like a camera or Lidar or GPS can provide useful measurements
that can be used to correct the accumulated dead reckoning error.
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: Same as cruise control along a
straight line (see page 176).
 Summary of Time Response from Simulation: Same as cruise control along
a straight line (see page 176).
 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiment: The following
needs to be considered in order to properly explain the experiment-simulation
dierences: stiction in wheels, backlash in gears (due to some spacing be-
tween gears), dead-zone of motors (minimum voltage required to move the
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robot - loaded/unloaded Thunder Tumbler), wheel structure (smooth and
soft for maximum contact on hard track vs dimpled and hard for better
gripping on soft track).
 Overview/Conclusion: As the robot speed increases or the radius of curva-
ture decrease, curve following performance deteriorates. See Figures 4.36-
4.37.
X position(m)
















Cruise control along a curve with slow speed
Curve path
Robot position data
Figure 4.36: Cruise Control Along a Curve - Slow Speed (Robot Follows Curve
Closely)
 Relevant Theory: Cruise control outer-loop is design is based on a well-
designed inner loop - the latter based on the TITO LTI vehicle-motor
model presented within [1]. See discussion above. Relevant line/curve
following based on image processing is described within [13]
The associated demos are contained within the folder: Position control in XY
plane. The associated les are 4.A Jagged line, 4.B Fixed curvature with slow
speed, 4.C Fixed curvature with high speed, 4.D reduced curvature with slow
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Cruise control along a curve with high speed
Curve path
Robot position data
Figure 4.37: Cruise Control Along a Curve - High Speed (Robot Departs from Curve)
speed.
5. Position Control Along a Curve. Given the above, the next step is to
develop a position control system along a curve; i.e. one that enables precise
vehicle translation along a curve. This is accomplished using a camera. The
vehicle follows the visible curve on the ground (marked with tape) using its
onboard camera. The model and sensing is exactly the same as the previous
demo (i.e. cruise control along a curve). The camera is able to detect the target
destination point (which is placed at a certain distance along the curve). The
vehicle then stops when the target point is reached.
This demonstration involves the following:
 Outer-Loop Model: A simplied decoupled (diagonal) TITO LTI model is
used for outer-loop control design - a consequence of a well-designed inner-
loop. The latter is based on the TITO LTI vehicle-motor fourth order
model within [1]. See control law justication below.
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 Outer-Loop Sensor: Camera (use inverse tangent function to calculate the
angle)
 Outer-Loop Outputs: Vehicle actual orientation and speed
 Outer-Loop Reference Commands: An orientation reference command to
follow the path, and a constant reference speed.
 Outer-Loop Controller: PD controller with roll o
{ The use of a PD controller is justied because the map from the refer-











. From classical root locus ideas, a proportional
controller is therefore justied - provided that the gain is not too large.
If the gain is too large, oscillations will be expected in . A PD con-
troller with roll o would help with this issue.
 Performance Tradeos: It is shown that as the speed of the robot increases
or the radius of curvature decrease, the performance for curve following is
getting worse. These are shown in Figure 4.36 on page 186.
 Limitations: The algorithm we used for image processing in this thesis is
color ltering. The image is processed on raspberry pi 2 using Opencv. For
this particular case, the relationship between frame rate and resolution is
given as: 1fps at a resolution of 1080  720, 2.5 fps at a resolution of 640
 480, and 10 fps at a resolution of 320  240. The image processing has
a maximum speed of 10 fps, even when the resolution is lower than 320
 240, the frame rate does not increase signicantly. In the demos which
involve image processing, a resolution of 320  240 is selected. This gives
a processing speed of 10 fps, which is 10Hz or 60 rad/sec. Application of
our factor-of-ten rule yields a maximum control bandwidth constraint of 6
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rad/sec.
 Possibilities for Improvement: While a more precise inner-loop sensor
(e.g. more magnets on each wheel or using optical sensor) could help,
something like a camera or Lidar or GPS can provide useful measurements
that can be used to correct the accumulated dead reckoning error.
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: Same as cruise control along a
straight line. (See discussion above.)
-0.3in]
 Summary of Time Response from Simulation: Same as cruise control along
a straight line. (See discussion above.)
 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiment: The following
needs to be considered to adequately explain dierences between simula-
tion and experiment: stiction in wheels, backlash in gears (due to some
spacing between gears), dead-zone of motors (minimum voltage required
to move the robot - loaded/unloaded Thunder Tumbler), wheel structure
(smooth and soft for maximum contact on hard track vs dimpled and hard
for better gripping on soft track).
 Overview/Conclusion: It is shown that as the speed of the robot increases
or the radius of curvature decrease, the performance for curve following is
getting worse.
 Relevant Theory: Cruise control outer-loop is designed based on a well-
designed inner-loop - the latter is based on the TITO LTI vehicle-motor
model[1]. See discussion above. Line/curve following based on image pro-
cessing is described within [13].
The associated demos are contained within the folder: Position control in XY
plane. The associated le is 5.A Position control along a curve.
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6. Vehicle-Target Lineal Spacing Control. When the outer-loop properly ex-
ploits an ultrasonic distance/rangending sensor, vehicle-target spacing control
can be achieved. Separation-direction (x; ) outer loop and (v; !) inner loop
are involved. x is measured using ultrasonic sensor, and  is calculated based
on ! information from IMU ( = previous+!T ). Here, y position is not consid-
ered, since ultrasonic sensor only provides almost lineal directional information.
This demonstration involves the following:
 Outer-Loop Model: A simple (decoupled) TITO LTI model is used for
outer-loop control - a consequence of a well-designed inner-loop - the lat-
ter based on the TITO LTI vehicle-motor model within [1]. See control
law justication below.
 Outer-Loop Sensor: Ultrasonic sensor for nearly-lineal separation informa-
tion, vehicle angular velocity ! measured by IMU is integrated to yield the
vehicle orientation  to be fed back
 Outer-Loop Outputs: Position and orientation
 Outer-Loop Reference Commands: A desired separation distance and ori-
entation (ref = 0
)
 Outer-Loop Controller: P controller(with no roll o) or PD controller with
roll o
{ The use of a proportional gain controller is justied because the map
from the references vref and !ref to the actual speeds v and ! looks




) (at low frequencies). The outer-





, and position controller sees
a
s(s+a)
(since vy is so small, integrating v results in x position). From
classical root locus ideas, a proportional controller is therefore justi-
ed - provided that the gain is not too large. If the gain is too large,
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oscillations will be expected. A PD controller with roll o would help
with this issue.
 Performance Tradeos: Large kp - fast with large overshoot, small kp -
slow with no overshoot.PD - fast with no overshoot. These are shown in
Figure 4.27 on page 156.
 Limitations: The PING ultrasonic sensor detection range is from 2cm to
3m, and has a minimum reection angle of 45. It can send out 40KHz
ultrasonic signal every 200 s. Consider an object sitting 2m away from
the sensor. The time delay can be calculated as  = 4
340
 0:0118s. This
gives a (non-minimum phase) right half plane zero at around z = 2

 170.
This, in turn, imposes a maximum control bandwidth constraint of 17
rad/sec (using standard factor-of-ten rule). It should be noted that the
dead-reckoning error associated with the wheel encoders does not apply
here, since the separation information is measured via ultrasonic sensor
and hence is not cumulative.
 Possibilities for Improvement: While a more precise inner-loop sensor
(e.g. more magnets on each wheel or using optical sensor) could help,
something like a camera or Lidar or GPS can provide useful measurements
that can be used to correct the accumulated dead reckoning error.
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: For the x outer-loop, large kp
yields large bandwidth, large frequency response peaking, small kp yields
small bandwidth, small frequency response peaking, PD control yields large
bandwidth, and small frequency response peaking.
 Summary of Time Response from Simulation: Large kp yields fast response,
overshoot; small kp yields slow response, no overshoot; PD control yields
fast response, no overshoot.
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 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiment: Data from exper-
iments was found to be close to simulation results (see Figures 4.38-4.39).
The following needs to be considered to adequately explain dierences be-
tween simulation and experiment: stiction in wheels, backlash in gears (due
to some spacing between gears), dead-zone of motors (minimum voltage
required to move the robot - loaded/unloaded Thunder Tumbler), wheel
structure (smooth and soft for maximum contact on hard track vs dimpled
and hard for better gripping on soft track).
 Overview/Conclusion: Initially the robot is 1 meter away from the target,
and we want to keep a 20cm constant spacing through ultrasonic sensor.
Proportional control and PD control is examined. It is shown that Small
kp - slow with no overshoot, large kp - fast with large overshoot. PD - fast
with no overshoot.
 Relevant Theory: Vehicle separation modeling and longitudinal platoon
control work is presented within [67], [68]. Future work will examine the
related control saturation prevention ideas presented within [69].
The associated demos are contained within the folder: Vehicle Separation Con-
trol. The associated les are: 6.A Spacing control with P controller, 6.B Spacing
control with PD controller.
7. Multi-Robot Spacing Control Along a Line/Curve. Here, a leader Thun-
der Tumbler follows a curved path on the ground using its onboard camera.
Other Thunder Tumbler robots follow the leader using their onboard cameras.
Followers maintain a constant spacing by exploiting their respective ultrasonic
sensors. This demonstration, involves one inner-loop and two outer-loops. The
model for the rst outer-loop is the same as that used for cruise control along
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Figure 4.38: Vehicle Separation Convergence Using Proportional Control (Kp = 5;
x(0) = 1)



















Figure 4.39: Vehicle Separation Convergence Using PD Control (Kp = 5;Kd=1;
x(0) = 1)
a curve. The model used for the second outer-loop is the same as that used for
vehicle-target spacing control. The leader only has the rst outer-loop. Each of
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the followers have two outer-loops. The controllers are justied in demonstra-
tions 4 and 5. More precisely, this demo involves the (v; !) inner-loop - common
to all demos. Speed-directional (v; ) control is used for the rst outer-loop.
This permits the leader to follow the line and the follower to follow the leader.
Speed is computed using wheel encoder information (v = r(!r+!l)
2
). Relevant







and y are the x and y directional osets from the line to the center point of
camera view, respectively.) Separation-direction (x; ) control is used for the
second outer-loop. This permits the follower to maintain a constant spacing
behind the leader. x is measured using an onboard ultrasonic sensor. Vehicle
orientation is calculated based on ! information from IMU ( = previous+!T ,
T = 0:1 is sampling/actuation time). Here, y position is not considered since
the ultrasonic sensor only provides almost lineal directional information. Here
is how the switching works. When the ultrasonic sensor reading is greater than
50 cm (meaning the leader is not close ahead of the follower robot), then the
outer-loop for the follower switches to speed-directional (v; ) control. When the
ultrasonic sensor reading is less than 50 cm, then the outer-loop for the follower
switches to the separation-direction (x; ) control and it tries to maintain a
20 cm separation.
This demonstration involves the following:
 Outer-Loop Models: A simple (decoupled) TITO LTI model is used for
outer-loop control - a consequence of a well-designed inner loop. The lat-
ter is based on the TITO LTI vehicle-motor model within [1]. See control
law justication below.
 Outer-Loop 1 Sensor: Camera (use inverse tangent function to calculate
the angle)
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 Outer-Loop 1 Outputs: Vehicle direction and speed
 Outer-Loop 1 Reference Commands: An orientation reference command to
follow the path and a constant reference speed
 Outer-Loop 1 Controller: PD controller with roll o; controller is justied
in demo 4.
 Outer-Loop 2 Sensor: Ultrasonic sensor for nearly-lineal separation infor-
mation; Vehicle angular velocity ! is measured by IMU and is integrated
to obtain the vehicle orientation  to be fed back
 Outer-Loop 2 Outputs: Vehicle position and orientation
 Outer-Loop 2 Reference Commands: Desired separation and orientation
 Outer-Loop 2 Controller: Proportional controller (with no roll o) or PD
controller with roll o; controller is justied in demo 5.
 Performance Tradeos: For the leader, it is shown that as the speed of the
robot increases or the radius of curvature decreases, the performance for
curve following is getting worse. For the follower, it is shown that for the
separation dynamics, with small kp - slowly with no overshoot, large kp -
fast with large overshoot. PD - fast with no overshoot. These are shown
in Figure 4.27 on page 156. (It is the same as for demo4!)
 Limitations: This demo shares the same limitations mentioned in demos 4
and 5.
 Possibilities for Improvement: While a more precise inner-loop sensor
(e.g. more magnets on each wheel or using optical sensor) could help,
something like a camera or lidar or GPS can provide useful measurements
that can be used to correct the accumulated dead reckoning error.
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: Frequency response for outer-loop
1 is the same as cruise control along curve.(See discussion above) Fre-
quency response for outer-loop 2 is the same as vehicle-target separation
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lineal spacing control. (See discussion above.)
 Summary of Time Response from Simulation: Time response for outer-
loop 1 is the same as cruise control along curve. (See discussion above.)
Time response for outer-loop 2 is the same as vehicle-taget separation lin-
eal spacing control. (See discussion above.)
 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiment: Data from ex-
periment is close to the simulation results. The following needs to be
considered to adequately explain dierences between simulation and ex-
periment: stiction in wheels, backlash in gears (due to some spacing be-
tween gears), dead-zone of motors (minimum voltage required to move the
robot - loaded/unloaded Thunder Tumbler), wheel structure (smooth and
soft for maximum contact on hard track vs dimpled and hard for better
gripping on soft track).
 Overview/Conclusion: The leader robot is following the curve path using
its camera and PD control. The followers are following the rst robot(who
has a red dot at the back) using its camera and PD control. All robots
have an ultrasonic sensor at the front to keep a constant spacing.
 Relevant Theory: Vehicle separation modeling and longitudinal platoon
control work is addressed within [67], [68]. Future work will examine the
related control saturation prevention ideas presented within [69]. Cruise
control is designed based on the TITO LTI vehicle-motor model for the
inner-loop given in [1]. The image processing method for line following is
described within [13].
The associated demos are contained within the folder: Leader following with
Multi-Robot spacing control. The associated le is 7.A Multi-robot spacing con-
trol.
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8. Tracking of Slowly Moving Remote Controlled Quadrotor Parrot AR
Drone. This demo uses the same model as used for demo 3 (planar(xy) position
control). The sensing, however, is dierent. In demo 3, wheel encoders and IMU
are used to measure speed and angle. Here, wheel encoders and camera are used
to measure speed and angle. Planar (x; y; ) outer loop and (v; !) inner loop
are involved. x and y position error is measured by the camera (x and y are
the x and y directional oset from the line to the centre point of camera view,







This demonstration involves the following:
 Parrot AR drone - equipped with two cameras and built-in WiFi adapter
 Outer-Loop Model: A nonlinear model is used here. However, we can still
use our linear thinking for control design. See control law justication be-
low.
 Outer-Loop Sensor: Camera is used to measure X, Y position, and  in-






 Outer-Loop Outputs: Actual position and direction
 Outer-Loop Reference Commands: Position reference command (xref ; yref )
to promote motion to a reference point.
 Outer-Loop Controller: Proportional controllers (with no roll o) on both
the displacement error es and the directional error e
{ The use of a proportional gain controller is justied. The nonlinear
kinematic model can be usefully rewritten in terms of angular and
linear displacements. For this transformed system, a simple control
law v = kses, w = ke results in an error dynamics matrix (after
linearization) that is Hurwitz when k > ks > 0. A drawback of this
control law (consistent with the Brockett 1983 result) is that it can
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only get the system arbitrarily close to the desired (xref ; yref ; ref ). To
precisely achieve the objective, one would have to switch control laws.
These ideas are used to motivate a simple proportional control law for
the planar (x; y) outer-loop position control that was implemented for
the dierential-drive vehicle.
 Performance Tradeos: If the quadrotor is moving at a high speed, the
thunder tumbler will lose the target given its limited camera eld of view.
Other than this, it has the same performance tradeos mentioned in demo
3.
 Limitations: The tracking performance is limited by the eld of view (fov)
of the camera (camera points upward, horizontal fov 53:5 , vertical fov
41:41). It also has the limitations mentioned in demo 4 (image processing
limitation).
 Possibilities for Improvement: More precise inner-loop sensor (e.g. more
magnets on each wheel or using optical sensor).
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: Does not apply since it is not a
linear model.
 Summary of Time Response from Simulation: Same simulation analysis as
planar (x; y) position control
 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiment: No experiment
data for this demo.
 Overview/Conclusions: The dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler follows the
quadrotor well provided that the quadrotor does not move too rapidly.
 Relevant Theory: Linear controllers for the classic posture and cartesian
stabilization problems is addressed by Viera et. al. in [14]. The image
processing method for quadrotor following is described within [13].
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The associated demo is contained within the folder: Ground robot follows AR
drone. The associated le is 8.A Ground robot follows quadrotor.
9. Avoiding a Moving Obstacle while Moving Toward Target. The ul-
trasonic sensor can be used to avoid a moving obstacle. Obstacle avoidance
is based on switching between two outer loops. This involves(v; !) inner-loop
which is common to all demonstrations. Planar (x; y; ) control is used as the
rst outer-loop objective in demo 8.  is calculated based on ! information
from the IMU ( = previous + !T ). x and y position is estimated using dead
reckoning based on wheel encoders (x = xprevious + vxT , y = yprevious + vyT ,
vx = v cos , vy = v sin , v =
r(!r+!l)
2
). Separation-direction (x; ) control is
used as the second outer-loop objective, so that the vehicle can avoid a moving
obstacle. x is measured using ultrasonic sensor.  is calculated based on !
information from IMU ( = previous + !T ). Here, y position is not considered
since ultrasonic sensor only provides almost lineal directional information. Here
is how they switch. When the ultrasonic sensor reading is greater than 50 cm
(meaning there is no obstacle directly ahead), then the outer loop for the robot
is planar (x; y; ) control and the robot continues to move towards the target
point. When the ultrasonic sensor reading is less than 50 cm, then the outer
loop for the robot switches to separation-direction (x; ) control and tries to
maintain a 20 cm separation from the obstacle. When the obstacle moves away,
the outer loop switches back to planar (x; y; ) control and the robot goes to-
wards the destination.
This demonstration involves the following:
 Outer-Loop 1 Model: A nonlinear model is used here. However, we can
still use our linear thinking for control design. See justication below.
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 Outer-Loop 1 Sensor: Magnetic wheel encoders (Integrate to get position
data), IMU (Integrate to get orientation data)
 Outer-Loop 1 Outputs: Actual position and angle
 Outer-Loop 1 Reference Commands: Position reference command (xref ; yref )
to promote motion to a reference point.
 Outer-Loop 1 Controller 1: Proportional controller (with no roll o) for es
and ; controller is justied in demo 3.
 Outer-Loop 2 Models: A linear TITO model is used for outer-loop control
design [1], see justication below.
 Outer-Loop 2 Sensor: Ultrasonic sensor for nearly-lineal separation infor-
mation, Vehicle angular velocity ! measured by IMU is integrated to yield
the vehicle orientation  to be fed back
 Outer-Loop 2 Outputs: Position and orientation
 Outer-Loop 2 Reference Commands: Desired separation distance and ori-
entation
 Outer-Loop 2 Controller: Proportional controller (with no roll o) or PD
controller with roll o; controller is justied in demonstration 5.
 Performance Tradeos: For the rst outer loop, a small k results in circu-
lar path, large k results in straight line. For the second outer loop, large kp
is fast with large overshoot; small kp is slow with no overshoot; PD is fast
with no overshoot. For the rst outer loop, simulation results are shown in
Figure 4.34 on page 182. For the second outer loop, the simulation results
are shown in Figure 4.27 on page 156.
 Limitations: Same limitations mentioned in demo 2 and demo 5
 Possibilities for Improvement: While a more precise inner-loop sensor
(e.g. more magnets on each wheel or using optical sensor) could help,
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something like a camera or lidar or GPS can provide useful measurements
that can be used to correct the accumulated dead reckoning error.
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: The rst outer-loop is nonlinear -
hence frequency response data is not relevant. The second outer-loop has
the same frequency response as vehicle-target linear spacing control demo.
 Summary of Time Response from Simulation: The rst outer-loop has the
same simulation result as planar (x; y) Cartesian stabilization demo. The
second outer-loop has the same time response analysis as vehicle-target
linear spacing control demo.
 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiment: See discussion
above for planar (x; y) Cartesian stabilization and vehicle-target linear
spacing control.
 Overview/Conclusions: When the dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler de-
tects an object in front of it, the vehicle will stop (maintaining an a prori
specied separation distance).
 Relevant Theory: The switching-based obstacle avoidance control work
within [46] provides the foundation for the obstacle avoidance design in
this thesis. More precisely, position-barrier based obstacle avoidance while
moving toward planar (x; y) target with proportional error feedback is
used in this thesis. That is, the obstacle avoidance design within this
thesis is based on switching between an encoder-IMU-based planar (x; y)
(Cartesian stabilization [14]) outer-loop and an (ultrasonic-camera based)
separation-direction (x; ) outer-loop.
The associated demo is contained within the folder: Avoiding a moving obstacle.
The associated le is: 9.A Obstacle avoidance. An ultrasonic sensor is used to
avoid the obstacle. The robot is able to stop when other robots pass through
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the path, and nally go to the destination.
10. Rear-Wheel Drive (RWD) Leader Vehicle Remotely Controlled and
Followed by a Dierential-Drive Follower Vehicle. With its limited ca-
pability, the rear-wheel drive F-150 can be used as a leader - remote controlled
from a remotely situated laptop. A dierential-drive vehicle equipped with a
camera and ultrasonic sensor can then follow the leader. The rear-wheel drive
F-150 is used as a remote controlled leader. A dierential-drive Thunder Tum-
bler uses its camera and ultrasonic sensor to follow the F-150. The camera
helps with turning. The ultrasonic sensor helps with spacing. The model for
this demo is the same as the follower model described in demonstration 6. This
involves two outer loops (described below) and (v; !) inner-loop that is com-
mon to all demos. Speed-directional (v; ) control is used as the rst outer-loop
objective so that the follower can follow the leader. Speed is computed using
wheel encoder information (v = r(!r+!l)
2
). Angle information is computed using







and y are the x and y directional oset from the line to the center point of
camera view, respectively.) Separation-direction (x; ) control is used as the
second outer-loop objective, so that the follower can keep a constant spacing
from the leader. x is measured using an onboard ultrasonic sensor.  is calcu-
lated based on ! information from IMU ( = previous + !T ). Here, y position
is not considered, since ultrasonic sensor only provides almost lineal directional
information. Here is how they switch. When the ultrasonic sensor reading is
greater than 50 cm (meaning the leader is not directly ahead of the robot),
then the outer loop for the follower switches to speed-directional (v; ) control.
When the ultrasonic sensor reading is less than 50 cm, then the outer loop
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for the follower switches to the separation-direction (x; ) control and try to
maintain a 20 cm separation.
This demonstration involves the following:
 Outer-loop Models: A simplied (decoupled) TITO LTI model is used for
outer-loop control - a consequence of a well-designed inner loop. The latter
is based on the TITO LTI vehicle-motor model within [1], see justication
below.
 Outer-Loop 1 Sensor: Camera (use inverse tangent function to calculate
the angle)
 Outer-Loop 1 Outputs: Actual angle and speed.
 Outer-Loop 1 Reference Commands: An orientation reference command to
follow the leader and a constant reference speed.
 Outer-Loop 1 Controller: PD controller with roll o; controller is justied
in demo 4.
 Outer-Loop 2 Sensor: Ultrasonic sensor yields separation information to
be fed back, Vehicle angular velocity ! measured by IMU is integrated to
yield the vehicle orientation  to be fed back
 Outer-Loop 2 Outputs: Actual position and actual angle
 Outer-Loop 2 Reference Commands: A desired separation distance and
orientation(ref = 0
)
 Outer-Loop 2 Controller: Proportional controller(with no roll o) or PD
controller with roll o; controller is justied in demo 5.
 Performance Tradeos: As the translational velocity or the angular veloc-
ity of the leader increase, the performance for following is getting worse.
The simulation result is shown in Figure 4.37 on page 187
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 Limitations: The tracking performance is limited by the eld of view of
the camera(Horizontal fov 53.5 degrees, vertical fov 41.41 degrees). It also
has the same limitations mentioned in demo 4 and demo 5.
 Possibilities for Improvement: While a more precise inner-loop sensor
(e.g. more magnets on each wheel or using optical sensor) could help,
something like a camera or lidar or GPS can provide useful measurements
that can be used to correct the accumulated dead reckoning error.
 Summary of Frequency Response Data: The rst outer loop is the same as
cruise control along a curve. The second outer-loop is the same as that for
vehicle-target lineal spacing control.
 Summary of Time Response from Simulation: The rst outer-loop is the
same as that for cruise control along a curve. The second outer-loop is the
same as vehicle-target lineal spacing control.
 Summary of Time Response from Hardware/Experiment: The data from
experiment is close to simulation result. The following needs to be con-
sidered to adequately explain dierences between simulation and experi-
ment: stiction in wheels, backlash in gears (due to some spacing between
gears), dead-zone of motors (minimum voltage required to move the robot
- loaded/unloaded Thunder Tumbler), wheel structure (smooth and soft
for maximum contact on hard track versus dimpled and hard for better
gripping on soft track).
 Overview/Conclusions: The dierential-drive Thunder Tumbler follows the
rear-wheel drive F-150 well - closely maintaining an a priori specied sep-
aration distance.
 Relevant Theory: Vehicle separation modeling and longitudinal platoon
control work is addressed within [67], [68]. The image processing method
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for line following is described in [13]. Rear-wheel drive vehicle modeling
work within is presented [29].
The associated demo is contained within the folder: Following RC car. The
associated le is: 10.A Following remotely controlled RC truck.
4.6 Summary and Conclusion
This chapter has provided a comprehensive case study for our enhanced dierential-
drive Thunder Tumbler vehicle. Both simulation and hardware results were presented.
Many demonstrations were thoroughly discussed. All control law developments were
supported by theory. Dierences between hardware results and simulation results
were also addressed. Particular focus was placed on the fundamental limitations
impose by system components/subsystems.
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Chapter 5
MODELING AND CONTROL OF A REAR-WHEEL DRIVE (RWD) ROBOT
5.1 Introduction and Overview
Within this chapter, we address modeling, analysis and control design for a rear-
wheel drive vehicle. Both kinematic and nonlinear dynamical models [29],[9] are
examined. Nominal model parameters were taken from [9] for a fairly heavy (3467:87
pounds) car. While the parameter values are not reective of our Ford F-150 RC car
(1:14 scale), the ideas presented and patterns observed directly apply. The nonlinear
dynamical model is a three (3) degree-of-freedom (dof) sixth order model that ignores
actuator (motor/engine) dynamics. The linear model is fourth order if the two posi-
tion variables (x; y) are removed from the model. The dynamical model is linearized
about constant translational speed conditions (i.e. uniform rectilinear motion). The
goal is to understand the model to develop speed dependent cruise control laws. The
studies presented shall serve as the basis for future cruise control system designs and
hardware implementations. Linearization about a constant cruise speed (i.e. uniform
rectilinear motion) results in decoupled longitudinal and lateral linear dynamics.
The linear longitudinal model (throttle1 to longitudinal speed vx) is rst order,
stable and minimum phase. It is easy to control. The linear lateral model (steering
1Here, throttle t and applied longitudinal force F are viewed as equivalent and used interchange-
ably. In practice, a low delity engine model may relate them via constants; e.g. F = kftt where
kft > 0. A higher delity engine model may relate them via dierential equation; e.g. _F + aF = bt
where a; b > 0. Of course, more accuracy can be achieved with a higher order dierential equation




nt where ; !n > 0; etc. Strictly speaking, in this chapter, we
just examine F not throttle.
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angle to yaw angle  ) is third order. It is a little harder to control. Model character-
istics were analyzed as a function of speed (for future cruise control developments).
The (steering angle to yaw rate _ ) linear lateral model is stable for all speeds because
the vehicle exhibits rear-wheel dominated cornering (lfcf < lrcr) [77], [48]. Given
this, it follows that the linear lateral dynamics (steering angle to yaw) are marginally
stable for any speed (due to an integrator to generate yaw from yaw rate).
The longitudinal input is applied longitudinal force F (can be thought of as equiv-
alent to throttle). The associated output is speed. The lateral input is the front wheel
steering angle f . The associated output is yaw angle  . A PI controller (with roll-o
and a command pre-lter) was used for longitudinal speed control. A PI-like con-
troller (with additional lead to cancel the vehicle's lateral _ dynamics, roll-o and a
command pre-lter) was used for lateral yaw angle (directional) control. Control law
parameters were selected at each speed in order to achieve a 5 sec speed settling time
and 2.5 sec yaw settling time both with less than 5% overshoot to step reference
commands. With this implemented, we then show how the control law parameters
change as a function of speed again, for future cruise control law developments.
In short, the chapter presents results that will be useful for future cruise control
law developments.
5.2 Description of Nonlinear Model for Rear-Wheel Drive (RWD) Robot
Within this section, we examine two models for the rear-wheel drive vehicle under
examination. The rst is a an ideal kinematic model one that neglects mass-inertia
eects. The second is a more accurate dynamical model that captures mass-inertia
eects. It is the latter dynamical model that will be used to conduct relevant speed
dependent linear trade studies within section 5.4.
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5.2.1 Kinematic Model of Rear-Wheel Drive (RWD) Robot
This section describes a kinematic model for our rear-wheel drive vehicle. Being
a kinematic model, it ignores (acceleration constraining) mass-inertia eects.
Many of the equations of motion developed from this point forward will be based
upon a simplication in which both the front and rear wheels of the vehicle are
lumped together to form a single front and a single rear tire. This simplication is
often referred to as a single-track model or a bicycle model [4]. The latter of these
names belies the utility of this approach. One can nd more complicated models which
include roll and pitch dynamics. Such models are often used only for simulation. The
single-track model is more useful for analysis and control law development. Consider
Figure 5.1. Within the gure, a body-xed coordinate system is axed to the vehicle's
rear axle.
Figure 5.1: Visualization of Kinematic Model for Rear-Wheel Drive Robot
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The vehicle's kinematics are as follows [12]:
_x = v cos  (5.1)











y is the velocity of the rear axle
 vx = _x and vy = _y are the x and y projections of v, respectively
 L is the distance between the front and rear wheels often referred to as the
vehicle wheelbase
  is the front wheel steering angle
The inputs (controls) to this kinematic model are v and  - in contrast to the (v; !)
inputs (controls) for a dierential-drive vehicle (see Chapter 3). The above model
is presented only for completeness. As it does not capture critical (acceleration con-
straining) mass-inertia eects, this provides motivation for the dynamical model pre-
sented within the next section. It is this nonlinear dynamical model that will serve
as the basis for all developments within this chapter.
5.2.2 Nonlinear Dynamical Single-Track Model for Rear-Wheel Drive Robot
The nonlinear (single track) dynamical model within [29],[9] is used within this
thesis. Nominal model parameters were taken from [9] for a fairly heavy car (3467:87
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pounds). The nonlinear car model is described by the following dynamical equations:
m( _vx   vyr) =  cav2x + flf cos f + flr   fsf sin f (5.4)
m( _vy + vxr) = fsf cos f + fsr + flf sin f (5.5)
I _r = lffsf cos f   lrfsr + lfflf sin f (5.6)
where the following represents front and rear lateral (side) forces:
fsf = cff fsr = crr (5.7)
and the following represents front and rear side slip angles:











Additional relationships that are useful (but not used below) are the following:
ay = _vy + rvx (5.9)
vy = v sin  (5.10)





y (m/sec) is the vehicle velocity; vx (m/sec) and vy (m/sec) are the
longitudinal (inertial x) vehicle velocity and lateral (inertial y) vehicle velocity,
respectively
 f (rad) is the front sideslip angle
 r (rad) is the rear sideslip angle
 r = _ (rad/sec) is the vehicles yaw rate
  (rad) is the vehicles side slip angle
 ay (m/sec
2) is the vehicles lateral (inertial y) acceleration
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 fs() (fl()) represent lateral (longitudinal) forces (measured in Newtons, N) given
by the so-called Pacejka tire model [62]; fsr and fsf represent rear and front
lateral (or side) tire forces; flr and flf represent rear and front longitudinal tire
forces
 f (rad) is the front steering angle or the eective control input to lateral dy-
namics
 F = flf + flr (N) is the eective control input for the longitudinal dynamics
Given the above, the following denes key model parameters:
 m = 1; 573 kg (3467:87 pounds) is vehicle mass (weight)
 I = 2; 753 kgm2 is the vehicle moment of inertia respect to the vertical axle
through the center of gravity (CG)
 ca = 1:44 is an aerodynamics drag coecient
 lf = 1:137 m is the distance from the front axle to the cg
 lr = 1:53 m is the distance from the rear axle to the cg
 cf = 120; 000 N=rad
2 is the front cornering stiness/coecient
 cr = 100; 000 N=rad is the rear cornering stiness/coecient
The sum lf + lr is the distance between the rear and front wheel axles. It is often
referred to as the vehicle's wheelbase. We note that while cf > cr - implying that the
front tires are more eective at cornering per unit angle. We also note that lf < lr -
implying that the rear tires have a larger moment arm with respect to the vehicle cg.
While the above observations are noteworthy, it is much more important to note that
2It should be noted that each cornering stiness lumps the eects of two (right and left) tires.
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that the vehicle exhibits rear-dominated cornering lfcf = 136440 < lrcr = 153000
[77], [48]. As such, the vehicle's linear lateral dynamics (steering angle to yaw rate _ ,
obtained by linearizing nonlinear model about a constant cruise speed) are expected
to be stable for all speeds [77], [48]. This will be revisited when the linear lateral
dynamics are examined below.
As expected, the above nonlinear model is too dicult to analyze and even more
dicult to design a control law for. For this reason, it shall be linearized about a
constant cruise speed. It is this linear model that will provide fundamental (speed
dependent) insight and serve as the basis for all speed dependent control design within
this chapter.
5.3 Linearization of Nonlinear Dynamical RWD Vehicle Model
Within this section the nonlinear dynamical model is linearized about a constant
translational speed (uniform rectilinear motion); i.e. an equilibrium vx = v = constant
(cruise speed), r = 0 (no yaw rate), vy = 0 (no lateral velocity), and f = 0 (no front
steering angle). To do this, lets examine how the nonlinear model presented within
section 5.2.2 looks when v  vx = ve is constant and (vy; r) are small. Doing so
yields the following three dynamical equations:
m _vx =  cav2x + [flf + flr]  fsff (5.11)
m _vy = fsf + fsr + flff  mvxr (5.12)
I _r = lffsf   lrfsr + lfflff (5.13)
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Substituting the longitudinal model input (control) F = flf+flr into the rst equation
and equation (5.7) into each of the above yields the following:
m _vx =  cav2x + F   cfff (5.14)
m _vy = cff + crr + flff  mvxr (5.15)
I _r = lfcff   lrcrr + lfflff (5.16)
If we now substitute equation (5.8) into the above, we obtain the following:




















+ flff  mvxr (5.18)













Rearranging the above then yields the following:
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r + lf (cf + flf ) f (5.22)
If we now assume vx  ve in the denominator and bracketed terms, neglect the





































From this triple, we are ready to read o the nal linear model. The rst equation
has a classic   ca
m
v2x drag term. Linearizing about ve produces
ca
m
v2x  Fe + 2cavem vx
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equilibrium drag force. With this in hand, and noting that all variables represent







































We now have the desired LTI third order dynamical model. It can be rewritten as
shown below for convenience.
Proceeding more formally, if we start with a nonlinear dynamical system possess-
ing the vector dierential equation form (as ours does above):
_x = f(x; u) (5.29)
and we linearize about the equilibrium (xe; ue) (i:e: f(xe; ue) = 0), then we obtain
the following LTI state space small signal model:
 _x = A x + B u (5.30)








For our nonlinear dynamical system, this process yields the results derived above and
summarized below.
3In what follows, we drop the small signal \ designation. That is, we use \(x; u) rather than
\(x; u). This is standard notational practice.
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As expected the linear longitudinal dynamics are LTI, rst order, with a classic ve-
locity damping pole at  2cave
m
.


























As expected the linear lateral dynamics are LTI, second order, with a characteristic
equation given by:
lateralve (s) = s

















































Decoupled TITO LTI Plant Model. Given the above, the associated transfer
function matrix (from (F; r) to (v; _ )) is a two-input two-output (TITO) LTI decou-
pled (diagonal) system given by:






b3s  a11b3 + a21b2












The above shows that the longitudinal and lateral dynamics become decoupled after
linearizing about the constant cruise speed condition.
Nominal Longitudinal LTI Model. For the nominal parameters given above and
an equilibrium cruise speed of ve = 10 m=sec(22:3693 miles=hr), the above yields the















and a dc gain of 0:0347 (or -29.1934 dB). The small dc gain implies that we will need a
large low frequency controller gain to achieve good feedback properties; e.g. 10=0:0347 =
288:1844 (or 49.1934 dB) to achieve an loop gain of 10 (or 20 dB). Future work will
involve augmenting the above longitudinal speed model with a simple (throttle to
force) internal combustion engine model to better examine low frequency gain re-
quirements (and control saturation issues).
Nominal Lateral LTI Model. For the nominal parameters given above and an
equilibrium cruise speed of ve = 10 m=sec(22:3693 miles=hr), the above yields the








s(s2 + 28:12s+ 203:1)

(5.41)
We thus see that the lateral dynamics possess an integrator (to get  from _ ) as well
as a pair of complex conjugate poles at s =  14:1  j2:33 with a damping factor of
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 = 0:987 (nearly one and hence nearly two repeated real roots) and an undamped
natural frequency !n = 14:3 rad/sec. They also possess a real minimum phase (left
half plane) zero at s =  14:9112. The lateral dynamics have a dc gain of 3:6386 (or
11.2187 dB).
As discussed earlier,
we expect the linear lateral dynamics (from F to _ ) to be stable for any speed
because the vehicle being examined exhibits rear-dominated cornering [77];
i.e. lfcf = 136440 < lrcr = 153000 [77], [48].
In contrast,
For a front-dominated cornering vehicle (i.e. lfcf > lrcr [77], [48], the lateral
dynamics (from F to _ ) will be stable below a threshold speed, marginally stable at
the threshold and unstable above the threshold.
5.4 Analysis of Linearized Model
In this section, the fourth order LTI model obtained above will be analyzed as a
function of the cruise speed ve. After linearization, the longitudinal and lateral dy-
namics decouple. The longitudinal dynamics are rst order (from throttle to speed).
The lateral dynamics (from steering to yaw rate) are third order - second order from
steering to yaw angle.
Frequency Responses for Dierent Equilibrium Cruise Speeds. Figures 5.2-
5.3 contain Bode frequency response plots for the longitudinal and lateral dynamics,
respectively, as the equilibrium speed is changed.
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Frequency Responses for Dierent Cruise Speeds: Longitudinal Dynamics.
Figure 5.2 shows the Bode frequency response plot for the longitudinal plant as we


















































Longitudinal dynamics at different operating conditions 
Frequency  (rad/s)
Figure 5.2: Longitudinal Dynamics - At Dierent Speeds
 As we increase ve, the dc gain decreases; this suggests that at high speeds con-
siderable control gain (and control action) will be required to get good feedback
properties
 As we increase ve, the bandwidth increases
 High frequency behavior changes little with ve
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Frequency Responses for Dierent Cruise Speeds: Lateral Dynamics. Fig-
ure 5.3 shows the Bode frequency response plot for the lateral plant as we change the
















































Lateral dynamics at different operating conditions 
Frequency  (rad/s)
Figure 5.3: Lateral Dynamics - At Dierent Speeds
 As we increase ve, the Bode magnitude gets larger at low frequency where it
exhibits integral action
 As we increase ve, the crossover frequency (bandwidth) increases
 As we increase ve, the phase lag near crossover increases increases
 High frequency behavior changes little with ve
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Speed Dependent Pole Movement. Figures 5.4-5.5 contains pole-zero maps for
the longitudinal and lateral dynamics, respectively, as we change the the equilibrium
speed ve in increments of 10m/sec.
























































Figure 5.4: Pole-Zero Map for Longitudinal Dynamics - At Dierent Speeds























































Figure 5.5: Pole-Zero Map for Lateral Dynamics - At Dierent Speeds
The following observations are made:
 The single longitudinal pole moves to the left with increasing speed.
 For the lateral dynamics, the two complex poles and real zero move toward the
imaginary axis with increasing speed (but they do not move into the right half
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plane). They do not get close to the imaginary axis for the speeds considered.
The lateral dynamics are thus stable for all speed conditions considered. This
agrees with our previous discussion about the rear-wheel dominated cornering
characteristic.
5.5 Cruise-Directional Control Design Based on Linearized RWD Dyanmics
Within this section, we design control laws for each system. A PI controller (with
roll-o and a command pre-lter) is used for each control channel. Control laws are
designed at each speed. Control law parameters were selected at each speed in order
to yield a 5 sec speed settling time and a 2.5 sec yaw settling time - both with less
than 5% overshoot to step reference commands. We also show how the control law
parameters change as a function of speed. This study is intended to serve as a starting
point for future cruise control developments.
5.5.1 Longitudinal Control: Cruise Control
In this section, we design a family of speed dependent PI controllers for the lon-










where g and z are positive design parameters. They will be used to place the closed
loop poles  1 j1 at each speed. The desired closed loop characteristic polynomial
then is
longitudinaldesired(s) = s
2 + 2s+ 2 (5.43)
Next, we solve for the design parameters g and z by neglecting the high frequency
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This command pre-lter will make the actual \Try" look (approximately) like a second







s2 + 2s+ 2

(5.47)
It should be noted that the same can be accomplished by implementing a feedback
compensator (with high frequency roll o)[48].
Speed Response to Filtered Step Reference Command. Given the above, we
expect a 5 sec settling time to step reference speed commands with an overshoot of
about 4:321% - the latter being consistent with having dominant  = 0:7071 closed
loop poles (neglecting the high frequency roll o). This is corroborated in Figure 5.6;
that is, the speed response exhibits a 5 sec settling time, zero steady state error, and
4.321% overshoot (independent of the cruise speed).
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Figure 5.6: Output Speed Response to Step Reference Command
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Dependence of Design Parameters on Cruise Speed. Now lets examine how the
design parameters g and z change with changing cruise speed. Figures 5.7-5.8 show
that as the cruise speed is increased, g decreases linearly while z increases linearly.
Despite this, both do not change very much over the speed range being considered.





























Figure 5.8: Longitudinal PI Control - Zero z vs Speed
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5.5.2 Lateral Control: Directional Control
In this section, we design a family of speed dependent (modied) PI controllers
for the lateral dynamics. The objective here will be to place the closed loop poles at
 2 j2.
The lateral plant transfer function is given by:
Plateral =
b3s  a11b3 + a21b2
s(s2   (a11 + a22)s+ a11a22   a12a21) =
49:56(s+ 149:1ve )
s(s2   (a11 + a22)s+ a11a22   a12a21)(5.48)
According to the lateral dynamics speed dependent pole-zero map in the previous
section, the complex poles do not get close to imaginary axis for the ve considered.
Given this, we choose the following lateral controller structure to simply cancel the
complex poles:
Klateral =







where g and z are design parameters to be selected to place the nominal closed
loop poles (neglecting the high frequency roll o). The high frequency roll o will
ensure that high frequency sensor noise does not impact the controls too much. The
controller can be thought of as a modied PI controller. The closed loop characteristic
equation is approximately (neglecting the high frequency roll o):


















Equating this to the desired characteristic equation:
lateraldesired(s) = s
2 + 4s+ 8 (5.51)




















This command pre-lter will make the actual \Try" look (approximately) like a second







s2 + 4s+ 8

(5.55)
It should be noted that the same can be accomplished by implementing a feedback
compensator (with high frequency roll o)[48].
Yaw Response to Filtered Step Reference Command. The yaw response to
a step reference command is as expected - a 2.5 sec settling time, zero steady state
error, and a 4.321% overshoot (independent of the cruise speed).























Figure 5.9: Output Yaw Response to Step Reference Command
Dependence of Design Parameters on Cruise Speed. Figures 5.10-5.11 show


































Figure 5.11: Lateral Controller Zero z vs Speed
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From these gures, we make the following observations:
 g exhibits parabolic-like dependence on the cruise speed
 g increases with cruise speed when ve < 37m=s
 g decreases with cruise speed when ve > 37m=s
 z increases hyperbolically with increasing cruise speed; From equation 5.53, we
see that z will go o to 1 as ve approaches 75 m/sec)
5.6 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter discusses has discussed modeling and control issues for a rear-wheel
drive robotic vehicle. Both a kinematic model and a nonlinear 3dof dynamical model
were examined. The nonlinear dynamical model was linearized about distinct trans-
lational speed conditions. The model decoupled into two single-input single-output
(SISO) dynamical systems: (1) the longitudinal dynamics (with throttle as the con-
trol and speed as the output) and (2) the lateral dynamics (with steering angle as the
input and yaw as the output). Trade studies were conducted. PI control laws (with
high frequency roll o and reference command pre-lters) were used in each con-
trol channel to design controllers at multiple speed conditions. The purpose of the




SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
6.1 Summary of Work
This thesis addressed many design, analysis, and control issues that are critical
to achieve the longer-term FAME objective. The following summarizes key themes
within the thesis.
1. Low-Cost FAME Mobile Robot Platform. It was shown how o-the-shelf
components could be used to build a low-cost multi-capability ground vehicle
that can be used for serious robotics/FAME research. A toy dierential-drive
Thunder Tumbler vehicle was the focus of most developments. A Ford F-150
RC rear-wheel drive vehicle was also used albeit to a far lesser extent. While our
\enhanced" Thunder Tumbler vehicles (with wheel encoders, a 9dof IMU, ultra-
sonic sensor, Arduino Uno, Raspberry PI II, camera, video WiFi link, spread
spectrum remote) cost less than $175, they oer the capabilities of a vehicle
costing more than $500. Instructions for enhancement/building were included
(see Appendix).
2. FAME Architecture. A general FAME architecture has been described one
that can accommodate a large eet of vehicles.
3. Literature Survey. A fairly comprehensive literature survey of relevant work
was presented.
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4. Two Vehicle Types. Two types of robots were considered: dierential-drive
and rear-wheel drive.
5. Modeling. Kinematic and dynamic models for both vehicle types were pre-
sented and analyzed to understand the full utility of each model. A TITO LTI
dierential-drive vehicle-motor model was used as the basis for inner-loop con-
trol. Outer-loop control was facilitated by having a well-designed inner-loop
- thus permitting a simple classical outer-loop design. Relevant model trade
studies were conducted in order to understand the impact of vehicle parameters
(for dierential-drive) or the impact of speed equilibrium points (for rear-wheel
drive vehicle). A nonlinear dynamical model (without motor dynamics) for the
rear-wheel drive class was used to conduct linear trade studies studies useful
for the development of cruise controllers.
6. Control. Both inner-loop and outer-loop control designs were discussed in
the context of an overall hierarchical control inner-outer loop framework. This
framework lends itself to accommodate multiple modes of operation; e.g. cruise
control along a line/curve, position control along a line/curve, planar xy-Cartesian
stabilization, separation control, multiple vehicle platooning, obstacle avoid-
ance, etc.
Both classical decentralized and LQR centralized were used for inner-loop (v; !)
speed control design. Comprehensive inner-loop trade studies were conducted
for the dierential-drive class of vehicles. Cruise control trade studies were con-
ducted for the rear-wheel drive class.
A great deal of eort was spent on discussion fundamental performance limita-
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tions. Attention was spent on static (steady state, accuracy related) limitations
as well as dynamic (bandwidth) limitations. Encoder, IMU, camera, and A-to-
D (zero order hold half sample) limitations were particularly emphasized. This
shall be very useful to researchers pursuing future FAME developments.
7. Hardware Demonstrations. Many hardware demonstrations were conducted
- with simulation data corroborating the hardware results. The limitations of
the hardware (e.g. encoders, A-to-D, vehicle) was discussed to shed light on
dierences between the data sets.
6.2 Directions for Future Research
Future work will involve each of the following:
 Localization. Development of a lab-based localization system using a variety
of technologies (e.g. cameras, lidar, ultrasonic, etc.) [59]. Localization is essen-
tial for multi-robots cooperating. Once each robot knows where it is and where
the other robots are, more complicated robot cooperation can be performed.
 Onboard Sensing. Addition of multiple onboard sensors; e.g. additional ul-
trasonics, cameras, lidar, GPS, etc.
 Advanced Image Processing. Use of advanced image processing and opti-
mization algorithms [60]
 Multi-Vehicle Cooperation. Cooperation between ground, air, and sea ve-
hicles - including quadrotors, micro-air vehicles and eventually nano-air vehicles.
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 Parallel Onboard Computing. Use of multiple processors on a robot for
computationally intense work; e.g. onboard optimization and decision making.
 Environment Mapping. Rapid and ecient mapping of unknown and par-
tially known areas via multiple robotic agents.
 Modeling and Control. More accurate dynamic models and control laws.
This can include the development of multi-rate control laws that can signi-
cantly lower sampling requirements.
 Control-Centric Vehicle Design. Understanding when simple control laws
are possible and when complex control laws are essential. This includes under-
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1 %%%%%% Singular Values plots of Decentralized Controller








10 r=0.1; %wheel diameter in Meters
11 m=20; %Mass in Kg
12 L=0.5; %Axis length in Meters
13 I=m*(Lˆ2)/6; % moment of inertia for a cube with
14 % width = length = L
15 beta=0.021; %Surface friction
16
17 %% Model with La!=0
18 A=[ 2*beta/(m*rˆ2) 0 Km/(La*m*r) Km/(La*m*r)
19 0  beta*Lˆ2/(I*rˆ2) Km*L/(I*La*r)  Km*L/(I*La*r)
20  Kb/r  L*Kb/(2*r)  Ra/La 0
21  Kb/r L*Kb/(2*r) 0  Ra/La]
22
23 B=[0 0;0 0; 1 0; 0 1]
24 C=[1/r L/(2*r) 0 0 ;
25 1/r  L/(2*r) 0 0]





31 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
32 C2=C1;















48 % K=[g*(s+z)/(s) 0
49 % 0 g*(s+z)/(s)]
50 K= ss(K)
51 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
52 C2=C1;
53 K2=append(C1,C2); % Decentralized PI controller
54 % (assume symmetric)
55
56 % without prefilter: states: [xp xk]T
57 %Aru=Asen;
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69 % with prefilter: states: [xp xk xw]T
70 Aruw=[P.a P.b*K.c 0*ones(4,2);
71  K.b*P.c K.a K.b*W.c



















91 % hold on
92 % ylabel('Singular Values (dB)')
93 % xlabel('Frequency (rad/s)')
94 % grid on
95 % subplot(1,2,2);
96 %
97 % ylabel('Singular Values (dB)')
98 % xlabel('Frequency (rad/s)')









108 title(['Minimum singular values plot of T frug '...









117 title('T frug (g=1,z=1,3,5)')
118
119 title(['Control Response for step input with'...
120 'pre filter (g=1,3,5, z=1)'])
121 title(['Control Response for step input with'...











133 title('Tru for variations of g')
134 grid
135 title('Step Response of T frug for different g ')
136







144 C=[1/r L/(2*r) ;
145 1/r  L/(2*r) ]










156 % K=[g*(s+z)/(s) 0
157 % 0 g*(s+z)/(s)]
158 K= ss(K)
159 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
160 C2=C1;
161 K2=append(C1,C2); %Decentralized PI controller
162 % (assume symmetric)
163
164 % without prefilter: states: [xp xk]T
165 %Aru=Asen;













178 % with prefilter: states: [xp xk xw]T
179 Aruw=[P.a P.b*K.c 0*ones(2,2);
180  K.b*P.c K.a K.b*W.c



















200 % hold on
201 % ylabel('Singular Values (dB)')
202 % xlabel('Frequency (rad/s)')
203 % grid on
204 % subplot(1,2,2);
205 %
206 % ylabel('Singular Values (dB)')













220 title('WncdotT frug (g=1, z=1,3,5)')







228 set(gca,'ytick',[ 140  120  100  80  60  40 ...
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229  20 0 10])








9 r=0.1; %wheel diameter in Meters
10 m=20; %Mass in Kg
11 L=0.5; %Axis length in Meters
12 I=m*(Lˆ2)/6; %moment of inertia for a cube with
13 %width = length = L
14 beta=0.021; %Surface friction
15
16 for m=20:10:50
17 A=[ 2*beta/(m*rˆ2) 0 Km/(La*m*r) Km/(La*m*r)
18 0  beta*Lˆ2/(I*rˆ2) Km*L/(I*La*r)  Km*L/(I*La*r)
19  Kb/r  L*Kb/(2*r)  Ra/La 0
20  Kb/r L*Kb/(2*r) 0  Ra/La]
21
22 B=[0 0;0 0; 1 0; 0 1]
23 C=[1/r L/(2*r) 0 0 ;
24 1/r  L/(2*r) 0 0]

























50 C=[1/r L/(2*r) ;
51 1/r  L/(2*r) ]











62 % Inner Loop
63 g=1
64 z=1;





















13 r=0.1; %wheel diameter in Meters
14 m=20; %Mass in Kg
15 L=0.5; %Axis length in Meters
16 I=m*(Lˆ2)/6; %moment of inertia for a cube
17 % with width = length = L
18 beta=0.021; %Surface friction
19
20
21 % States: Ia1, Ia2, v, w
22
23
24 A=[ 2*beta/(m*rˆ2) 0 Km/(La*m*r) Km/(La*m*r)
25 0  beta*Lˆ2/(I*rˆ2) Km*L/(I*La*r)  Km*L/(I*La*r)
26  Kb/r  L*Kb/(2*r)  Ra/La 0
27  Kb/r L*Kb/(2*r) 0  Ra/La]
28
29 B=[0 0;0 0; 1 0; 0 1]
30 C=[1/r L/(2*r) 0 0 ;
31 1/r  L/(2*r) 0 0]







38 %if no high fre dynamics
39 % a=[A 0*ones(4,2)




44 % q = diag([2,2,2,2,1,1])
45 % [g, k, clpoles] = lqr(a, b, q, r)
46
47





53 c=[0 0 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 0 0 1];
54 d=0*ones(2,2);
55 Pd=ss(a,b,c,d)











67 % States: Ia1,Ia2,v,w,wr,wl,IntegratorL,integratorR
68 %for n=1:1:5
69 r=1*eye(2); % 0.001
70 q = diag([2, 2, 2, 2, n, n,3 ,3])
71 [g, k, clpoles] = lqr(a2, b2, q, r)
72
73 %open loop dynamics
74 gp = g(:,1:4)
75 gy = g(:,5:6)
76 gi = g(:,7:8)
77






84 col = [ 0*ones(2,4) diag([1,1]) 0*ones(2,2) ]
85







93 %Lu closed loop dynamics
246
94 ac2 = a2   b2*g;
95 bc2 = b2;
96 cc2 = g;
97 dc2 = 0;





















119 %Le closed loop dynamics
120 acl = aol   bol*col;
121 bcl = bol;
122 ccl = col;
123 dcl = dol;










































165 title('Singular Values plot of T fug')
166 title('Complementary Sensitivity Plot with Different Q ')
167 title(['Minimum Singular Values plot'...
168 'of S e with Different Q '])
169 title(['Minimum Singular Values plot'...




































































237 t = [0:0.02:10];










248 title('Wr & Wl Response To r = [1 0] Command')







256 % Form control: u = [  g gy ] [x' r']'
257 %
258 u10 = [ g gy]*[x(:,:,1)'
259 ones(1, size(x(:,:,1)')*[0 1]')
260 0*ones(1, size(x(:,:,1)')*[0 1]') ];
261 %













274 % Step Response
275 %




280 title('Wr & Wl Response To r = [0 1] Command')








289 % Form control: u = [  g gy ] [x' r']'
290 %
291 u01 = [ g gy]*[x(:,:,2)'
292 0*ones(1, size(x(:,:,2)')*[0 1]')














307 % r = [ 1 1 ] Command
308 %












321 % r = [ 1  1 ] Command
250
322 %








1 %% Plant Setup
2 % A 2x2 plant modeling two channels of DC motors
3 % connected to the wheels of a mobile robot, Inputs are
4 % voltages and outputs are angular velocity of










15 r=0.1; %wheel diameter in Meters
16 m=20; %Mass in Kg
17 L=0.5; %Axis length in Meters
18 I=m*(Lˆ2)/6; % moment of inertia for a cube
19 % with width = length = L
20 beta=0.021; %Surface friction
21
22
23 % Transfer functions and their input output












36 h7.u= 'omega1'; h7.y='tauf1';
37
38 h8=tf(kb,1);
39 h8.u= 'omega1'; h8.y='vb1';
40
41 %sumblocks in channel 1








49 % Transfer functions and their input output












62 h9.u= 'omega2'; h9.y='tauf2';
63
64 h10=tf(kb,1);
65 h10.u= 'omega2'; h10.y='vb2';
66
67
68 %sumblocks in channel 1
69 sum6= sumblk('e2=omegar2   vb2');
70 sum7= sumblk('tau2=taum2 tauf2');
71 sum8= sumblk('x3=tau1   tau2');
72 sum9= sumblk('x4=tau2 + tau1');













86 % grid on;
87 %





93 % title('Singular Values of the plant');
94
95
























119 S=ss(Asen,Bsen,Csen,Dsen); %SSR for Sensitivity
120 bodemag(S)
121 %poles
122 [evec,eval] = eig(MLmin.a)
123









133 % title(['Step response of the 2 Motor channels'...
134 % ',Robots dynamics included'])
135 %





141 % title('Singular Values of the 2 Motor channels,






148 %% Bode Plots for Controller
149 for g=1:1:5
150 z=1;







158 title('Bode Magnitude for Controller')











169 title('Bode Magnitude for Controller')
170 for z=1:1:5
171 g=1;







179 title('Singular Value Plot for Controller')
180












193 title('Bode Magnitude Plot for L=P*K')
194 title('Bode Phase Plot for L=P*K')
195 for g=1:1:5
196 z=1;








205 title('Bode Magnitude Plot for L=P*K')

















































254 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
255 C2=C1;
256 K=append(C1,C2); % Decentralized PI controller





















277 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
278 C2=C1;
























303 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
304 C2=C1;
305 K=append(C1,C2); % Decentralized PI controller






























335 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
336 C2=C1;





























366 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
367 C2=C1;































398 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
399 C2=C1;



































435 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
436 C2=C1;





























465 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
466 C2=C1;




























495 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
496 C2=C1;




















516 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
517 C2=C1;






















540 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
541 C2=C1;




















561 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
562 C2=C1;












575 %[C,h]=contour(g,z,peakS,[1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2 2.5 3])
576 [C,h]=contour(g,z,wgmax)
577 clabel(C,h)











589 %% PI Controller and Contour Maps
590 % In this section a PI controller is desigend for










601 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
602 C2=C1;





























631 %[C,h]=contour(g,z,peakS,[1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 2 2.5 3])
632 [C,h]=contourf(g,z,peakSdB,[0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 4 ...
633 5 6 7 8 9 10])
634 clabel(C,h)






641 %[C2,h2]=contour(g,z,peakT,[0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 ...
642 % 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.5 2])
643 [C2,h2]=contourf(g,z,peakTdB,[0 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 ...
644 6 7 8 9 10 ])
645 clabel(C2,h2)


























































703 [C3,h3]=contour(g,z,StepPeak,[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ...
704 12 14 16 18])
705 clabel(C3,h3)
706 title('Control Amplitude for Step Response')
707 xlabel('value of z')
708 ylabel('value of g')
709
710
711 %% Step Response for Plant
712
713 t = [0:0.05:30];
714 [y, t, x] = step(MLmin,t);
715 plot(t,y(:,:,1))
716 grid on
717 title('WR and WL Response To r = [1 0] Command')





723 title('WR and WL Response To r = [0 1] Command')
724 ylabel('Angular Velocity (rad/s)')
725 xlabel('Time (seconds)')
726
727 [y, t, x] = lsim(MLmin,[ones(size(t))  ones(size(t))],t);
728 plot(t,y)
729 grid
730 title('WR and WL Response To r = [1  1] Command')
263
731 ylabel('Angular Velocity (rad/s)')
732 xlabel('Time (seconds)')
733




738 t = [0:0.05:30];
739 [y, t, x] = step(MLmin,t);
740 plot(t,y(:,:,1))
741 grid on
742 title('WR and WL Response To r = [1 0] Command')






749 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
750 C2=C1;



























778 C1=ss(0,1,z*g,g); % C= g*(s+z)/s
779 C2=C1;





















800 [C,h]=contour(g,z,sett,[0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5])
801 clabel(C,h)
802 title('Settling Time')
803 xlabel('value of z')












12 title('P controller with different K p')
13 ylabel('X position (m)')













27 title('PD controller (K p=2,3,4,5, K d=1)')




32 %% Cruise Control
1 % Planar XY Cartesian Stabilization











12 ktheta=0.7;%controller for x,y,angle
13 w=[];w(1)=0; %initial angular velocity rad/s
14 v=[];v(1)=0; %initial linear velocity m/s
15 wc=[]; %ellipse w
16 vc=[]; %ellipse v
17 theta(1)=0; %iniatial robot angle
18
19 x(1)=0; % initial condition






26 % when i increase by 1, meaning one loop time




















































78 title('Position control for different K fnthetag')
79 legend('K fnthetag=5','K fnthetag=10', ...





85 %% Hardware data
86 % small ktheta
87 x1=[0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 ...
88 140 145 148 149 150 150 150 150]
89 y1=[0 0 0 2 5 8 13 18 23 30 40 50 60 72 85 ...
90 93 100 110 120 130 140 150 ]
91 plot(x1,y1,'kx')
92 xlabel('X position(cm)')
93 title('Position control for k fnthetag=5')
94 ylabel('Y position(cm)')
95
96 legend('Robot path in simulation', ...
97 'Robot path in experiment', ...
98 'Starting Point','Target Point')
99 % large ktheta
100
101 x1=[0 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 ...
102 130 140 150 ]
103 y1=[0 2 6 15 25 38 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 ...




















123 set(gca,'xtick',[0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 ...










134 legend('X position', 'Y position')
135 title(['Moving to a target point while avoiding' ...







143 set(gca,'ytick',[0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 ...














10 r=0.1; %wheel diameter in Meters
11 m=2; %Mass in Kg
12 L=0.5; %Axis length in Meters
13 I=m*(Lˆ2)/6; %moment of inertia for a cube
14 %with width = length = L
15 J=I
















31 lsim(sys2,u,t,[0 1/sys2.c(2)]); %% check c matrix
32 % of sys2 to make sure the initial condition.
33 hold on
34 end


















53 lsim(sys2,u,t,[0 1/sys2.c(2) 0]);
54 hold on
55 end


















5 I= 2753; %slug ftˆ2
6 m= 1573; %slugs, 1 slug = 14.593903 kg
7 %ca=0.5*0.4*1.2*3
8 ca=0.5*0.8*1.2*3







15 % Paramaters of Lateral Dynamics
16 %
17 % cf= 18000; %lb/rad
18 % cr= 17800; %lb/rad
19 % I= 2500; %slug ftˆ2
20 % m= 100; %slugs, 1 slug = 14.593903 kg
21 % ve=30; % ft/sec, forward speed
22














37 A=[ 2*ve*ca/m 0 0 0
38 0  (cf+cr)/(m*ve) 0  ve+(cr*lr cf*lf)/(m*ve)
39 0 0 0 1







47 C=[1 0 0 0;







55 A=[ 2*ve*ca/m 0 0 0
56 0  (cf+cr)/(m*ve) 0  ve+(cr*lr cf*lf)/(m*ve)
57 0 0 0 1







65 C=[1 0 0 0;













78 A=[ 2*ve*ca/m 0 0 0
79 0  (cf+cr)/(m*ve) 0  1+(cr*lr cf*lf)/(m*veˆ2)
80 0 0 0 1







88 C=[1 0 0 0;








97 h=legend('v feg=10m/s','v feg=15m/s','v feg=20m/s',...
98 'v feg=25m/s','v feg=30m/s','v feg=35m/s', ...
99 'v feg=40m/s','v feg=45m/s','v feg=50m/s')
100 set(h,'units','pixels');




105 title(['Longitudinal dynamics at different'...
106 'operating conditions '])
107 title(['Lateral dynamics at different' ...
108 'operating conditions '])
109
110 title(['Pole Zero Map of lateral dynamics at'...
111 'different speeds'])
112 title(['Pole Zero Map of longitudinal dynamics' ...
113 'at different speeds'])
114
115 title(['Bode magnitude plot for P f22g' ...

























140 A=[ 2*ve*ca/m 0 0 0
141 0  (cf+cr)/(m*ve) 0  1+(cr*lr cf*lf)/(m*veˆ2)
142 0 0 0 1







150 C=[1 0 0 0;




























179 K22=g*(s+z)*(s+14)/(s*(s+100)) % for ve=10,g=0.2,z=5
180 K22=g*(s+z)* (sˆ2+28.12* s + 203.1)*100/(s*(s+100));
























204 title('g vs v e')












217 A=[ 2*ve*ca/m 0 0 0
218 0  (cf+cr)/(m*ve) 0  1+(cr*lr cf*lf)/(m*veˆ2)
219 0 0 0 1







227 C=[1 0 0 0;
















243 title(['Longitudinal time response at different' ...


































































309 title(['Lateral time response at different' ...




1 % This mfile helps us gather data from arduino
2 % It is called Serial Data Logger





8 %User Defined Properties
9 serialPort = 'COM13'; % define COM port #
10 plotTitle = 'Serial Data Log'; % plot title
11 xLabel = 'Elapsed Time (s)'; % x axis label
12 yLabel = 'Data'; % y axis label
13 plotGrid = 'on'; % 'off' to turn off grid
14 min = 0; % set y min
15 max = 2000; % set y max
16 scrollWidth = 10; % display period in plot
17 %plot entire data log if <= 0
18 delay = .01; % make sure sample faster
19 %than resolution
20
21 %Define Function Variables
22 time = 0;
23 data = 0;
24 count = 0;
25
26 %Set up Plot
27 plotGraph = plot(time,data,' mo',...
28 'LineWidth',1,...
29 'MarkerEdgeColor','k',...










39 %Open Serial COM Port
40 s = serial(serialPort)





46 while ishandle(plotGraph) %Loop when Plot is Active
47
48 dat = fscanf(s,'%f'); %Read Data from Serial as Float
49
50 if(˜isempty(dat) && isfloat(dat)) %Make sure Data
51 %Type is Correct
52 count = count + 1;
53 time(count) = toc; %Extract Elapsed Time
54 data(count) = dat(1); %Extract 1st Data Element
55 %Set Axis according to Scroll Width
56 if(scrollWidth > 0)
57 set(plotGraph,'XData',...
58 time(time > time(count) scrollWidth),...
59 'YData',data(time > time(count) scrollWidth));
60 axis([time(count) scrollWidth ...
61 time(count) min max]);
62 else
63 set(plotGraph,'XData',time,'YData',data);
64 axis([0 time(count) min max]);
65 end
66





72 %Close Serial COM Port and Delete useless Variables
73 fclose(s);
74 clear count dat delay max min plotGraph plotGrid ...








1 // Code used for inner loop. vd is the desired speed, wd is the





7 #include <Adafruit MotorShield.h>
8 #include "utility/Adafruit PWMServoDriver.h"
9 #include <math.h>
10
11 // Create the motor shield object with the default I2C address
12 Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield();
13 // Or, create it with a different I2C address (say for stacking)
14 // Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield(0x61);
15
16 Adafruit DCMotor *rightMotor = AFMS.getMotor(1);




21 Encoder le(2,2); //create encoder object, to count the magnets
22 Encoder re(3,3);
23
24 // Variables for storing the calculated velocity
25 double wR=0; // right angular velocity
26 double wL=0; // left angular velocity
27 double LdVal = 0; // left counts per second
28 double RdVal = 0; // right counts per second
29 double Radius =0.04; // radius of the wheels
30 double Length =0.10; // distance between the rear wheels
31
32 double linearV; // actual speed
33 double angularV; // actual angular velocity
34
35 double wd; // desired angular velocity
36 double vd; // desired speed
37 double wdr; // desired right angular velocity
38 double wdl; // desired left angular velocity
39
40 double Rkp=0.4; // Kp for right DC motor
41 double Rki=4; // Ki for right DC motor
42 double Lkp=0.4; // Kp for left DC motor
43 double Lki=4; // Ki for left DC motor
44
45 // following are the error values used for PI controller
46 double Lerror;
47 double Lerrorp = 0;
48 double Rerror;
49 double Rerrorp = 0;
50
51 // PWM values(voltages) applied to the motors
52 int PWMR;
53 int PWML;
54 int PWMR p = 0;
55 int PWML p = 0;
56
57 long L; //counts for left wheel
278
58 long R; // counts for right wheel
59 long L last=0;
60 long R last=0;
61 unsigned long Time=0;
62 unsigned long sample time=100; //sample time in millisecond




67 AFMS.begin(); // create with the default frequency 1.6KHz
68 //AFMS.begin(1000); // OR with a different frequency, say 1KHz
69









































111 vd = 0.5; //Desired linear velocity
112 wd = 0; //Desired angular velocity
113 wdr= (2*vd + Length*wd)/(2*Radius); //Desired right
114 //angular velocity
279
115 wdl= (2*vd   Length*wd)/(2*Radius); //Desired left
116 //angular velocity
117
118 L = le.read(); //Read left encoder value
119 R = re.read(); //Read right encoder value
120
121 LdVal = (double)( L  L last)/ (td);
122 RdVal = (double)( R  R last)/(td);
123
124 wL = LdVal*2*3.1415 /32; //Compute actual wl




129 linearV = Radius*(wL+wR)/2; //Compute linear velocity
130
131 angularV = Radius*(wR wL)/Length;//compute angular velocity
132
133
134 Lerror = wdl   wL; //Error computation between





140 //PWM=(2 alfa*td)*PWM p+(alfa*td 1)*PWM pp+alfa*td*g*
141 //(e+(alfa*td 1)*e p)
142
143 //Computing required PWM values
144 PWML = int(PWML p + Lkp*(Lerror   Lerrorp) + Lki*Lerror*td);
145 PWMR = int(PWMR p + Rkp*(Rerror   Rerrorp) + Rki*Rerror*td);
146
147 if (PWMR>=250) fPWMR=250;g //Saturating PWM values
148 else if (PWMR<0) fPWMR=0;g
149
150 if (PWML>=250) fPWML=250;g
151 else if (PWML<0) fPWML=0;g
152
153 //Serial.print("Left Velocity: ");
154
155 // Serial.print( wdl);





161 PWMR p = PWMR; //Updating for next iteration
162 PWML p = PWML;
163 Lerrorp = Lerror;
164 Rerrorp = Rerror;
165







172 //Update encoder readings for next iteration
173 L last = L;
174 R last = R;
175
176 g
1 // Outer loop 1: Cruise Control Along a Curve.
2 // Actually this is only the inner loop code part for
3 // this outer loop, the outer loop controller part is
4 // in raspberry pi, and the code is in python,
5 // See "Outer loop 1 cruise python code"
6
7 #include <Wire.h>
8 #include <Adafruit MotorShield.h>
9 #include <Servo.h>
10 #include "utility/Adafruit PWMServoDriver.h"
11 #include <math.h>
12 #include "Ultrasonic.h"
13 Ultrasonic ultrasonic(8,7); //8 trig, 7 echo
14 #include <Encoder.h>
15
16 Encoder le(2,2); //Define both left and right
17 Encoder re(3,3); //encoders
18
19 Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield();
20 Adafruit DCMotor *rightMotor = AFMS.getMotor(1);
21 Adafruit DCMotor *leftMotor = AFMS.getMotor(4);
22
23
24 // Variables for storing the calculated velocity
25 double wR=0; //Actual left and right angular velocities
26 double wL=0;
27 double LdVal = 0; //Auxiliary variable to compute wl
28 double RdVal = 0; //Auxiliaray variable to compute wr
29 double Radius =0.05; //Radius of wheels (meters)
30 double Length =0.10; //Length between wheels (meters)
31
32 double linearV; //Actual linear and angular velocities
33 double angularV;
34
35 double wd; //Desired angular, linear velocities
36 double vd;
37 double wdr; //Desired right and left angular velocities
38 double wdl;
39




44 double desirex=25; //desired separation in cm
45 double deltaxsd; //error between current
46 //and desired separation






52 double Rkp=5; //Gains for the inner loop controller




57 double q; //temporary variable
58 double Lerror; //Error variable for left wheel
59 double Lerrorp = 0; //Previous left error
60 double Rerror; //Error variable for right wheel
61 double Rerrorp = 0; //Previous right error
62
63 int PWMR p = 0; //Previous right pwm value
64 int PWML p = 0; //Previous left pwm value
65
66 long L; //Left and Right encoder variables
67 long R;
68 long L last=0; //Previous left and right encoder variables
69 long R last=0;
70
71 unsigned long Time=0; //auxiliary variable to execute
72 // every sample time ms
73 unsigned long sample time=100; //Sampling time in ms
74 double td=0.1; //Sampling time in seconds
75
76 int PWM r; //Current left and right PWM values
77 int PWM l;
78
79 double WR = 0; //Variable to store desired wr and wl
80 double WL = 0;
81
82 const int NUMBER OF FIELDS = 2; //comma separated fields
83 //we expect
84 int fieldIndex = 0; // the current field being received
85 double values[NUMBER OF FIELDS]; // array holding values
86 //for all the fields







94 Serial.begin(9600); // Initialize serial port


















112 char ch = Serial.read();
113 if(ch >= '0' && ch <= '9') // is this an ascii digit
114 //between 0 and 9?
115 f
116 //accumulate the value if the fieldIndex
117 //is within range additional fields are
118 //not stored
119 if(fieldIndex < NUMBER OF FIELDS)
120 f
121 values[fieldIndex] = (values[fieldIndex] * 10) + (ch   '0');
122 g
123 g
124 else if (ch == ',') //move on to the next field
125 f
126 values[fieldIndex] = values[fieldIndex] * sign;
127 fieldIndex++; // increment field index
128 sign = 1;
129 g
130 else if (ch== ' ')
131 f




136 // any character not a digit or comma ends
137 //the acquisition of fields in this case
138 //it's the newline character sent by the
139 //Serial Monitor
140 values[fieldIndex] = values[fieldIndex] * sign; //last
141 //number print each of the stored fields
142 WR = values[0];
143 WL = values[1];
144
145 for(int i=0; i < min(NUMBER OF FIELDS, fieldIndex+1); i++)
146 f
147 //Serial.println(values[i]);
148 values[i] = 0; // set the values to zero,
149 //ready for the next message
150 g
151 fieldIndex = 0; // ready to start over








160 Time = millis() ;
161 int a=ultrasonic.Ranging(CM);
162 if (a>25) fGetSpeed(WR,WL);g //Do inner loop
163




167 PWMR=(1 alfa*td)*PWMR p+alfa*td*kp*deltax psd+
168 kd*alfa*deltaxsd kd*alfa*deltax psd;













182 void GetSpeed(double a,double b)
183 f
184 L = le.read(); //Read encoders values
185 R = re.read();
186
187 LdVal = (double)( L  L last)/ (td);
188 RdVal = (double)( R  R last)/(td);
189
190 wL = LdVal*2*3.14159 /32; //Compute actual wl and wr
191 wR = RdVal*2*3.14159 / 32;
192
193 wdr=a; //Get desired wr and wl
194 wdl=b;
195
196 if (wdr > 77) wdr=77; //Saturate desired wr and wl
197 else if (wdr <  77) wdr =  77;
198
199
200 if (wdl > 77) wdl=77;
201 else if (wdl <  77) wdl =  77;
202
203 if(wdr == 0) //Move in direction according to wdr
204 f
205 Rerror = wdr   wR;
206
207 g
208 else if(wdr > 0)
209 f
210 Rerror = wdr   wR;
211 rightMotor >run(FORWARD);
212 g
213 else if (wdr < 0)
214 f




219 if (wdl == 0) // Move in direction according to wdl
220 f




224 else if (wdl > 0)
225 f




230 else if (wdl < 0)
231 f




236 //Compute required PWM values
237 PWML = int(PWML p + Lkp*(Lerror   Lerrorp) + Lki*Lerror*td);
238 PWMR = int(PWMR p + Rkp*(Rerror   Rerrorp) + Rki*Rerror*td);
239
240
241 PWMR p = PWMR; //Update for next iteration
242 PWML p = PWML;
243 Lerrorp = Lerror;
244 Rerrorp = Rerror;
245
246 if (PWMR>=250) fPWMR=250;g //Saturate PWM values
247 else if (PWMR<0) fPWMR=0;g
248
249 if (PWML>=250) fPWML=250;g
250 else if (PWML<0) fPWML=0;g
251
252 leftMotor >setSpeed(PWML); //Send commands to motors
253 rightMotor >setSpeed(PWMR);
254





260 void robot(double q, double w)
261 f
262
263 PWMR = q; //For separation part
264
















280 PWML = w;
281














1 // Outer loop 2: Planar XY Cartesian Stabilization.
2 //x des and y des are the desired position.
3 // Small ktheta results in circular path,




8 #include <Adafruit MotorShield.h>
9 #include "utility/Adafruit PWMServoDriver.h"
10 #include <math.h>
11
12 // Motor shield object with the default I2C address
13 Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield();
14 //Or, create it with a different I2C address
15 //Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield(0x61);
16
17 Adafruit DCMotor *rightMotor = AFMS.getMotor(1);




22 Encoder le(2,2); //Define both left and right encoders
23 Encoder re(3,3);
24
25 // Variables for storing the calculated velocity
26 double wR=0; //Actual wr and wl
27 double wL=0;
28 double LdVal = 0;//Auxiliary variables to compute wl and wr
29 double RdVal = 0;
30 double Radius = 4.5; //Radius of wheels (cm)
31 double Length = 9; //Length between wheels (cm)
32
33 double x; //Defining variable (x,y,theta) for robot
34 double y;
35 double theta;
36 double x p=0; //Initial position of robot
37 double y p=0;
38 double theta p=0;
286
39
40 double linearV; //Actual linear and angular velocities
41 double angularV;
42
43 double wd; //Desired angular and linear velocities
44 double vd;
45 double wdr; //Desired left and rigth angular velocities
46 double wdl;
47
48 double xdot; //Velocity in x direction
49 double ydot; //Velocity in y direction
50
51
52 double Rkp=6; //Gains for the inner loop controller








61 double kp = 4; //Gain for computing vd
62 double ktheta = 20; //Gain for computing wd
63





69 double Lerror; //Error variables for left wheel
70 double Lerrorp = 0;
71 double Rerror; //Error variables for right wheel
72 double Rerrorp = 0;
73
74 int PWMR; //Current right and left pwm values
75 int PWML;
76 int PWMR p = 0; //Previous rigth and left pwm values
77 int PWML p = 0;
78 double vd p = 0; //Previous desired linear velocity
79
80 int x des = 150; //Desired position
81 int y des = 150;
82
83
84 long L; //Left and right encoder variables
85 long R;
86 long L last=0;//Previous left and right encoder variables
87 long R last=0;
88
89 unsigned long Time=0; //Auxiliary variable to execute
90 //every sample time ms
91 unsigned long sample time=100; //Sampling time in ms





96 AFMS.begin(); //create with the default freq 1.6KHz
97 //AFMS.begin(1000); //OR with a different freq e.g 1KHz
98

















116 //Execute every sample time ms
117 if(millis() Time>sample time)
118 f









128 //Computing distance error
129 edist = sqrt((x des   x p)*(x des   x p) +
130 (y des   y p)*(y des   y p));
131










142 //Compute error in orientation
143 beta = atan2((y des   y p),(x des   x p));
144 etheta = beta   theta p;
145 es = edist*cos(etheta);
146
147 //Compute desired linear and angular velocities
148 vd = kp*es;
149 wd = ktheta*etheta;
150
151 if (vd > 30) fvd = 30;g //Saturate linear and
152 //angular velocities
288
153 else if (vd < 0) fvd = 0;g
154
155 if (wd > 5) fwd = 5;g
156 else if (wd <  5) fwd =  5;g
157
158 //Compute desired wl and wr
159 wdr = (2*vd + Length*wd)/(2*Radius);
160 wdl = (2*vd   Length*wd)/(2*Radius);
161
162
163 L = le.read(); //Read encoders
164 R = re.read();
165
166 LdVal = (double)( L  L last)/ (td);
167 RdVal = (double)( R  R last)/(td);
168
169 wL = LdVal*2*3.14 /32; //Compute actual wl and wr
170 wR = RdVal*2*3.14 / 32;
171
172
173 linearV = Radius*(wL+wR)/2; //Compute linear
174 // and angular velocity
175
176 angularV = Radius*(wR wL)/Length;
177
178
179 //Serial.print("Left Velocity: ");
180
181 //Serial.print( x);




186 Lerror = wdl   wL; //Error computation between desired





192 //PWM=(2 alfa*td)*PWM p+(alfa*td 1)*PWM pp+
193 //alfa*td*g*(e+(alfa*td 1)*e p)
194
195 //Computing required PWM values
196 PWML = int(PWML p + Lkp*(Lerror   Lerrorp) + Lki*Lerror*td);




201 if (PWMR>=250) fPWMR=250;g //Saturating PWM values
202 else if (PWMR<=0) fPWMR=0;g
203
204 if (PWML>=250) fPWML=250;g
205 else if (PWML<=0) fPWML=0;g
206
207
208 PWMR p = PWMR; //Updating for next iteration
209 PWML p = PWML;
289
210 Lerrorp = Lerror;
211 Rerrorp = Rerror;
212





218 //Computing x, y, theta from v and w of robot
219 theta = td*angularV + theta p;
220 xdot = linearV * cos(theta);
221 ydot = linearV * sin(theta);
222
223 x = td*xdot + x p;
224 y = td*ydot + y p;
225
226 //updating
227 x p = x;
228 y p = y;




233 L last = L;




1 // Outer loop 3: separation control.
2 // Ultrasonic sensor is used. Raspberry pi is not needed
3 // desirex is the desired spacing.
4
5 #include <Wire.h>
6 #include <Adafruit MotorShield.h>
7 #include <Servo.h>
8 #include "utility/Adafruit PWMServoDriver.h"
9 #include "Ultrasonic.h"
10 Ultrasonic ultrasonic(8,7); //first is trigger, second echo.
11
12 Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield();
13 Adafruit DCMotor *M1 = AFMS.getMotor(1);
14 Adafruit DCMotor *M2 = AFMS.getMotor(4);
15
16
17 int PWMR=0; //Current right and left pwm values
18 int PWML=0;
19
20 double desirex=25; //Desired separation in cm
21




26 int PWMR p=0; //Previous right and left pwm values
27 int PWML p=0;
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28
29 unsigned long T=100; //Sampling time in ms
30 //Auxiliary variable to execute every T ms
31 unsigned long Time=0;
32 double td=0.1; //Sampling time in seconds
33 //Error between current and desired separation
34 double deltax;







42 Serial.begin(9600); // Initialize serial port to















58 Time = millis() ;
59 int a=ultrasonic.Ranging(CM);
60 if (a>25) frobot(50,50);g //Move with a constant PWM values
61
62 // if (a>25 && a<50)frobot(PWMR 10,PWML 10);g
63 if (a<25) f //Do separation control
64 deltax= a desirex;
65 PWMR=(1 alfa*td)*PWMR p+alfa*td*kp*deltax p+
66 kd*alfa*deltax kd*alfa*deltax p;
67 //PD controller with roll off
68 robot(PWMR,PWMR);
69

















86 void robot(double q, double w)
87 f
88
89 PWMR = q;
90















106 PWML = w;
107














1 // Outer loop 4: Obstacle Avoidance.
2 // x des and y des are the desired position.
3 // Robot will stop if there's an




8 #include <Adafruit MotorShield.h>
9 #include "utility/Adafruit PWMServoDriver.h"
10 #include <math.h>
11 #include <Adafruit Sensor.h>
12 #include <Adafruit LSM9DS0.h>
13 #include <Ping.h>
14
15 Ping ping = Ping(13,0,0); //Defining ultrasonic sensor
16
17
18 /* Assign a unique base ID for this sensor */
292




23 //Motor shield object with the default I2C address
24 Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield(0x60);
25 //Or, create it with a different I2C address
26 //Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield(0x61);
27
28 Adafruit DCMotor *rightMotor = AFMS.getMotor(1);




33 Encoder le(2,2); //Define both left and right
34 Encoder re(3,3); //encoders
35
36 // Variables for storing the calculated velocity
37 double wR=0; //Actual wr
38 double wL=0; //Actual wl
39 double LdVal = 0; //Auxiliary variable to compute wl
40 double RdVal = 0; //Auxiliary variable to ocmpute wr
41 double Radius = 5; //Radius of wheels (cm)
42 double Length = 10; //Legth between wheels (cm)
43 int a=0; //Flag used to stop robot
44 //once it reaches desired position
45
46 double x; //Defining variables (x,y,theta) for
47 double y; //robot
48 double theta;
49 double x p = 0; //Initial position of robot
50 double y p = 0;
51 double theta p = 0;
52
53 double linearV; //Actual linear velocity
54 double angularV; //Actual angular velocity
55
56 double wd; //Desired angular velocity
57 double vd; //Desired linear velocity
58 double wdr; //Desired right angular velocity
59 double wdl; //Desired left angular velocity
60
61 double xdot; //Velocity in x direction
62 double ydot; //Velocity in y direction
63
64
65 double Rkp=6; //Gains for the inner loop controller









75 double kp = 3; //Gain for computing vd
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76 double ktheta = 28; // Gain for computing wd
77
78 double etheta; //Error variables used to compute vd and




83 double Lerror; //Error variable for left wheel
84 double Lerrorp = 0; //Previous left error
85 double Rerror; //Error variable for right wheel
86 double Rerrorp = 0; //Previous right error
87
88 int PWMR; //Current right pwm value
89 int PWML; //Current left pwm value
90 int PWMR p = 0; //Previous right pwm value
91 int PWML p = 0; //Previous left pwm value
92 double vd p = 0; //Previous desired linear velocity
93
94 int x des = 150; //Desired x position
95 int y des = 150; //Desired y position
96
97
98 long L; //Left encoder variable
99 long R; //Rigth encoder variable
100 long L last=0; //Previous left encoder variable
101 long R last=0; //Previous right encoder variable
102
103 unsigned long Time=0; //Auxiliary variable to
104 //execute every sample time ms
105 unsigned long sample time=75; //Sampling time in ms
106 double td=0.075; //Sampling time in seconds
107 void setup()
108 f
109 lsm.begin(); //Initialize IMU
110
111 configureSensor(); //Configure IMU
112
113 AFMS.begin(); // create with the default freq 1.6KHz
114 //AFMS.begin(1000); // OR with a different freq, e.g 1KHz
115





















136 Time = millis() ;
137
138 ping.fire(); //Read ultrasonic sensor
139 double u sensor = ping.centimeters();
140 if(u sensor > 25 )//if distance greater than 25
141 GetSpeeds(); //proceed with xy stabilization



















161 //Computing distance error
162 edist = sqrt((x des   x p)*(x des   x p) +
163 (y des   y p)*(y des   y p));
164

















182 //Compute error in orientation
183 beta = atan2((y des   y p),(x des   x p));
184 etheta = beta   theta p;
185 es = edist*cos(etheta);
186
187 //Compute desired linear and angular velocities
188 vd = kp*es;
189 wd = ktheta*etheta;
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190
191 //Saturate linear and angular velocities
192 if (vd > 45) fvd = 45;g
193 else if (vd < 0) fvd = 0;g
194
195 if (wd > 35) fwd=35;g //35
196 else if (wd <  35) fwd =  35;g
197
198 //Compute left and right wheels angular velocity
199 wdr = (2*vd + Length*wd)/(2*Radius);
200 wdl = (2*vd   Length*wd)/(2*Radius);
201
202 if (wdr < 0) wdr = 0;
203 if (wdl < 0) wdl = 0;
204
205 L = le.read(); //Read encoders
206 R = re.read();
207
208 LdVal = (double)( L  L last)/ (td);
209 RdVal = (double)( R  R last)/(td);
210
211 wL = LdVal*2*3.14 /32; //Compute actual wl and wr
212 wR = RdVal*2*3.14 / 32; //velocities
213
214 //Compute actual linear velocity




219 sensors event t accel, mag, gyro, temp;
220 lsm.getEvent(&accel, &mag, &gyro, &temp); //Read IMU
221
222 //Compute angular velocity from IMU
223 angularV = double(gyro.gyro.y*3.1415/180);
224
225
226 Lerror = wdl   wL; //Error computation between
227 Rerror = wdr   wR; //desired and actual velocities
228
229 //Computing required PWM values
230 PWML = int(PWML p + Lkp*(Lerror   Lerrorp) + Lki*Lerror*td);




235 if (PWMR>=250) fPWMR=250;g //Saturating PWM values
236 else if (PWMR<=0) fPWMR=0;g
237
238 if (PWML>=250) fPWML=250;g
239 else if (PWML<=0) fPWML=0;g
240
241
242 PWMR p = PWMR; //Updating for next iteration
243 PWML p = PWML;
244 Lerrorp = Lerror;
245 Rerrorp = Rerror;
246
296





252 //Computing x, y, theta from v and w of robot
253 theta = td*angularV + theta p;
254 xdot = linearV * cos(theta);
255 ydot = linearV * sin(theta);
256
257 x = td*xdot + x p;
258 y = td*ydot + y p;
259
260 //updating
261 x p = x;
262 y p = y;




267 L last = L;









277 // 1.) Set the accelerometer range
278 lsm.setupAccel(lsm.LSM9DS0 ACCELRANGE 2G);
279 //lsm.setupAccel(lsm.LSM9DS0 ACCELRANGE 4G);
280 //lsm.setupAccel(lsm.LSM9DS0 ACCELRANGE 6G);
281 //lsm.setupAccel(lsm.LSM9DS0 ACCELRANGE 8G);
282 //lsm.setupAccel(lsm.LSM9DS0 ACCELRANGE 16G);
283
284 // 2.) Set the magnetometer sensitivity
285 lsm.setupMag(lsm.LSM9DS0 MAGGAIN 2GAUSS);
286 //lsm.setupMag(lsm.LSM9DS0 MAGGAIN 4GAUSS);
287 //lsm.setupMag(lsm.LSM9DS0 MAGGAIN 8GAUSS);
288 //lsm.setupMag(lsm.LSM9DS0 MAGGAIN 12GAUSS);
289
290 // 3.) Setup the gyroscope
291 lsm.setupGyro(lsm.LSM9DS0 GYROSCALE 245DPS);
292 //lsm.setupGyro(lsm.LSM9DS0 GYROSCALE 500DPS);
293 //lsm.setupGyro(lsm.LSM9DS0 GYROSCALE 2000DPS);
294 g








8 const uint64 t pipe = 0xE8E8F0F0E1LL;
9
10 #define FORWARD '8'
11 #define BACKWARD '5'
12 #define STOP '0'
13 #define LEFT '4'
14 #define RIGHT '6'
15 #define UP '1'
16 #define DOWN '3'
17 #define ServoL 'x'
18 #define ServoM 'c'
19 #define ServoR 'v'
20
21 void setup(void)f
22 Serial.begin(9600); //Setting up the serial communication










33 void drive(int dir) f
34





40 msg[0] = 222;
41 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding BWD command
42 radio.write(msg, 1); //for receiver to read
43
44 g





50 msg[0] = 111;
51 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding FWD command









61 msg[0] = 333;
62 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding STOP command








70 msg[0] = 444;
71 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding LEFT command
72 radio.write(msg, 1); //for receiver to read
73 g
74




79 msg[0] = 555;
80 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding RIGHT command
81 radio.write(msg, 1); //for receiver to read
82 g
83




88 msg[0] = 666;
89 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding UP command
90 radio.write(msg, 1); //(to increase velocity) for receiver
91 g //to read
92




97 msg[0] = 777;
98 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding DOWN command
99 radio.write(msg, 1); //(to decrease velocity) for receiver
100 g //to read
101
102
103 // Servo Control Part




108 msg[0] = 125;
109 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding SL command
110 radio.write(msg, 1); //(move servo left) for receiver
111 g //to read
112




117 msg[0] = 126;
118 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding SM command
119 radio.write(msg, 1); //(move servo middle) for receiver
120 g //to read
121
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126 msg[0] = 127;
127 radio.write(msg, 1); //Transmit corresponding SR command
128 radio.write(msg, 1); //(move servo right) for receiver
129 g //to read
130 g
1 //Receiver code for Nrf24L01
2











14 Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield();
15 //Or, create it with a different
16 //I2C address (say for stacking)
17
18 //Adafruit MotorShield AFMS=Adafruit MotorShield(0x61);
19
20 // Select 'port' M1, M2, M3 or M4. In this case, M1
21 Adafruit DCMotor *M1 = AFMS.getMotor(1);
22 // You can also make another motor on port M2
23 //Adafruit DCMotor *M2 = AFMS.getMotor(2);
24
25 Adafruit DCMotor *M2 = AFMS.getMotor(4);
26




31 const uint64 t pipe = 0xE8E8F0F0E1LL;












44 AFMS.begin(); //create with the default freq 1.6KHz
45 //AFMS.begin(1000); //OR with a different freq, e.g 1KHz
46
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60 if (radio.available()) //If receiver reads something
61 //enter if statement
62 f
63 bool done = false;
64 while (!done)
65 f











77 else if (msg[0] == 222)
78 f








87 else if (msg[0] == 188)
88 f









98 else if (msg[0] == 43)
99 f










109 else if (msg[0] == 77)
110 f








119 else if (msg[0] == 154)
120 f
121 velocity = velocity + 10; //If message is 154
122 //increase speed
123 if (velocity > 200)
124 velocity = 200;
125 g
126
127 else if (msg[0] == 9)
128 f
129 velocity = velocity   10; //If message is 9
130 //decrease speed
131 if (velocity < 50)
132 velocity = 50;
133 g
134
135 else if (msg[0] == 125) //If message is 125
136 //move servo left
137 f




142 else if (msg[0] == 126) //if message is 126
143 //move servo middle
144 f
145 angle = 90;
146 myservo.write(angle);
147 g
148 //if message is 127, move servo right
149 else if (msg[0] == 127)
150 f





156 //if (msg[0] == 111)delay(10);
157 //digitalWrite(LED1, LOW);
158 delay(100);














5 #include <Adafruit MotorShield.h>
6 #include "utility/Adafruit PWMServoDriver.h"
7 #include <math.h>
8
9 //Create the motor shield object with the
10 //default I2C address
11 Adafruit MotorShield AFMS = Adafruit MotorShield();
12 //Or, create it with a different
13 //I2C address (say for stacking)
14 //Adafruit MotorShield AFMS=Adafruit MotorShield(0x61);
15
16 Adafruit DCMotor *rightMotor = AFMS.getMotor(1);




21 Encoder le(2,2); //Define left and right encoders
22 Encoder re(3,3);
23
24 // Variables for storing the calculated velocity
25 double wR=0; //Actual wr and wl velocities
26 double wL=0;
27 //Auxiliary variables to compute wl and wr
28 double LdVal = 0;
29 double RdVal = 0;
30 double Radius =0.05; //Radius of wheels (meters)
31 double Length =0.10; //Length between wheels (meters)
32
33 double x=0; //Define x variable for robot position
34 double x p=0; //Previous position
35
36 double linearV; //Actual linear and angular velocities
37 double angularV;
38
39 double wd; //Desired angular and linear velocities
40 double vd;
41 double wdr; //Desired left and right angular velocities
42 double wdl;
43
44 double Rkp=3; //Gains for the inner loop controller






50 double Lerror; //Error variable for left wheel
51 double Lerrorp = 0; //Previous left error
52 double Rerror; //Error variable for right wheel
53 double Rerrorp = 0; //Previous right error
54
55 int PWMR; //Current right and left pwm values
56 int PWML;
57 int PWMR p = 0; //Previous right and left pwm values
58 int PWML p = 0;
59
60 int xr = 2; //Desired distance
61 //Error between desired and current distance
62 double errorx;
63 double errorxp = 0; //Previous error in distance
64 double vd p = 0; //Previous desired linear velocity
65





71 long L; //Left and right encoder variables
72 long R;
73 //Previous left and right encoder variables
74 long L last=0;
75 long R last=0;
76
77 //Auxiliary variable to execute every sample time ms
78 int Time=0;
79 int sample time=80; //Sampling time in ms




84 AFMS.begin(); //create with the default freq 1.6KHz
85 //AFMS.begin(1000);// OR with a different freq,e.g 1KHz
86


































120 //compute desired wd and vd
121 wd = 0;
122 vd = vd p alfa*td*vd p+kd*alfa*errorx 
123 kd*errorxp*alfa+kp*td*alfa*errorxp;
124
125 if (vd>1.5) fvd=1.5;g //Saturate vd and wd
126 wdr= (2*vd + Length*wd)/(2*Radius);
127 wdl= (2*vd   Length*wd)/(2*Radius);
128
129 if (wdr > 77) wdr=77;
130 else if (wdr <  77) wdr =  77;
131
132
133 if (wdl > 77) wdl=77;
134 else if (wdl <  77) wdl =  77;
135
136 L = le.read(); //Read encoders
137 R = re.read();
138
139 LdVal = (double)( L  L last)/ (td);
140 RdVal = (double)( R  R last)/(td);
141
142 wL = LdVal*2*3.14159 /32; //compute wl and wr
143 wR = RdVal*2*3.14159 / 32;
144
145 //Compute linear and angular v
146 linearV = Radius*(wL+wR)/2;
147 angularV = Radius*(wR wL)/Length;
148
149
150 Serial.print("Left Velocity: ");
151
152 Serial.print( x);




157 Lerror = wdl   wL; //Error between desired and
158 Rerror = wdr   wR; //current wr and wl
159
160
161 //Compute required pwm values
162 PWML = int(PWML p+Lkp*(Lerror Lerrorp)+Lki*Lerror*td);
305
163 PWMR = int(PWMR p+Rkp*(Rerror Rerrorp)+Rki*Rerror*td);
164
165 if (PWMR>=250) fPWMR=250;g //Saturate pwm values
166 else if (PWMR<=15) fPWMR=0;g
167
168 if (PWML>=250) fPWML=250;g
169 else if (PWML<=15) fPWML=0;g
170








179 PWMR p = PWMR; //Update for next iteration
180 PWML p = PWML;
181 Lerrorp = Lerror;
182 Rerrorp = Rerror;
183












196 // xrw= (1 q*td)*xrw p+xr*q*td;
197 // errorx=xrw x;







205 errorx=xr x; //Compute error in distance
206 GetSpeeds();
207
208 x = td*linearV + x p; //Update position
209 x p = x;
210
211 //Update vd, error in distance
212 //as well as encoder readings
213 vd p = vd;
214 errorxp = errorx;
215
216 L last = L;









































37 //constants for movement (make sure they
38 //are same as defined in RC car sketch
39 final char FORWARD = '8';
40 final char BACKWARD = '5';
41 final char STOP = '0';
42 final char LEFT = '4';
43 final char RIGHT = '6';
44 final char STRAIGHT = '/';
45 final char UP = '1';
46 final char DOWN = '3';
47
48 //servo control part
49
50 final char ServoL = 'x';
51 final char ServoM = 'c';






57 //Serial port names !!CHANGE THESE
58 //TO WHATEVER PORT IS USED)!!
59 private static final String PORT NAMES[] = f
60 // "/dev/tty.usbserial A9007UX1", // Mac OS X
61 // "/dev/ttyUSB0", // Linux
62 "COM10", // Windows
63 g;
64
65 //Create required things for serial connection
66 private BufferedReader input;
67 //The output stream to the port
68 private OutputStream output;
69 //Milliseconds to block while
70 //waiting for port open
71 private static final int TIME OUT = 2000;
72 //Default bits per second for COM port.
73 private static final int DATA RATE = 9600;
74
75
76 boolean running = true; //Is the program running
77
78 //Keyboard controlls
79 int frontKey = KeyEvent.VK W;
80 int backKey = KeyEvent.VK S;
81 int leftKey = KeyEvent.VK A;
82 int rightKey = KeyEvent.VK D;
83 int stopKey = KeyEvent.VK Z;
84 int upKey = KeyEvent.VK Q;
85 int downKey = KeyEvent.VK E;
86 //servo part
87 int servolKey = KeyEvent.VK X;
88 int servomKey = KeyEvent.VK C;
89 int servorKey = KeyEvent.VK V;
90
91
92 //What keys are being pressed
93 static boolean backKeyPressed = false;
94 static boolean frontKeyPressed = false;
95 static boolean leftKeyPressed = false;
96 static boolean rightKeyPressed = false;
97 static boolean stopKeyPressed = false;
98 static boolean upKeyPressed = false;
99 static boolean downKeyPressed = false;
100 //servo part
101 static boolean servolKeyPressed = false;
102 static boolean servomKeyPressed = false;
103 static boolean servorKeyPressed = false;
104
105
106 int listenKey = 0; //Are we changing the controls?
107
108 public JButton bFront, bBack, bLeft, bRight,
109 bStop, bUp, bDown, bServoL, bServoM, bServoR;




113 //Create the instructions text
114 StyledDocument instructionsText;
115 public JTextPane instructions;
116
117 public GUI() f
118
119 setLayout(new GridBagLayout()); //Set layout
120 //to Grid bag
121 //Set size of window
122 this.setPreferredSize(new Dimension(400,400));
123 GridBagConstraints c = new GridBagConstraints();
124
125 //Set position of first object
126 c.fill = GridBagConstraints.BOTH;
127 c.gridx = 0;
128 c.gridy = 0;
129
130 c.gridwidth = 4; //width of first object
131
132
133 //Create instructions text
134 StyledDocument instructionsText =
135 new DefaultStyledDocument();







143 (0, "Control the car using the keyboard.nn Change the key
144 bindings by clicking the buttons below.", null);




149 //Set the text
150 instructions = new JTextPane(instructionsText);
151 instructions.setFocusable(false);
152
153 add(instructions,c); //Add it to the window
154
155
156 //Create a button (same for each one below)






163 //Place button on window(same for each one below)
164 c.gridwidth = 1;
165 c.gridx = 1;












177 c.gridx = 1;
178 c.gridy = 4;
179 add(bBack,c);
180






187 c.gridx = 0;











199 c.gridx = 2;
200 c.gridy = 3;
201 add(bRight,c);
202







210 c.gridx = 5;
211 c.gridy = 5;
212 add(bStop,c);
213







221 c.gridx = 5;
222 c.gridy = 3;
223 add(bUp,c);
224








232 c.gridx = 5;










243 c.gridx = 0;
244 c.gridy = 5;
245 add(bServoL,c);
246






253 c.gridx = 1;
254 c.gridy = 5;
255 add(bServoM,c);
256






263 c.gridx = 2;
264 c.gridy = 5;
265 add(bServoR,c);
266
267 //Set the window to focusable and






274 //Initialze the serial connection
275 public boolean initialize() f
276
277 //Look for a serial port
278 CommPortIdentifier portId = null;
279 Enumeration portEnum =
280 CommPortIdentifier.getPortIdentifiers();
281
282 //First, Find an instance of serial
311
283 //port as set in PORT NAMES.
284 while (portEnum.hasMoreElements()) f
285 CommPortIdentifier currPortId =
286 (CommPortIdentifier) portEnum.nextElement();
287 for (String portName : PORT NAMES) f
288 if (currPortId.getName().equals(portName)) f





294 if (portId == null) f







302 // open serial port, and use











314 // open the streams
315 input = new BufferedReader(new
316 InputStreamReader(serialPort.getInputStream()));
317 output = serialPort.getOutputStream();
318












331 //This should be called when you
332 //stop using the port. This will prevent
333 //port locking on platforms like Linux.
334
335 public synchronized void close() f








343 * Handle an event on the serial port.
344 Read the data and print it.
345 */
346 public synchronized void serialEvent(SerialPortEvent oEvent)
347 f









357 // Ignore all the other eventTypes,




362 public static void main(String[] args) f
363
364 //Create and show the GUI
365 javax.swing.SwingUtilities.invokeLater(new Runnable()
366 f






373 private static void createAndShowGUI() f
374 //Create and set up the window.




379 frame.setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT ON CLOSE);
380
381 final GUI gui = new GUI(); //Create the GUI
382 gui.setOpaque(true); //Make the UGI visible
383 frame.setContentPane(gui); //attach the GUI
384 //to the window
385







393 Thread t=new Thread() f
394 public void run() f
395




399 System.out.print("Waiting one second...");
400 try fThread.sleep(1000);g
401 catch (InterruptedException ie) fg
402 g
403
404 // the following line will keep this app
405 // alive for 1000 seconds,
406 // waiting for events to occur and responding
407 // to them (printing incoming













421 //Send the required data via serial port
422 public void sendData()f
423 try f
424 //If forward key is pressed send forward etc...
425 if(frontKeyPressed)f
426 output.write(FORWARD);






433 //output.write(STRAIGHT); //If both left and
434 //right are pressed the car will go straight
435 // else
436 output.write(LEFT);
437 g else if (rightKeyPressed)f
438 output.write(RIGHT);






































476 public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e) f
477
478 //If a button is clicked tell the program
479 //to listen for the next key pressed
480 if(e.getActionCommand().equals("forward"))
481 f
482 listenKey = 1;
483 g else if(e.getActionCommand().equals("backward"))
484 f
485 listenKey = 2;
486 g else if(e.getActionCommand().equals("left"))
487 f
488 listenKey = 3;
489 g else if(e.getActionCommand().equals("right"))
490 f































521 public void keyPressed(KeyEvent e) f
522 //When a key is pressed
523
524 //if not listening for a key change the
525 //color of the corresponding button
526 //and save the state of the key
527 if(listenKey <= 0)
528 if(e.getKeyCode() == frontKey) f
529 bFront.setBackground(Color.yellow);
530 frontKeyPressed = true;
531 g else if(e.getKeyCode() == backKey) f
532 bBack.setBackground(Color.yellow);
533 backKeyPressed = true;
534 g else if(e.getKeyCode() == leftKey) f
535 bLeft.setBackground(Color.yellow);
536 leftKeyPressed = true;
537 g else if(e.getKeyCode() == rightKey) f
538 bRight.setBackground(Color.yellow);
539 rightKeyPressed = true;
540 g
541 else if(e.getKeyCode() == stopKey) f
542 bStop.setBackground(Color.yellow);
543 stopKeyPressed = true;
544 g
545 else if(e.getKeyCode() == upKey) f
546 bUp.setBackground(Color.yellow);
547 upKeyPressed = true;
548 g
549 else if(e.getKeyCode() == downKey) f
550 bDown.setBackground(Color.yellow);
551 downKeyPressed = true;
552 g
553 else if(e.getKeyCode() == servolKey) f
554 bServoL.setBackground(Color.yellow);
555 servolKeyPressed = true;
556 g
557 else if(e.getKeyCode() == servomKey) f
558 bServoM.setBackground(Color.yellow);
559 servomKeyPressed = true;
560 g
561 else if(e.getKeyCode() == servorKey) f
562 bServoR.setBackground(Color.yellow);






568 public void keyReleased(KeyEvent e) f
569 //When a key is released
570
571 //If we are waiting for a key
572 switch(listenKey) f
573
574 //Set the control for the requred button
575 case 1:
576 frontKey = e.getKeyCode();
577 bFront.setText("Forward key: " +
578 KeyEvent.getKeyText(frontKey));





584 backKey = e.getKeyCode();
585 bBack.setText("Backward key: " +
586 KeyEvent.getKeyText(backKey));




591 leftKey = e.getKeyCode();
592 bLeft.setText("Left key: " +
593 KeyEvent.getKeyText(leftKey));




598 rightKey = e.getKeyCode();
599 bRight.setText("Right key: " +
600 KeyEvent.getKeyText(rightKey));




605 stopKey = e.getKeyCode();
606 bStop.setText("Stop key: " +
607 KeyEvent.getKeyText(stopKey));




612 upKey = e.getKeyCode();
613 bStop.setText("Up key: " +
614 KeyEvent.getKeyText(upKey));




619 downKey = e.getKeyCode();
620 bDown.setText("Down key: " +
621 KeyEvent.getKeyText(downKey));





626 servolKey = e.getKeyCode();
627 bServoL.setText("ServoL key: " +
628 KeyEvent.getKeyText(servolKey));




633 servomKey = e.getKeyCode();
634 bServoM.setText("ServoM key: " +
635 KeyEvent.getKeyText(servomKey));




640 servorKey = e.getKeyCode();
641 bServoR.setText("ServoR key: " +
642 KeyEvent.getKeyText(servorKey));
643 listenKey = 0;
644 break;
645
646 //Otherwise return the button to normal
647 default:
648 if(e.getKeyCode() == frontKey) f
649 bFront.setBackground(null);
650 frontKeyPressed = false;
651 g else if(e.getKeyCode() == backKey) f
652 bBack.setBackground(null);
653 backKeyPressed = false;
654 g else if(e.getKeyCode() == leftKey) f
655 bLeft.setBackground(null);
656 leftKeyPressed = false;
657 g else if(e.getKeyCode() == rightKey) f
658 bRight.setBackground(null);
659 rightKeyPressed = false;
660 g
661 else if(e.getKeyCode() == stopKey) f
662 bStop.setBackground(null);
663 stopKeyPressed = false;
664 g
665 else if(e.getKeyCode() == upKey) f
666 bUp.setBackground(null);
667 upKeyPressed = false;
668 g
669 else if(e.getKeyCode() ==downKey) f
670 bDown.setBackground(null);
671 downKeyPressed = false;
672 g
673 else if(e.getKeyCode() ==servolKey) f
674 bServoL.setBackground(null);
675 servolKeyPressed = false;
676 g
677 else if(e.getKeyCode() ==servomKey) f
678 bServoM.setBackground(null);
679 servomKeyPressed = false;
680 g
681 else if(e.getKeyCode() ==servorKey) f
318
682 bServoR.setBackground(null);








691 public void keyTyped(KeyEvent e) f








RASPBERRY PI PYTHON CODE
320
1 # Outer loop 1: Cruise Control python code.
2 #There is another arduino code file for this outer loop.
3 # This outer loop is for raspberry pi.
4 # It will send reference commands
5 # to the inner loop.
6




11 # Import class linear
12 # algebra from numpy
13 from numpy import linalg as LA
14
15 # Import numerical python
16 # library
17 import numpy as np
18
19 # Import I/O to access files
20 # and streams
21 import io
22
23 # Import python interface for
24 # RPi camera module
25 import picamera
26
27 # Import library to
28 # access serial port
29 import serial
30
31 # Import 2D plotting library
32 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
33
34 # Import MATLAB like
35 # plotting tool




40 # Select the USB interface
41 # connected to the Arduino and
42 # set the Baud rate




47 # Defining function to get image
48 def getImage():
49
50 # Capture video stream from
51 # RPi camera as images in
52 # JPEG fromat
53 cap.capture(
54 stream, format = 'jpeg',n
55 use video port = True)
56
57 # Construct a numpy array
321
58 # from the stream
59 frame = np.fromstring(
60 stream.getvalue(),n
61 dtype = np.uint8)
62 stream.seek(0)
63
64 # Decode the image from the
65 # numpy array,preserving color
66 frame = cv2.imdecode(frame,1)
67 return frame
68
69 # Create an in memory stream
70 stream = io.BytesIO()
71
72 end = 'nn'
73 comma = ','
74
75 # Radius of the robot wheel (meters)
76 Radius=0.045
77
78 # Distance between the
79 # rear wheels (meters)
80 Length=0.1
81
82 # Set constant linear velocity
83 # of the robot to 0.6m/s
84 vd = 0.6
85
86 # Set proportional gain
87 # to 10
88 kp = 10
89
90 # Set derivative gain to 4
91 kd = 4
92
93 # Set sampling time to 0.1s
94 td = 0.1
95
96 # Set roll off frequency
97 # to 10rad/sec
98 alpha = 10
99
100 thetae p = 0
101 wd p = 0
102
103 # Create an instance of the
104 # class Picamera
105 cap = picamera.PiCamera()
106 cap.vflip = True
107 cap.hflip = True
108
109 # Set camera resolution
110 cap.resolution = (200,180)
111 cap.contrast = 0





116 # Take each frame
117 frame = getImage()
118
119 # Select the region of interest
120 roi = frame[
121 40:60, 0:200].copy()
122
123 # Convert BGR to GRAYSCALE
124 gray = cv2.cvtColor(
125 roi, cv2.COLOR BGR2GRAY)
126
127 # Threshold the GRAYSCALE
128 # with threshold value 73
129 ret, output2 = cv2.threshold(
130 gray, 73, 255,n
131 cv2.THRESH BINARY INV)
132
133 # Set the shape and size of
134 # the kernel for erosion
135 erode = cv2.getStructuringElement(
136 cv2.MORPH RECT,(5,5))
137
138 # Set the shape and size of
139 # the kernel for dilation
140 dilate = cv2.getStructuringElement(
141 cv2.MORPH RECT,(6,6))
142
143 # Erode and dilate
144 # Helps remove small white noises
145 output2 = cv2.erode(
146 output2, erode, iterations = 1)
147
148 # Helps in joining broken parts of an
149 # object in the image
150 output2 = cv2.dilate(
151 output2, dilate, iterations = 1)
152
153 # Displays the eroded and dilated image
154 cv2.imshow('out', output2)
155
156 # Finding contours
157 ,contours, = cv2.findContours(
158 output2,cv2.RETR TREE,n
159 cv2.CHAIN APPROX SIMPLE)
160
161 # Stores the areas of all the
162 # contours detected in the image
163 # as a list
164 areas = [
165 cv2.contourArea(c) for c n
166 in contours]
167
168 # Check if the image has
169 # any contours
170 if not not areas:
171
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172 # Determine the index of
173 # the contour with max area
174 max index = np.argmax(areas)
175
176 # Select the contour having
177 # max area
178 cnt = contours[max index]
179
180 # Draws the contour with
181 # max area
182 cv2.drawContours(
183 roi, [cnt], 0, (0,0,255), 2)
184
185 # Determine the centroid of the
186 # contour with the maximum area
187 m1 = cv2.moments(
188 contours[max index])
189
190 # Calculating the x
191 # co ordinate of the centroid
192 u1 = int(m1['m10']/m1['m00'])
193
194 # Calcualting the y
195 # co ordinate of the centroid
196 v1 = int(m1['m01']/m1['m00'])
197
198 # Calculating the distance between
199 # the centroid and centre of
200 # horz image plane
201 error = u1   100.0
202
203 # Calculates the angle between the
204 # centroid and the centre of
205 # horz image plane
206 thetae= 3.1416/2   math.atan2(
207 130,u1 100.0)
208
209 # Implement a PD regulator
210 wd = wd p   alpha*td*wd p + n
211 alpha*td*kp*thetae p n
212 + alpha*kd*thetae n
213   alpha*kd*thetae p
214
215 # Update variables for the
216 # next iteration
217 thetae p = thetae
218 wd p = wd
219
220 # Calculate the reference
221 # left wheel angular velocity
222 WL = int(
223 (2*vd+Length*wd)/(2*Radius))
224
225 # Calcualte the reference right
226 # wheel angular velocity




230 # Set max wheel angular
231 # velocity to 50 rad/sec
232 if WL > 50:
233 WL = 50
234 elif WL <  50:
235 WL =  50
236
237
238 if WR > 50:
239 WR = 50
240 elif WR <  50:






247 spwmr = str(WR)
248 spwml = str(WL)
249
250 # Parsing the serial data
251 # for the Arduino
252 string = spwmr + comma + n
253 spwml + end
254
255 # Write the reference wheel
256 # angular velocities






263 # Return '0' if no contours




268 # Display the original image
269 # captured by the RPi camera.
270 cv2.imshow('frame',frame)
271
272 # Display the selected
273 #region of interest.
274 cv2.imshow('roi', roi)
275
276 k = cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF
277 # Press ESC to close the
278 # all the image windows











289 # Close the camera
290 cap.close()
1 # Color Filtering
2 # This python code is used to get
3 # the threshold values.
4 # Adjust the values so that the color
5 # of interest is white.
6 # Other colors turn into black.
7
8 # Import Computer Vision library
9 import cv2
10
11 # Import numerical python library
12 import numpy as np
13
14 # Import python interface for
15 # the RPi camera module
16 import picamera
17
18 # Import I/O library to access




23 # Capture video stream from the
24 # RPi camera as images in JPEG fromat
25 cap.capture(
26 stream, n
27 format = 'jpeg', n
28 use video port = True)
29
30 # Construct a numpy array from the stream
31 frame = np.fromstring(
32 stream.getvalue(),n




37 #Decode the image from the numpy array,
38 # preserving color






45 # Create an instance of the class Picamera
46 cap = picamera.PiCamera()
47 cap.vflip = True
48 cap.hflip = True
49 # Set camera resolution
50 cap.resolution = (320,240)
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51 cap.contrast = 0
52 cap.saturation = 0
53
54 # Create an in memory stream
55 stream = io.BytesIO()
56
57 # Create window for a trackbar
58 cv2.namedWindow('result')
59
60 # Set min and max limits for hue,
61 # saturation and value
62 hmin,smin,vmin = 100,100,100
63 hmax,smax,vmax = 100,100,100
64
65 # Create a trackbar for color change
66 cv2.createTrackbar(
67 'hmin', 'result', 0, 179, nothing)
68 cv2.createTrackbar(
69 'smin', 'result', 0, 255, nothing)
70 cv2.createTrackbar(
71 'vmin', 'result', 0, 255, nothing)
72
73 cv2.createTrackbar(
74 'hmax', 'result', 0, 179, nothing)
75 cv2.createTrackbar(
76 'smax', 'result', 0, 255, nothing)
77 cv2.createTrackbar(
78 'vmax', 'result', 0, 255, nothing)
79
80 while (1):
81 frame = getImage()
82 # Convert BGR image to HSV
83 hsv = cv2.cvtColor(
84 frame, cv2.COLOR BGR2HSV)
85
86 # Adjust the trackbars to visualize
87 # only the desired color
88 hmin = cv2.getTrackbarPos(
89 'hmin','result')
90 smin = cv2.getTrackbarPos(
91 'smin','result')




96 hmax = cv2.getTrackbarPos(
97 'hmax','result')
98 smax = cv2.getTrackbarPos(
99 'smax','result')




104 # Set the range of thresholded
105 # color (blue) in HSV
106 lower blue = np.array(
107 [hmin,smin,vmin])
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108 upper blue = np.array(
109 [hmax,smax,vmax])
110
111 # Threshold the HSV image
112 # to get the desired color (blue)
113 mask = cv2.inRange(
114 hsv, lower blue, upper blue)
115
116 # Bitwise AND the original image
117 # and the mask
118 result = cv2.bitwise and(
119 frame, frame, mask = mask)
120
121 # Final image showing only blue objects
122 cv2.imshow('result', result)
123
124 k = cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF
125
126 # Press ESC to close the all
127 # the image windows





1 # Import Computer
2 # Vision library
3 import cv2
4 # Import numerical
5 # python library
6 import numpy as np
7 # Import interface for
8 # the RPi camera module
9 import picamera
10 # Import library to





16 # Capture the video stream from
17 # the RPi camera as images in
18 # JPEG format
19 cap.capture(
20 stream, format = 'jpeg',n
21 use video port = True)
22
23 # Construct a numpy array
24 # from the stream
25 frame = np.fromstring(
26 stream.getvalue(), n
27 dtype = np.uint8)
28 stream.seek(0)
29
30 # Decode the image from ,
328
31 # the numpy array preserving color






38 # Create an instance of
39 # the class Picamera
40 cap = picamera.PiCamera()
41 cap.vflip = True
42 cap.hflip = True
43
44 # Set camera resolution
45 cap.resolution = (200,100)
46 cap.contrast = 0
47 cap.saturation = 0
48
49 # Create an in memory stream
50 stream = io.BytesIO()
51
52 # Create window for a trackbar
53 cv2.namedWindow('result')
54
55 # Set the minimum threshold value
56 t = 100
57
58 # Create a trackbar
59 # for color change
60 cv2.createTrackbar(






67 frame = getImage()
68
69 # Convert BGR image to HSV
70 gray = cv2.cvtColor(
71 frame, cv2.COLOR BGR2GRAY)
72
73 # Adjust the trackbars to
74 # visualize the desired color
75 t = cv2.getTrackbarPos(
76 't','result')
77
78 # Threshold the GRAYSCALE
79 # image with threshold value of t
80 ret, out = cv2.threshold(
81 gray, t, 255, n
82 cv2.THRESH BINARY INV)
83
84 # Final image showing only the





89 #Press ESC to close
90 # the all the image windows
91 k = cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF





1 # Import Computer Vision library
2 import cv2
3
4 # Import class linear
5 # algebra from numpy
6 from numpy import linalg as LA
7
8 # Import numerical python library
9 import numpy as np
10
11 # Import library to
12 # access files and streams
13 import io
14
15 # Import interface for
16 # the RPi camera module
17 import picamera
18
19 # Import library to access serial port
20 import serial
21
22 # Import 2D plotting library
23 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
24
25 # Import MATLAB like plotting tool




30 # Select the USB interface connected to
31 # the Arduino and set the Baud rate




36 # Defining function to get image
37 def getImage():
38
39 # Capture the video stream from the RPi
40 # camera as images in JPEG fromat
41 cap.capture(
42 stream, format = 'jpeg',n
43 use video port = True)
44
45 # Construct a numpy array
46 # from the stream
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47 frame = np.fromstring(
48 stream.getvalue(),n
49 dtype = np.uint8)
50 stream.seek(0)
51
52 # Decode the image from the
53 # numpy array,preserving color
54 frame = cv2.imdecode(frame,1)
55 return frame
56
57 # Create an in memory stream
58 stream = io.BytesIO()
59
60 end = 'nn'
61 comma = ','
62 j = 0
63
64 # Radius of the robot wheel(meters)
65 Radius=0.045
66
67 # Distance between the
68 # rear wheels (meters)
69 Length=0.1
70
71 # Set constant linear velocity
72 # of the robot to 0.4 m/s
73 vd = 0.4
74
75 # Set proportional gain to 5
76 kp = 5
77
78 # Set derivative gain to 2
79 kd = 2
80
81 # Set the sampling time to 0.1s
82 td = 0.1
83
84 # Set the roll off frequency
85 # to 10rad/sec
86 alpha = 10
87
88 thetae p = 0
89 wd p = 0
90
91 # Create an instance of
92 # the class Picamera
93 cap = picamera.PiCamera()
94 cap.vflip = True
95 cap.hflip = True
96
97 # Set camera resolution
98 cap.resolution = (400,180)
99 cap.contrast = 0
100 cap.saturation = 0
101
102 # Set the range of thresholded
103 # color in HSV
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104 lower blue = np.array(
105 [ 50, 61, 82 ])
106 upper blue = np.array(
107 [ 134, 212, 164])
108
109 # Set the shape and size of
110 # the kernel for erosion
111 erode line = cv2.getStructuringElement(
112 cv2.MORPH RECT,(5,5))
113
114 #Set the shape and size
115 # of the kernel for dilation
116 dilate line = cv2.getStructuringElement(
117 cv2.MORPH RECT,(6,6))
118
119 #Set the shape and size
120 # of the kernel for erosion
121 erode dot = cv2.getStructuringElement(
122 cv2.MORPH ELLIPSE,(3,3))
123
124 #Set the shape and size of
125 # the kernel for erosion








134 # Take each frame
135 frame = getImage()
136 frame2 = frame
137
138 # Select the region of interest
139 roi = frame[40:60, 0:400].copy()
140
141 # Convert BGR to GRAY
142 gray = cv2.cvtColor(
143 roi, cv2.COLOR BGR2GRAY)
144
145 # Threshold the GRAYSCALE image with a
146 # threshold value of 73
147 ret, output2 = cv2.threshold(
148 gray, 73, 255, cv2.THRESH BINARY INV)
149
150 # Helps remove small white noises
151 output2 = cv2.erode(
152 output2, erode line, iterations = 1)
153
154 # Helps in joining broken parts
155 # of an object in the image
156 output2 = cv2.dilate(
157 output2, dilate line, iterations = 1)
158
159
160 # Finding contours line
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161 ,contours l, = cv2.findContours(
162 output2,n
163 cv2.RETR TREE,cv2.CHAIN APPROX SIMPLE)
164
165 # Storing the areas of all the contours
166 # detected in the image as a list
167 areas l = [cv2.contourArea(c) for n
168 c in contours l]
169
170 # Check for contours and a
171 # blue dot in the imagec
172 if not not areas l and j < 1:
173
174 # Determine the index of the
175 # contour with max area
176 max index = np.argmax(
177 areas l)
178
179 # Select the contour
180 # having the max area
181 cnt = contours l[max index]
182
183 # Draws the contour with the max area
184 cv2.drawContours(
185 roi, [cnt], 0, (0,0,255), 2)
186
187 # Determine the centroid and
188 # area of the contour
189 m1 = cv2.moments(
190 contours l[max index])
191
192 # Calculating the x
193 # co ordinate of the centroid
194 u1 = int(
195 m1['m10']/m1['m00'])
196
197 # Calcualting the y
198 # co ordinate of the centroid
199 v1 = int(
200 m1['m01']/m1['m00'])
201
202 # Calculate the distance between
203 # the centroid and centre of
204 # horz image plane
205 error = u1   200.0
206
207 # Calculate the angle between the centroid
208 # and the centre of horz image plane
209 thetae= 3.1416/2   math.atan2(
210 130,u1 200.0)
211
212 # Implement a PD regulator
213 wd = wd p   alpha*td*wd p +n
214 alpha*td*kp*thetae p + alpha*kd*thetae
215 n  alpha*kd*thetae p
216
217 # Update variables for the next iteration
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218 thetae p = thetae
219 wd p = wd
220
221 # Calculate the reference
222 # left wheel angular velocity
223 WL = int((2*vd+Length*wd)/(2*Radius))
224
225 # Calcualte the reference
226 # right wheel angular velocity
227 WR = int((2*vd Length*wd)/(2*Radius))
228
229 # Set the max wheel angular
230 # velocity to 50 rad/sec
231 if WL > 50:
232 WL = 50
233 elif WL <  50:
234 WL =  50
235
236
237 if WR > 50:
238 WR = 50
239 elif WR <  50:
240 WR =  50
241
242 print WL,WR, j
243 spwmr = str(WR)
244 spwml = str(WL)
245
246 # Parsing the serial data
247 # for the Arduino
248 string = spwmr + comma +n
249 spwml + end
250
251 # Writing the reference wheel angular
252 # velocities to the Arduino serial port
253 ser.write(string)
254
255 # Convert BGR to HSV
256 hsv = cv2.cvtColor(
257 frame2, cv2.COLOR BGR2HSV)
258
259 # Threshold the HSV image to obtain
260 # the desired color (blue)
261 out = cv2.inRange(
262 hsv, lower blue, upper blue)
263
264 # Helps remove small white noises
265 out = cv2.erode(
266 out, erode dot, iterations = 1)
267
268 # Helps in joining broken parts
269 # of an object in the image
270 out = cv2.dilate(
271 out, dilate dot, iterations = 1)
272





277 # Finding contours line (
278 # Boundry around the blue dot)
279 , c dot, = cv2.findContours(
280 out, cv2.RETR TREE,n
281 cv2.CHAIN APPROX SIMPLE)
282
283 # Check the presence of the
284 # blue dot in the image.
285 if len(c dot) == 1:
286
287 # Draw a green box around
288 # the detected contour
289 cv2.drawContours(
290 frame2, c dot,  1, n
291 (0,255,0), 2)
292
293 # Determine the centroid
294 # and area of the contour
295 m1 = cv2.moments(c dot[0])
296
297 # Compute the contour area
298 area d = m1['m00']
299 if area d >= 600:









309 # Display the color frame
310 # keeping track the black tape .
311 cv2.imshow('frame',frame)
312
313 # Display the color frame
314 # keeping track of the blue dot
315 cv2.imshow('frame2', frame2)
316
317 # Display the thresholded and
318 # filtered image of the black tape
319 cv2.imshow('out2', output2)
320
321 k = cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF
322
323 # Press ESC to close the
324 # all the image windows








332 # Close the serial port for communication
333 ser.close()
334
335 # Close the camera
336 cap.close()
1 # Import Computer Vision library
2 import cv2
3
4 # Import class linear
5 # algebra from numpy
6 from numpy import linalg as LA
7
8 # Import numerical python library
9 import numpy as np
10
11 # Import I/O library to
12 # access files and streams
13 import io
14
15 # Import python interface
16 # for the RPi camera module
17 import picamera
18
19 # Import library to
20 # access serial port
21 import serial
22
23 # Import 2D plotting library
24 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
25
26 # Import MATLAB like plotting tool




31 # Select the USB interface connected to
32 # the Arduino and set the Baud rate




37 # Defining function to get image
38 def getImage():
39
40 # Capture video stream from
41 # the RPi cameraas images
42 # in JPEG format
43 cap.capture(
44 stream, format = 'jpeg', n
45 use video port = True)
46
47 # Construct a numpy array from the stream
48 frame = np.fromstring(
49 stream.getvalue(), n




53 # Decode the image from the numpy array,
54 # preserving color
55 frame = cv2.imdecode(frame,1)
56 return frame
57
58 # Create an in memory stream
59 stream = io.BytesIO()
60
61 end = 'nn'
62 comma = ','
63
64 # Radius of the
65 # robot wheel(meters)
66 Radius=0.045
67
68 #Distance between the
69 # rear wheels(meters)
70 Length=0.1
71
72 # Set constant linear speed
73 # of the robot to 0.6 m/s
74 vd = 0.6
75
76 # Set proportional
77 # gain to 10
78 kp = 10
79
80 # Set derivative
81 # gain to 4
82 kd = 4
83
84 # Set sampling time to 0.1 s
85 td = 0.1
86
87 # Set roll off frequency
88 # to 10 rad/sec
89 alpha = 10
90
91 thetae p = 0
92 wd p = 0
93
94 # Create an instance of
95 # the class Picamera
96 cap = picamera.PiCamera()
97 cap.vflip = True
98 cap.hflip = True
99
100 # Set camera resolution
101 cap.resolution = (200,180)
102 cap.contrast = 0






108 # Take each frame
109 frame = getImage()
110
111 # Convert BGR to GRAY
112 src hsv = cv2.cvtColor(
113 frame, cv2.COLOR BGR2HSV)
114
115
116 # Define range of yellow
117 # color in HSV
118
119 lower yellow = np.array(
120 [0,0,16])
121 upper yellow = np.array(
122 [17,255,255])
123
124 # Threshold the HSV image to
125 # get only yellow color
126 output1 = cv2.inRange(




131 # Erode and dilate
132
133 # Set the shape and size of
134 # the kernel for erosion
135 erode = cv2.getStructuringElement(
136 cv2.MORPH ELLIPSE,(5,5))
137
138 # Set the shape and size of
139 # the kernel for dilation
140 dilate = cv2.getStructuringElement(
141 cv2.MORPH ELLIPSE,(8,8))
142
143 # Helps remove small white noises
144 output1 = cv2.erode(
145 output1, erode, iterations = 1)
146
147 # Helps in joining broken parts
148 # of an object in the image
149 output1 = cv2.dilate(




154 # Finding contours
155 ,contours, = cv2.findContours(
156 output1,n
157 cv2.RETR TREE,cv2.CHAIN APPROX SIMPLE)
158
159
160 # Finding a yellow dot in the image.
161 if len(contours) == 1:
162
163 # Draw a green box around
164 # the detected contour
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165 cv2.drawContours(
166 frame, contours,  1, (0,255,0), 2)
167 # Extract information about the centroid
168 # and area of the contour
169 m1 = cv2.moments(contours[0])
170
171 # Calculate the x
172 # co ordinate of the centroid
173 u1 = int(m1['m10']/m1['m00'])
174
175 # Calcualte the y
176 # co ordinate of the centroid
177 v1 = int(m1['m01']/m1['m00'])
178
179 # Calculate the error
180 # between the centroid
181 # and the centre of the horz image plane
182 error = u1   100.0
183
184 # Calculates the angle between centroid
185 # and the centre of the horz image plane
186 thetae= 3.1416/2   math.atan2(
187 180.0 v1,u1 100.0)
188
189 # Implementing a PD regulator
190 wd = wd p   alpha*td*wd p + n
191 alpha*td*kp*thetae p n
192 + alpha*kd*thetae n
193   alpha*kd*thetae p
194
195 # Updating variables for
196 # the next iteration
197 thetae p = thetae
198 wd p = wd
199
200 # Calculate reference left
201 # wheel angular velocity
202 WL = int(
203 (2*vd+Length*wd)/(2*Radius))
204
205 # Calcualte reference right
206 # wheel angular velocity
207 WR = int(
208 (2*vd Length*wd)/(2*Radius))
209
210 # Setting the max wheel angular
211 # velocity to 50 rad/sec
212 if WL > 50:
213 WL = 50
214 elif WL <  50:
215 WL =  50
216
217
218 if WR > 50:
219 WR = 50
220 elif WR <  50:






226 spwmr = str(PWMR)
227 spwml = str(PWML)
228
229 # Parsing the serial data for Arduino
230 string = spwmr + comma + spwml + end
231
232 # Write reference angular velocities to





238 # Return '0' if no




243 # Display the original image




248 k = cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF
249 # Press ESC to close all
250 # the image windows







258 # Close the serial
259 # port for communication
260 ser.close()
261






D.1 Hardware Assembly Instructions: Enhancing Thunder Tumbler
In this section, instructions on enhancing a Thunder Tumbler are provided.
This also works for enhancing other robotic vehicles. In short, we can put our
own microcontroller/computer and sensors on the vehicle to make the vehicle




Dierential-Drive Thunder Tumbler (DDT 2) 1
Arduino Uno 2
Adafruit Motor Shield - to drive DDT 2 dc motors 1
Raspberry Pi 2 Model B 1
Raspberry Pi 5 MP Camera 1
Camera Holder 1
5V Portable Charger - for Raspberry Pi 2 1
A-B USB Cable - to connect Raspberry Pi 2 and Arduino 1
2.4 GHz Nrf24L01 Spread-Spectrum Transmitter/Receiver 2
Magnets - to be hot glued to inside of DDT 2 main wheels 16
Hall Eect Sensors - magnet detector to be glued to DDT 2 2
HCSR04 Ultrasonic Sensor 1
Adafruit 9dof Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) 1
Jumper Wires 28
Hot Glue - for magnets, Hall sensors, camera 1
AA Batteries - Power for DDT 2 4
Table D.1: Items Needed for Enhancing
Dierential-Drive Thunder Tumbler (DDT 2)
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Steps for Enhancing a Dierential-Drive Thunder Tumbler Vehicle
(DDT 2)
Steps for enhancing the Dierential-Drive Thunder Tumbler (DDT 2) now fol-
low.
1. Remove Third (Rear) Wheel from Thunder Tumbler
Take the Thunder Tumbler out of the box.
Remove its \cover/hat" by unscrewing two screws on the bottom of the
vehicle.
Remove the rolling wheel (third wheel) on the back of the vehicle.
2. Remove Original Microcontroller from Thunder Tumbler
Unsolder all wires and remove the original microcontroller.
3. Remove Main Wheels from Thunder Tumbler
Remove main (dierential-drive) wheels from the Thunder Tumbler by
unscrewing associated screw located at the center of each wheel.
4. Mount Magnets on Car Side of Main Wheels
Use hot glue to mount magnets on both wheels as angular encoders.
Mount the magnets on the \car side" of the wheel.
Make sure that the magnets are uniformly spaced; i.e. angular distance
between magnets is the same.
Note:
The more magnets you put on each wheel, the more resolution/accuracy
you will have. We used eight (8) magnets on each wheel.
5. Put Main Wheels Back on Thunder Tumbler
Put wheels (with hot glued magnets mounted on them) back on Thunder
Tumbler.
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6. Mount Arduino Motor Shield and Arduino Uno on Thunder Tumbler
Connect the Arduino Motor Shield on top of Arduino Uno board.
Use hot glue to mount them both on the back of Thunder Tumbler -
where the original rolling wheel used to be.
7. Mount Hall Eect Sensors on Thunder Tumbler
Mount hall eect sensor on each side of the Thunder Tumbler.
Make sure the sensor does not touch the magnets when the wheels are
rotating.
Use six (6) jumper wires to connect two (2) hall eect sensors to the
Arduino motor shield.
Check the motor shield datasheet for pin connections.
See Figure D.1.
8. Connect Power and Motor Wires to Arduino Motor Shield
Plug the power and motor wires into the Arduino motor shield.
The Arduino motor shield has 4 ports.
They are labeled M1, M2, M3, M4.
These enable it to control 4 dc motors.
Here the right and left motor wires were connected to M1 and M4, re-
spectively.
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Figure D.1: Pin Connections for Nrf24L01 and Hall Eect Sensor
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9. Connect HCSR04 Ultrasonic Sensor to Arduino Motor Shield
Use four (4) jumper wires to connect the HCSR04 ultrasonic sensor with
the Arduino motor shield. See Figure D.2.
Figure D.2: Connecting HCSR04 Ultrasonic Sensor to Arduino Shield
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10. Connect Adafruit 9dof IMU to Arduino Motor Shield
Use four (4) jumper wires to connect the Adafruit 9dof IMU with the
Arduino motor shield. See Figure D.3.
Figure D.3: Connecting Adafruit 9dof IMU to Arduino Motor Shield
11. Connect 2.4 GHz Spread-Spectrum Module to Arduino Motor Shield
Connect the 2.4 GHz spread-spectrum nrf24L01 module to the Arduino
motor shield using seven (7) jumper wires. Check the pin connections
(see video provided).
This module will serve as a 2.4 GHz spread-spectrum receiver on the
robot.
12. Connect 2.4 GHz Spread-Spectrum Module to Transmitting Arduino
Connect another nrf24L01 module to another (remotely situated) Ar-
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duino board using seven (7) jumper wires.
See Figure D.1.
Now connect the board to a (remotely situated) computer.
Your (remotely situated) computer, Arduino board and module will serve
as a 2.4 GHz transmitting remote-control unit.
13. Upload Receiver Code onto Arduino on Thunder Tumbler
Upload receiver program to Arduino on Thunder Tumbler.
See Arduino code on page 300.
14. Apply Power to Thunder Tumbler
Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler battery
holder.
Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
15. Upload Transmitter Code to Remotely Situated Arduino-Computer Pair
Upload transmitter program to Arduino connected to computer.
See Arduino code on page 297.
Run the Java GUI for controlling Thunder Tumbler remotely.
See JAVA code on page 307.
Your Enhanced Thunder Tumbler is ready for action with an Arduino,
Arduino motor shield, wheel encoders, IMU and an ultrasonic sensor.
Now play with it!
If you want more capability, continue on the next page....
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Incorporating Raspberry Pi 2 Model B
In order to use Raspberry Pi together with Arduino Uno, you must follow
Steps 1-10 above and the steps delineated below.
16. Upload Code onto Arduino on Thunder Tumbler
Upload any code that makes use of Arduino and Raspberry Pi 2 onto
Arduino board on Thunder Tumbler.
See Arduino codes on page 277.
17. Connect Raspberry Pi Camera to Raspberry Pi 2
Connect the Raspberry Pi Camera to Raspberry Pi 2 board.
The ex cable must be inserted into the connector between the Ethernet
and HDMI ports, with the silver connectors facing the HDMI port.
The connector should be opened by pulling the tabs on the top of the
connector upwards and then towards the Ethernet port.
The ex cable should be inserted rmly into the connector.
The top part of the connector should then be pushed towards the HDMI
port and then downwards, while the ex cable is held in place.
See Figure D.4.
18. Apply Power to Raspberry Pi 2
Insert the Portable Charger cable into the mini USB connector on the Pi.
Turn the power on using the 5V Portable Charger.
19. Connect Raspberry Pi 2 and Arduino on Thunder Tumbler
Connect Raspberry Pi 2 and Arduino on Thunder Tumbler using the A-B
USB (serial communication) cable.
20. Attach Raspberry Pi Camera on the Camera Holder
Attach Raspberry Pi camera on the camera holder by screwing four (4)
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Figure D.4: Raspberry Pi Camera Connected to Raspberry Pi 2
screws at the corners of the camera and camera holder.
21. Mount Raspberry Pi Camera on Thunder Tumbler
Mount Raspberry Pi camera on the front of Thunder Tumbler by using
hot glue.
22. Apply Power to Thunder Tumbler
Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler battery
holder.
Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
23. Run Code on Raspberry Pi 2
Run any code on the Raspberry Pi 2 that makes use of the Arduino and
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Raspberry Pi 2. How?
Click on LXterminal to go to the Raspberry Pi terminal.
Type cdthundertumbler to go to the folder called `thundertumbler'.
Type pythonfilename:py to run the specied le.
See Python codes on page 320.
Your Enhanced Thunder Tumbler is ready for action with its onboard
Raspberry Pi 2 and camera duo.
Now play with it!
Required Embedded System Development Software
All of our embedded system software development relied upon the following
software development environments: Arduino IDE 1.6.5 and Python IDLE 2.7.
 Arduino IDE 1.6.5 can be found at
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
Arduino IDE was the only tool used for Arduino software development.
 Python IDLE 2.7 was already on the Raspberry Pi; i.e. built-in. However,
one can nd it at
https://www.python.org/download/releases/2.7/
Python IDLE was the only tool used for Raspberry Pi software develop-
ment.
In addition to the above, we of course, used MATLAB/Simulink in order to
conduct model-based design, simulations and trade studies.
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D.2 Instructions for 10 Hardware Demonstrations
1. Speed Cruise Control Along a Straight Line
(a) Raspberry Pi is not needed.
(b) Upload the program le cruisecontrol:ino onto Arduino board.
See Arduino code on page 278.
(c) The following nominal control law parameters were set in the code:
RKp=Lkp=0.4 (g values), Rki=Lki=4 (z values), alfa=100 (roll-o
factor).
(d) The reference speed command was set in the code to vd = 0:5 m/sec.
(e) Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler battery
holder.
(f) Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
(g) Enhanced Thunder Tumbler vehicle will move progressively faster
from rest toward the commanded reference velocity.
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2. Position Control Along a Straight Line
(a) Raspberry Pi is not needed.
(b) Upload the program le positioncontrol:ino onto Arduino board.
See Arduino code on page 303
(c) The following nominal control law parameters were set in the code:
Inner-loop control law is same as in demonstration 1 above;
kp=5 is the outer-loop control gain.
(d) The reference position command was set in the code to xref = 2 m.
(e) Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler battery
holder.
(f) Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
(g) Enhanced Thunder Tumbler vehicle will move to the commanded lin-
eal reference position.
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3. Position Control Along a Curve
(a) Upload program CruiseControlCurve:ino to Arduino.
See Arduino code on page 281.
(b) Connect Arduino and Raspberry Pi 2 Model B via USB cable.
(c) Camera module needs to be plugged into Raspberry Pi 2 Model B.
(d) Start Raspberry Pi with portable charger (on robot).
(e) Once it has boot up, click on LXterminal to go to the Raspberry Pi
terminal.
(f) Type cdthundertumbler to go to the folder called `thundertumbler'.
(g) Type pythonhsv:py to adjust color threshold values.
See Python code on page 326.
Here, the threshold values need to be adjusted to detect the blue dot
where the robot stops.
Adjust threshold values until color of interest appears white and other
colors appear black.
Note threshold values obtained for blue dot (three values):
h for hue, s for saturation, and v is for value.
(h) Type pythonthresh:py to adjust threshold value for the black line on
the oor.
See Python code on page 328.
Adjust threshold value until black line on the oor appears white on
the screen.
Note the binary threshold value obtained which will be in the range
1-255.
The algorithm executing the line following behavior constantly looks
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for a blue dot in the original color image.
As soon as it is detected, the commands to the motors are blocked
and the vehicle stops.
(i) Desired destination (blue dot) is placed 2 m along the curve from the
initial position.
(j) Change blue dot threshold (h; s; v) values and black line binary thresh-
old value in the le PositionControlCurve:py to values obtained
above.
See Python code on page 330
It should be noted that two copies of the color image captured by
the camera are used every 0.1 sec.
One of these 2 frames/copies is thresh-holded for detecting the black
tape and the other is thresh-holded for detecting the blue dot.
(k) Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler battery
holder.
(l) Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
(m) Type pythonPositionControlCurve:py in LXterminal.
(n) The robot will follow the black-taped curve and stop at the 2 m ref-
erence position (i.e. at the blue dot).
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4. Cartesian Stabilization: Planar (xy) Position Control
(a) Raspberry Pi is not needed.
(b) Upload the program le OuterLoop2PositionControl:ino onto Ar-
duino board.
See Arduino code on page 286.
(c) The following nominal control law parameters were set in the code:
kp (which is ks)=4, ktheta (which is k)=20.
(d) The reference position command is given as xref = 150cm; yref =
150cm.
(e) Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler's bat-
tery holder.
(f) Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
(g) Enhanced Thunder Tumbler vehicle will move toward the commanded
xy reference position.
Path followed will depend on the gains (k; ks) used.
If k > ks is small, the robot follows a curved path.
If k > ks is large, the robot moves toward the target in nearly a
straight line.
The latter has been selected, so the robot will move toward the target
(xref ; yref ) in a near straight line.
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5. Cruise Control Along a Line/Curve
(a) Upload program CruiseControlCurve:ino to Arduino.
See Arduino code on page 281.
(b) Connect Arduino and Raspberry Pi 2 using a USB cable.
(c) Camera module needs to be plugged into Raspberry Pi 2.
(d) Start Raspberry Pi with portable charger (on robot).
(e) Once it has boot up, click on LXterminal to go to the Raspberry Pi
terminal.
(f) Type cdthundertumbler to go to that folder called `thundertumbler'.
(g) Type pythonthresh:py to adjust binary threshold value.
See Python code on page 328.
Adjust threshold value until color of interest appears white and other
colors appear black.
The curve to be followed will be viewed as being white by the Pi.
Note the binary threshold value obtained which will be in the range
1-255.
(h) Change binary threshold value in OuterLoop1CruisePython:py to
the value obtained above.
See Python code on page 321
(i) Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler's bat-
tery holder.
(j) Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
(k) Type pythonOuterLoop1CruisePython:py in LXterminal.
(l) The robot will then follow a black curve path.(assume the curve is
black)
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6. Vehicle-Target Spacing Control
(a) Raspberry Pi is not needed.
(b) Upload the program le OuterLoop3SeparationControl:ino onto Ar-
duino board.
See Arduino code on page 290
(c) The reference separation command is given as x = 25cm.
(d) Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler's bat-
tery holder.
(e) Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
(f) The robot will maintain a constant spacing from the target (after a
transient).
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7. Multi-Robot Spacing Control Along a Curve
(a) For the leader Thunder Tumbler, do the same as was done in 5 above.
(b) For the following Thunder Tumblers, the Arduino code is the same
as the one used in 5 above. However Python code is dierent since
this time a dot is being tracked and not a black line on the ground.
See Python code on page 336
(c) Start Raspberry Pi of the follower robot(s) with portable charger(s).
(d) Once it has boot up, click on LXterminal to go to the Pi terminal.
(e) Type cdthundertumbler to go to that folder called `thundertumbler'.
(f) Type pythonhsv:py to adjust color threshold values.
See Python code on page 326.
Here, the threshold values need to be adjusted to detect the color
of interest (e.g red, yellow, orange, etc., reference dot on vehicle in
front of it).
Adjust threshold values until color of interest appears white and other
colors appear black.
Note threshold values obtained for the color of interest (three values):
h for hue, s for saturation, and v is for value.
(g) Change color of interest threshold (h; s; v) values in the le
multi vehicle spacing code:py to values obtained above.
(h) Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Tumbler's battery holder.
(i) Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
(j) Type pythonmulti vehicle spacing code:py in LXterminal.
(k) Leader robot will follow the curve.
Other robots follow with constant spacing.
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8. Track Slowly Moving Remote Controlled Quadrotor via En-
hanced Thunder Tumbler
(a) Same as demonstration 7 above (following Thunder Tumbler).
(b) Will need Parrot AR Drone quadrotor.
(c) Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler's bat-
tery holder.
(d) Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
(e) The robot is able to follow a slowly moving AR Drone.
9. Avoiding a Moving Obstacle While Moving Toward a Com-
manded xy Planar Target
(a) Raspberry Pi is not needed.
(b) Upload the program le OuterLoop4ObstacleAvoidance:ino onto Ar-
duino board. See Arduino code on page 292
(c) The reference position command is xref = 150cm; yref = 150cm.
(d) Make sure 4 AA batteries are placed in the Thunder Tumbler's bat-
tery holder.
(e) Turn the power on using Thunder Tumbler's power switch.
(f) Enhanced Thunder Tumbler vehicle will move toward the commanded
planar xy reference position.
(g) The vehicle will stop if an obstacle is sensed ahead of it.
10. Remotely Controlled RWD F-150 Leader Followed by Enhanced
Thunder Tumbler
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(a) Same as for demonstration 7 above (following Thunder Tumbler).
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